An amendment by Mr. NADLER, regarding health insurance records under the PATRIOT Act, which shall be debatable for 15 minutes;

An amendment by Mr. SANDERS, regarding FISA applications under the PATRIOT Act, which shall be debatable for 10 minutes;

An amendment by Mr. SCHIFF, regarding protection of the Federal judiciary;

An amendment by Mr. CARDIN, regarding WTO action against China for currency manipulation;

An amendment by Mr. MICA, regarding U.S. and Commercial Service funding;

An amendment by Mr. SHIMkus or Ms. ESHOO, regarding NTIA funding;

An amendment by Mr. INSELee, regarding NOAA Coastal Zone Management Program;

An amendment by Mr. FOSSella or Mr. KING of New York, regarding U.S. fugitives residing in Cuba;

An amendment by Mr. FLAKE, regarding educational cultural exchanges;

An amendment by Mr. FLAKE, regarding goods to Cuba, which shall be debatable for 20 minutes;

An amendment by Ms. JACKSON-Lee of Texas, regarding data on racial distribution of convictions;

An amendment by Ms. JACKSON-Lee of Texas, regarding affirmances by immigration judges;

An amendment by Mr. MORAN of Virginia, regarding export licenses for firearms;

An amendment by Mrs. MUSgrave, regarding NASA Hollywood liaison;

An amendment by Mr. OTTER, regarding delaying notice on search warrants;

An amendment by Mr. KING of Iowa, regarding implementation of section 642 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996;

An amendment by Mr. SCHIFF, regarding DNA collection from convicted felons;

An amendment by Ms. JACKSON-Lee of Texas regarding safety requirements for the space shuttle and the international space station;

An amendment by Mrs. JONES of Ohio, regarding EEOC;

An amendment by Ms. MOORE of Wisconsin, regarding SBA funding;

An amendment by Mr. WEINER, regarding State and local law enforcement funding;

An amendment by Mr. HAYWORTH, regarding U.N. funding;

An amendment by Mr. MCDERMOTT, regarding travel to Cuba;

An amendment by Mr. REYES, regarding torture of human rights activists.

Each such amendment may be offered only by the Member named in the request or a designee, or the Member who caused it to be printed in the RECORD or a designee; shall be considered read; shall not be subject to amendment except (a) by the ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations and the Subcommittee on Science, State, Justice, Commerce, and Related Agencies each may offer one pro forma amendment for the purpose of debate; and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question.

Except as otherwise specified, each amendment shall be debatable for 10 minutes, equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the remainder of title I of the bill through page 34, line 11, be considered as read, printed in the RECORD, and open to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

The text of the remainder of title I is as follows:

WEED AND SEED PROGRAM FUND

For necessary expenses, including salaries and related expenses of the Executive Office for Weed and Seed, to implement “Weed and Seed” program activities to remain available until September 30, 2007, for inter-governmental agreements, including grants, cooperative agreements, and contracts, with State and local law enforcement agencies, non-profit organizations, and agencies of local government engaged in the investigation and prosecution of violent and gang-related crimes and drug offenses in “Weed and Seed” designated communities, and for either reimbursements or transfers to appropriation accounts of the Department of Justice and other Federal agencies which shall be specified by the Attorney General to execute the “Weed and Seed” program strategy; Provided, That funds designated by Congress through language for other Department of Justice appropriation accounts for “Weed and Seed” program activities shall be managed and executed by the Executive Office for Weed and Seed; Provided further, That the Attorney General may direct the use of other Department of Justice funds and personnel in support of “Weed and Seed” program activities only after the Attorney General notifies the Committees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the Senate in accordance with section 1703(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (“the 1968 Act”) shall not apply to non-hiring grants made pursuant to part Q of title I of the Act (42 U.S.C. 3796dd et seq.); Provided further, That the funds appropriated for the Executive Office for Weed and Seed, not to exceed $2,000,000 shall be directed for comprehensive community development training and technical assistance.

COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES

For activities authorized by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (Public Law 103-322) (including administrative costs), $250,057,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That of the funds under this heading, not to exceed $2,575,000 shall be available for the Office of Justice Programs for reimbursable services associated with programs administered by the Community Oriented Policing Services Office, specifically, Title 1703(b) and (c) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (“the 1968 Act”) shall not apply to non-hiring grants made pursuant to part Q of title I of the Act (42 U.S.C. 3796dd et seq.); Provided further, That up to $29,000,000 of balances made available as a result of prior year deobligations may be obligated for program management and administration: Provided further, That any balances made available as a result of prior year deobligations may be obligated for program management and administration.
year deobligations in excess of $29,000,000 shall only be obligated in accordance with section 605 of this Act. Of the amounts provided:

(a) $30,000,000 is for the matching grant program for law enforcement armor vests as authorized by section 2501 of part Y of the 1968 Act, of which not to exceed $3,000,000 shall be for the National Institute of Justice to test and evaluate vests;

(b) $60,000,000 is for policing initiatives to combat methamphetamine production and trafficking and to enhance policing initiatives in ‘‘drug hot spots’’;

(c) $120,000,000 is for a law enforcement technologies and interoperable communications program;

(d) $25,000,000 is for grants to upgrade criminal records, as authorized under the Crime Identification Technology Act of 1998 (42 U.S.C. 14601);

(e) $38,000,000 is for law enforcement assistance to Indian tribes; and

(f) used to fund a national program to reduce gang violence.

**JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAMS**

For grants, contracts, cooperative agreements, and other assistance authorized by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (‘‘the Act’’), and other juvenile justice programs, including salaries and expenses in connection therewith to be transferred to and merged with the appropriations for Justice Assistance, $333,712,000, to remain available until expended, as follows—

(1) $712,000 for concentration of Federal efforts, as authorized by section 204 of the Act;

(2) $83,000,000 for State and local programs authorized by section 221 of the Act, including training and technical assistance to assist small, non-profit organizations with the Federal grants process;

(3) $70,000,000 for demonstration projects, as authorized by sections 261 and 262 of the Act;

(4) $5,000,000 for juvenile mentoring programs;

(5) $80,000,000 for delinquency prevention, as authorized by section 505 of the Act, of which:

(A) $10,000,000 shall be for the Tribal Youth Program;

(B) $25,000,000 shall be for a gang resistance education and training program; and

(C) $45,000,000 shall be for grants, as described in section 221 of the Act, up to $350,000 to each State and $6,640,000 shall be available for discretionary grants to States, for programs and activities to enforce State laws prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages to minors or the purchase or consumption of alcoholic beverages by minors, prevention and reduction of consumption of alcoholic beverages by minors, and for technical assistance and training;

(6) $5,000,000 for Project Childsafe;

(7) $15,000,000 for the Secure Our Schools Act as authorized by Public Law 106–396;

(8) $15,000,000 for programs authorized by the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990; and

(9) $60,000,000 for the Juvenile Accountability Block Grants program as authorized by Public Law 107–273 and Guam shall be considered a State: Provided, That not more than 10 percent of each amount may be used for research, evaluation, and statistics activities designed to benefit the programs or activities authorized: Provided further, That not more than 2 percent of each amount may be used for training and technical assistance: Provided further, That the previous two provisos shall not apply to demonstration projects, as authorized by sections 261 and 262 of the Act.

**PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICERS BENEFITS**

To remain available until expended, for payments authorized by part L of title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 3786), such sums as are necessary, as authorized by section 6093 of Public Law 100–690 (102 Stat. 4439–4440); and $4,884,000 to remain available for payments as authorized by section 1201(b) of said Act; and $4,064,000 for educational assistance, as authorized by section 1212 of the 1968 Act.

**GENERAL PROVISIONS—DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE**

SEC. 101. In addition to amounts otherwise made available in this title for official reception and representation expenses, a total of not to exceed $60,000 from funds appropriated to the Department of Justice in this title shall be available to the Attorney General for official reception and representation expenses.

SEC. 102. None of the funds appropriated by this title shall be available to pay for an abortion, except when the life of the mother would be endangered if the fetus were carried to term, or in the case of rape: Provided, That should this prohibition be declared unconstitutional or beyond the jurisdiction, this section shall be null and void.

SEC. 103. None of the funds appropriated under this title shall be used to require any person to perform any act in any way diminishing the effect of section 103 intended to address the philosophical beliefs of individual employees of the Bureau of Prisons.

SEC. 104. Nothing in the preceding section shall remove the obligation of the Director of the Bureau of Prisons to provide escort services necessary for a female inmate to receive such service outside the Federal facility: Provided, That this section in no way diminishes the effect of section 103 intended to address the philosophical beliefs of individual employees of the Bureau of Prisons.

SEC. 105. Not to exceed 5 percent of any appropriation made available for the current fiscal year for the Department of Justice in this Act may be transferred between such appropriations, but no such appropriation, except as otherwise specifically provided, shall be increased by more than 10 percent by any transfer pursuant to this section, with the proviso that any transfer pursuant to this section shall be treated as a reprogramming of funds under section 605 of this Act and shall not be available for obligation except in accordance with the procedures set forth in that section.


SEC. 107. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used by the Drug Enforcement Administration to establish a procurement quota following the approval of a new drug application or an abbreviated new drug application for a controlled substance.

SEC. 108. The limitation established in the preceding section shall not apply to any new drug application or abbreviated new drug application for which the Drug Enforcement Administration has reviewed and provided public comments on labeling, promotion, risk management plans, and any other documents.

SEC. 109. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, Public Law 102–259 section 102(b) shall extend to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives the conduct of undercover investigative operations and shall apply without fiscal year limitation with respect to any undercover investigatory operation initiated by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives that is necessary for the detection and prosecution of crimes in the United States.

SEC. 110. Any funds provided in this Act under ‘‘Department of Justice’’ used to implement E-Government Initiatives shall be used for the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act.

SEC. 111. None of the funds made available to the Department of Justice in this Act may be used for the purpose of transporting an individual who is a prisoner pursuant to conviction for crime under State or Federal law and is classified as a maximum or high security prisoner, other than a prison or other facility certified by the Federal Bureau of Prisons as appropriately secure for housing such a prisoner.

SEC. 112. (a) None of the funds appropriated by this Act may be used by Federal prisons to purchase cable television services, to rent or purchase videocassettes, videocassette recorders, or other audiovisual or electronic equipment used primarily for recreational purposes.

(b) The preceding sentence does not preclude the renting, maintenance, or purchase of audiovisual or electronic equipment for inmate training, religious, or educational programs.

This title may be cited as the ‘‘Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2006’’.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any amendments to that portion of the bill?

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WOLF

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. Wolf: Page 26, line 25, after the dollar amount, insert the following: ‘‘(increased by $34,000,000)’’. Page 27, line 21, after the dollar amount, insert the following: ‘‘(increased by $34,000,000)’’.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf).

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 30 seconds.

The committee is dedicated to addressing the methamphetamine problem; and now with the additional funds from this amendment, we can dedicate more funds to combat the meth problem. So I am offering this amendment which adds $34 million to the COPS program to combat meth production and trafficking and enhance policing initiatives.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Does any Member claim the time in opposition?

The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf).

The amendment was agreed to.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WEINER

Mr. WEINER. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. WEINER:
Page 26, line 25, after the dollar amount, insert "($126,152,000)".
Page 57, line 9, after the dollar amount, insert "($126,152,000)".

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER).

Mr. WEINER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, this is another amendment that offers to bolster the COPS program. The hiring count is zeroed out in this bill, and it takes the funds of the National Science Foundation, reduces the NSF not back to the level it was before its deep cuts, but puts it back to where it was in 2004 before those big cuts began.

First, let me say that a consensus is emerging in this House. We have had amendment after amendment that has been rejected by the COPS program back from the scrap heap, back from a point at zero, and try to restore the hiring component.

We saw it done from Census, a proposal to do it from the FBI, and a proposal to do it from the NSF. Let me be very clear, I think the NSF should be higher than my amendment and higher than the level provided by this House, and I believe the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) would both like to have more than they have allocated.

The issue is this: we have reached consensus in Congress that the COPS program should not be zeroed out. We reached that consensus because in the reauthorization for the Justice Department we included a billion dollars to reauthorize the COPS program. We just adopted an amendment to restore funds to the COPS program. The COPS program should not be zeroed out because it has been arguably the most successful Federal law enforcement program ever created, and it is also the most democratic.

I have a map showing cities all around the country and the number of officers that have been funded since 1995 and the level that crime has gone down regardless of whether it be Jacks NSF Louisiana, 347 officers funded, a crime rate drop of 12 percent; San Antonio, Texas, 100 officers funded, a drop of 9 percent; Boston, Massachusetts, 139 officers funded, a 28 percent crime rate reduction.

Yet in this bill, we zero out the hiring component. It is mysterious why the COPS program has become such a target, but I can tell Members it is not because the program does not work. A broad coalition, bipartisan as we saw yesterday and in the sponsorship of my effort to reauthorize the bill, shows that just about every law enforcement group and just about every Member of this House believes in the COPS program.

This is another demonstration of the same point. Look at how evenly distributed the number of new officers is: Texas, 6,074 police officers on the street. When John Ashcroft spoke about this during his confirmation hearings for Attorney General, he said, "Let me just say, I think the COPS program has been successful. The purpose of the COPS program was to demonstrate to local police departments that if you put additional police, feet on the street, that crime would be affected and people would be safer and more secure. We believe the COPS program demonstrated that conclusively." That is John Ashcroft.

When Tom Ridge sworn in as the Secretary of Homeland Security, he said homeland security starts in our home towns.

Yet what we have done, the last 4 years, since September 11, is that we zeroed out the COPS program down to where it is zero. The hiring component is at zero. We are actually taking cops off the street rather than putting them on.

I have complete confidence that the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) understand the value of the COPS program. In the district of the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF), over $1.1 million has been awarded to add school resource officers. In the district of the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN), over $26 million in the State of West Virginia.

So what does this amendment do? First of all, before my opponents stand up, let me do the argument for them. The NSF is a valuable agency. We are not saying it is not valuable. We are saying that dramatic increase they are going to get this year be limited to bringing them back to where they were in the 2004 budget before we slashed it down. Not that it should be cut, not that it should be reduced. It should be flattened out, increased rather, but only to the point where it was in 2004 before we had the reduction last year. I think it is fair and reasonable.

We also have to be careful about something else. We are in the unpleasant circumstance of having to take from Peter to pay Paul. But I would argue that Members should listen to the voice of this House. We overwhelmingly reauthorized the COPS program in the Justice Department reauthorization bill. The will of this House is to have a COPS hiring component. Yesterday's amendments showed it.

So before the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER) recognizes the floor, I want to argue about what is better, science or police. I say they are both very, very important. What is more important, Census or police; they are both very, very important. What is more important, the FBI or the police on the beat; they are both very, very important. This amendment seeks to balance two ideals.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 minute.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in very strong opposition to the amendment. It would inflict a major blow to the Nation's basic scientific research. The Nation has reached a crisis point in terms of science and technology. Any advantage that we have enjoyed is rapidly eroding.

The research budget should be considered part of the national security budget. It is the most strategic investment we make in maintaining America's leadership in the world. We worked hard within our limited allocation to provide an increased funding level in the bill for NSF's basic scientific research, $1.57 million above last year. Every scientific group said this is good. It is above what the Bush administration had, and to take it out now would send a message to the scientific community and the university community that would demoralize them and would make the United States a third-rate Nation. I urge a strong "no" vote on the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. BOEHLERT), chairman of the Committee on Science, and one who knows so much about this issue.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to this amendment. I am a little bit surprised that the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER), who is a former member of the Committee on Science, and let me add a valuable member of the Committee on Science, that I am a little surprised he would be offering this amendment.

Let me say what I have said many times in response to earlier amendments. We cannot be decimating a valuable program so another can do a little bit better, and that is what this amendment would do.

The National Science Foundation is not exactly flush with cash these days. The appropriators deserve to be congratulated for the funding that they have been able to find; but let me remind Members, it is not as much as NSF received in fiscal year 2004. The approval rate for grant applications is down 20 percent. The approval rate in some scientific fields, some specialties, is in the single digits. Meanwhile, NSF is being asked to take on more responsibilities, such as footing the bill for the ice-breaking activities in the Antarctic. This is not the time to be cutting NSF. NSF does not have cash to spare.

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER) recognizes this because he proudly joined us in signing a letter requesting far more money for NSF...
than this bill provides. That latter talks about how vital NSF programs are to our Nation’s economic future.

If one takes the long view, it is kind of ironic to take money away from NSF to find funding for local law enforcement. If our economy falters, then crime will surely go up. And if we do not invest in basic research, then over time our economy surely will falter. We should not be doing this. This is not the right way to approach it.

I urge opposition to this amendment which will take money away from a vital cash-strapped agency which is dealing with our future. No one will fund basic research if the Federal Government does not. That is not true of local law enforcement. So I urge opposition to this amendment.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to this amendment. The gentleman from New York (Mr. WOLF) says before we get into this argument between COPS and NSF and NOAA and all of the other good programs in this bill, we are into the argument of balancing. He says we are trying to balance two ideals. I want to tell the gentleman from New York (Mr. WOLF) that the chairman, the ranking member, and all of the subcommittees, in addition to the full Committee on Appropriations, have gone through an extensive exercise of weighing these ideals, as well as the other. There are many competing domestic programs in this bill. They are all worthy purposes and projects, and they all serve our country in different ways: and given our allocation, we spent a lot of time balancing these ideals.

I suggest that this amendment puts these ideals in imbalance, particularly with regard to NSF. The whole stated purpose of moving the science programs, HD and independent agencies last year as we went through what I considered to be an unnecessary exercise of eliminating that committee, the stated purpose was to reemphasize science.

In a small way this committee has been able to do that in the sense that the chairman restored to the National Science Foundation moneys that we were not able to give it last year. In other words, in 2005 we cut NSF. That was a lot to do, and I want to say for reasons I will speak to in just a moment. However, we have restored that money in this bill. We have done the best for the COPS program, for the law enforcement programs that we could. Although State and local law enforcement, as we have seen by the Obey amendments and the debate with regard to them, are certainly underfunded, so is the National Science Foundation which is such a critical area for the Nation’s future economy.

I think everybody agrees that science research is the cutting edge, is the precursor, if you will, for a modern economy. If we are going to stay ahead of the economic conditions, of the economic realities, of the economic phenomena that we all find ourselves in with economic globalization, we need to be at the forefront of research. We need to be at the forefront of development. That requires a Federal role in facilitating and funding the signal that the country needs to invest in research in collaboration with our great university institutions and our great corporations and small businesses and the nonprofit sector that are so active with the National Science Foundation funding.

I would point out these are competitive grants. They are particularly important as they facilitate the research that gives us that economic edge in the world.

I strongly support maintaining our funding for the National Science Foundation. It would be disastrous and it would be extremely shortsighted for all of the reasons I stated to do otherwise. The gentleman strongly opposes this amendment and would strongly encourage all of our colleagues on a bipartisan basis to oppose this amendment, not because we oppose COPS; we support the COPS program, and we will do everything we can to do that. At the same time, the other ideal that the sponsor of the amendment talked about, the NSF, cannot experience this kind of a cut and do the job that it needs to do.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I have spent a lot of time not just this session, but in the two previous sessions of this Congress fighting for additional funding for law enforcement assistance grants. I take a back seat to no one in my interest in doing that. But I absolutely agree with virtually everything by the subcommittee chairman the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF), and by the ranking member the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN). I have spent over 30 years on the Labor-Health-Education subcommittee. One of our main concerns on that subcommittee is health research principally centered in the National Institutes of Health. Anyone from NIH will tell you that much of the progress that they have been able to make in the past 30 years has been rooted in the most basic of all scientific research, and a good deal of that research has been funded in the past by the National Science Foundation. If we cut back the National Science Foundation, we are eating our own seed corn, we are eroding the ability of this economy to grow, we are weakening the ability of this society to increase human knowledge, and we are weakening our efforts to improve health as well.

If you would take a look at our research budget, if we are spending a smaller percentage of our national income on basic research today than we have been spending at any time since those numbers have been kept. We do not want to weaken that even more.

I would also point out that in the area of health, if you take a look at the issue of three-dimensional imaging, that has been greatly enhanced by basic research done in contract with the National Science Foundation. Research into materials, into changing materials that you can use for joints, for heart valves, much of that has originated in research financed by the National Science Foundation. Medical surgery has been refined to a great extent by what we have learned under the auspices of the National Science Foundation.

I applaud the gentleman from New York in wanting to increase funding for the COPS program. I think it is outrageous that we have seen these long-term reductions. But if we do cut back on the National Science Foundation, we not only threaten the health of America’s citizens, we threaten the health of America’s economic system as well. I think this is one of those examples where this agency does not have a lot of political support, but it is absolutely imperative that we step in and do something so that we make the advances that are possible with decent levels of funding.

Mr. WEINER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. OBEY. I yield to the gentleman from New York.

Mr. WEINER. For the purpose of clarification, under my amendment we are not reducing the budget of the NSF. It is going up. It is going up. I just want to make that clear. What we are doing is we are saying it should rise back to the level it was cut back to.

Mr. OBEY. I understand. But the gentleman, among other things, is cutting into their education programs. This country is on the edge of being scientifically illiterate. We cannot afford to cut back science education in one classroom, in one university, in one corporation. We have got to have it all, and we need to have much more than we have right now.

Mr. WEINER. If the gentleman will yield further, the gentleman from New York (Mr. BOEHLERT) made this characterization as well. The COPS program hiring component is zero. Not a little, not a medium amount, not cut back. Zero.

Mr. OBEY. If I can take back my time, I understand that. That is why I had an amendment yesterday to add $400 million to local law enforcement. The majority rejected it. I had another amendment adding $200 million to local law enforcement.

My position in favor of the COPS program is clear. My brother-in-law is a former district attorney who was shot. I have no less concern about law enforcement than the gentleman from New York. But the National Science Foundation and all of its ancillary programs, especially its education programs, are crucial to the future health
of this country. It would be mindless to pass this amendment.  
Mr. WOLF. I want to thank the gentleman from Wisconsin for his comments.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. CULBerson).

Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Wisconsin is correct. The country is on the brink of scientific illiteracy. I join the gentleman from Wisconsin in strongly opposing this amendment. I want to reiterate something Chairman WOLF said which is vitally important. The National Science Foundation is of strategic importance to the future prosperity of the United States. We have three appropriations bills that deal with the defense of this country; one obviously the defense bill, homeland security, and then this bill which invests in the prosperity of this country by investing in fundamental research and development through the National Science Foundation. The American Association for the Advancement of Science has shown with future projections that the purchasing power of research and development investments are expected to decline over the next 5 years.

The chairman has put together a superb bill that increases funding for the National Science Foundation, not the level of funding because of our sequester, but we are moving in the right direction. If we do not do so, other nations will pass us by. China is now graduating 300,000 engineers per year versus 71,000 in the United States. China’s high tech output has shot up eightfold over the 1990s, while ours has only doubled. We need to reject this amendment and continue the growth in investment in research and development through the National Science Foundation.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. EHLERS), who has been a leader on this issue.

Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I have to make a correction. The gentleman from New York keeps saying that he is not cutting NSF. Actually, the National Science Foundation appropriation under this bill is still less than fiscal year 2004 due to the largest level of sequestration. Research and Related Activities account, which we have been discussing with this amendment, will be cut $60 million below fiscal year 2004 levels by this amendment.

We have recently started to eat our seed corn. I read an article last week that said the seed corn is almost gone. Because other countries are making this a high priority, they are doing much better than we are in research.

Let me illustrate the importance of research activities. When I was a graduate student fifty years ago, a friend of mine, Charlie Townes, was working on development of a laser. Today I hold in my hand a laser which I purchased downstairs in the stationery shop for $15. That is how far we have come in 50 years. The laser industry, which rose from a simple grant to Dr. Townes from the National Science Foundation of a few million dollars, is today a multi-billion-dollar industry in this country. That is the kind of return we get on our investment in research and our funding of the National Science Foundation. Reject this amendment. It goes in totally the wrong direction.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER). The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.

Mr. WEINER. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEINER) will be postponed.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that title II of the bill through page 52, line 17, be considered as read, printed in the RECORD, and open to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

The text of the bill follows:

TITLE II—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND RELATED AGENCIES

TRADE AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the Office of the United States Trade Representative, including the hire of passenger motor vehicles and the employment of experts and consultants as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109; $44,779,000, of which $3,000,000 is for the purpose of representing the United States in trade negotiations and the promotion of commerce through trade agreements negotiations; and for representation expenses, $62,759,000, to remain available until expended.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the International Trade Commission, including hire of passenger motor vehicles, and services as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109; $1,500,000, to remain available until expended.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION

OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION

For necessary expenses for international trade activities of the Department of Commerce, including hire of passenger motor vehicles; and services as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109; $25,451,000, to remain available until expended.

BUREAU OF INDUSTRY AND SECURITY

OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION

For necessary expenses for export administration and national security activities of the Department of Commerce, including costs associated with the performance of export administration field activities both domestically and abroad; full medical coverage for dependent members of families of employees stationed overseas; not to exceed $10,000 for the purpose of reimbursing the families of employees stationed overseas; employment of Americans and aliens by contract for services abroad; payment of tort claims, in the manner authorized in the first paragraph of 28 U.S.C. 2672 when such claims arise in foreign countries; not to exceed $3,000,000 for official representation expenses abroad; purchase of passenger motor vehicles for official use abroad, not to exceed $65,000 per vehicle; obtaining insurance on official motor vehicles and rental of tie lines, $106,925,000, of which $13,000,000 is to be derived from fees to be retained and used by the International Trade Administration, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302. Provided, That $47,434,000 shall be for Manufacturing and Services; $39,815,000 shall be for Market Access and Compliance; $62,134,000 shall be for the Import Administration of which not less than $3,000,000 is for the Office of China Compliance; $231,722,000 shall be for the United States and Foreign Commercial Service; and $25,000,000 shall be for the Office of Construction and Administration: Provided further, That the provisions of the first sentence of section 108(c) and the Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2455) shall apply in carrying out these activities without regard to section 5412 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 (15 U.S.C. 492); and that for the purpose of this Act, contributions under the provisions of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 shall include assessments for services provided as part of these activities.

For necessary expenses for export administration and national security activities of the Department of Commerce, including costs associated with the performance of export administration field activities both domestically and abroad; full medical coverage for dependent members of families of employees stationed overseas; employment of Americans and aliens by contract for services abroad; payment of tort claims, in the manner authorized in the first paragraph of 28 U.S.C. 2672 when such claims arise in foreign countries; not to exceed $10,000 for official representation expenses abroad; awards of compensation to informers under the Export Administration Act of 1979, and as authorized by 22 U.S.C. 401(b); and purchase of passenger motor vehicles for official use and motor vehicles for law enforcement use with special requirement vehicles eligible for purchase without regard to any price limitation otherwise established by law, and as authorized by 22 U.S.C. 2455(f) and 2458(c) shall apply in carrying out these activities; Provided further, That pay-
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

For grants for economic development assistance as provided by the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, and for trade adjustment assistance, $200,985,000, to remain available until expended.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of administering the economic development assistance programs as provided by law, $26,684,000: Provided, That these funds may be used to monitor projects approved pursuant to title I of the Public Works Employment Act of 1976, title II of the Trade Act of 1974, and the Community Emergency Drought Relief Act of 1977.

MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

For necessary expenses of the Department of Commerce in fostering, promoting, and developing minority business enterprise, including expenses of grants, contracts, and other agreements with public or private organizations, $30,024,000.

ECONOMIC AND INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE
ECONOMIC AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses, as authorized by law, of economic and statistical analysis programs of the Department of Commerce, $80,304,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007.

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary for collecting, compiling, processing, analyzing, preparing, and publishing statistics, provided for by law, $236,029,000.

PERIODIC CENSUSES AND PROGRAMS

For necessary expenses related to the 2010 decennial census, $463,396,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007: Provided, That the total amount available related to the 2010 decennial census, $213,849,000 is for the Re-engineered Design Process for the Short-Form Only Census, $169,948,000 is for the American Community Survey, and $79,799,000 is for the Master Address File/Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Reference (TIGER) system.

In addition, for expenses to collect and publish statistics for other periodic censuses and programs provided for by law, $166,615,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007, of which $72,928,000 is for economic statistics programs and $87,684,000 is for demographic statistics programs: Provided, That regarding construction of a facility at the Suitland Federal Center, quarterly reports regarding the expenditure of funds and project planning, design and cost decisions for the Bureau in cooperation with the General Services Administration, to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and the House of Representatives: Provided further, That none of the funds provided in this or any other Act under the heading “Bureau of the Census, Periodic Censuses and Programs” shall be used for the construction and total or partial build-out costs of a facility at the Suitland Federal Center: Provided further, That none of the funds provided in this or any other Act for activities of the Bureau not described above shall be used for the conduct of Census data on race identification that does not include “some other race” as a category.

NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses, as provided for by law, of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), $17,716,000: Provided, That, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 1535(d), the Secretary of Commerce shall charge Federal agencies for costs incurred in connection with the normal audit, analysis, and operations, and related services and such fees shall be retained and used as offsetting collections for costs of such spectrum services, to the extent permitted Provided further, That the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to retain and use as offsetting collections all funds transferred, or otherwise made available from the General Treasury, for expenses to conduct programs for the enhancement of its assigned functions under this paragraph, and such funds received from other Government agencies shall remain available until expended.

PUBLIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES, PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION

For the administration of the program as authorized by section 392 of the Communications Act of 1934, $2,000,000, to remain available until expended as authorized by section 391 of the Act.

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the United States Patent and Trademark Office provided for by law, including defense of suits instituted against the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, $1,703,300,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That the amount available from the general fund shall be reduced as offsetting collections assessed and collected pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 1113 and 35 U.S.C. 41 and 376 are received during fiscal years 2005, 2006, so as to result in a fiscal year 2006 appropriation from the general fund estimated at $: Provided further, That during fiscal year 2006, should the total amount of offsetting fee collections be less than $1,703,300,000, this amount shall be reduced accordingly: Provided further, That not less than 675 full-time equivalents, 690 positions and $85,017,000 shall be for the examination of trademark applications; and not less than 6,050 full-time equivalents, 6,304 positions and $252,356,000 shall be for the examination of patent applications: Provided further, That not more than 265 full-time equivalents, 272 positions and $37,490,000 shall be for the Office of the General Counsel; Provided further, That not more than 82 full-time equivalents, 83 positions and $25,393,000 shall be for the Office of the Administrator for External Affairs: Provided further, That not more than $53,800,000 shall be for administrative expenses; Provided further, That not exceed $1,000,000 shall be available in fiscal year 2006 for official representation expenses: Provided further, That not exceed $100,000 shall be for the Office of the Under Secretary of the United States Patent and Trademark Office may accept payment or reimbursement from the Federal Government for the salaries and expenses associated with those activities, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3502: Provided further, That no employee of the United States Patent and Trademark Office may accept payment for use of personal services, and products, and processes, and concepts, and information, anywhere in the world, developed and used by employees of the agency: Provided further, That any employee of the United States Patent and Trademark Office may accept payment for use or reimbursement from the General Services Administration, from the fee received for the services provided, as appropriate, for those employees assigned to work on fee-funded projects, and from the fee paid by the United States or any other person or entity to the General Services Administration, from the fee received for the services provided, as appropriate, for those employees assigned to work on fee-funded projects.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses for the operation of the United States Coast Guard, $16,460,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That the funds provided in this Act shall be transferred to the “Working Capital Fund”.

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS, RESEARCH, AND FACILITIES (INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)

For necessary expenses for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, including maintenance, operation, and hire of aircraft and vessels; grants, contracts, or other payments to nonprofit organizations for the purposes of conducting activities pursuant to cooperative agreements; and relocation of facilities, $2,444,000,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007: Provided, That fees and donations received by the National Ocean Service for the management of national marine sanctuaries may be retained and used for the salaries and expenses associated with those activities, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3502: Provided further, That, in addition, $3,000,000 shall be derived by transfer from the fund entitled “Coastal Zone Management” and in addition, $77,000,000 shall be derived by transfer from the fund entitled “Promote and Develop Fishery Products and Research Pertaining to American Fisheries”: Provided further, That of the $2,454,000,000 provided in the Senate for direct spending under this Act, $2,444,000,000 is appropriated from the General Fund, $30,000,000 is provided by transfer, and $19,000,000 is derived from donations made available for “Salaries and Expenses” for the United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), the amounts necessary to pay: (1) the difference between the percentage of basic pay contributed by the PTO and employees under section 8334(a) of title 5, United States Code, and the normal retirement percentage (as defined by section 8331(17) of that title) of basic pay, of employees subject to subchapter III of chapter 83 of that title; and (2) the present value of the post-retirement benefits presently accrued, as determined by the Office of Personnel Management, of post-retirement life insurance and post-retirement health benefits coverage for all PTO employees, that is to be transferred to the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund, the Employees Life Insurance Fund, and the Employees Health Benefits Fund, as appropriate, and shall be available for the authorized purposes of those accounts.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

For necessary expenses of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, $106,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That none of the funds provided in this Act shall be transferred to the “Working Capital Fund”.

MANUFACTURING EXTENSION PARTNERSHIPS

For necessary expenses of Manufacturing Extension Partnership Program of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, $397,744,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That none of the funds provided in this Act shall be transferred to the “Working Capital Fund”.

CONSTRUCTION OF RESEARCH FACILITIES

For construction of new research facilities, including architectural and engineering design, and for renovation and maintenance of existing facilities, not otherwise provided for the National Institute of Standards and Technology, $106,000,000, to remain available until expended
included in this Act or the report accompanying this Act: Provided further, That the total amount available for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration corporation fund shall not exceed $131,900,000: Provided further, That payments of funds made available under this Act to the Department of Commerce Working Capital Fund including Department of Commerce General Counsel legal services shall not exceed $20,000,000: Provided further, That any deviation from the amounts designated for specific activities in the report accompanying this Act, or any use of deobligated balances of funds provided under previous years shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act.

In any year, except for necessary retired pay expenses under the Retired Serviceman’s Family Protection and Survivor Benefits Plan, and for payments for the medical care of retired personnel and their dependents under the Dependents Medical Care Act (10 U.S.C. ch. 55), such sums as may be necessary.

PROCUREMENT, ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

For procurement, acquisition and construction of real property, including acquisition and modification costs, of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, $35,000,000: Provided, That the amounts available shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act: Provided further, That none of the funds made available under this heading in previous years shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act.

For the costs of direct loans, $60,000, as authorized by law (5 U.S.C. 5901-5902). For expenses necessary for the Department of Commerce provided for by law, including not to exceed $5,000 for official entertainment, $47,400,000: Provided further, That such amounts are equivalent to $80,000 for full-time equivalents and $1,621,000 shall be expended for the legislative affairs function of the Department.
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SEC. 201. During the current fiscal year, applicable appropriations and funds made available to the Department of Commerce by this Act shall be available for the activities specified in the Act of October 26, 1949 (15 U.S.C. 1514), to the extent and in the manner prescribed by the Act, and notwithstanding section 31 U.S.C. 3224, may be used for advanced payments not otherwise authorized only upon the certification of officials designated by the Secretary of Commerce that such payments are necessary.

SEC. 202. During the current fiscal year, appropriations made available to the Department of Commerce by this Act for salaries and expenses for modification of direct loans for the purpose of modifying such loans, shall be as defined in section 605 of this Act: Provided further, That these funds are only available for modification of direct loans: Provided further, That none of the funds made available for any new fishing vessel that will increase the harvesting capacity in any United States fishery.

OTHER DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary for the departmental management of the Department of Commerce provided for by law, including not to exceed $18,900,000 for fishery regulatory capacity reduction loans: Provided further, That the principal amount of direct loans not to exceed $18,900,000 for Individual Fishing Quota loans, and not to exceed $18,900,000 for fishing capacity reduction loans: Provided further, That none of the funds made available under this Act shall be used for direct loans for any new fishing vessel that will increase the harvesting capacity in any United States fishery.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. MICA

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. MICA

Page 36, line 13, after the dollar amount, insert the following: ‘‘(increased by $131,900,000)’’.

Page 36, line 19, after the dollar amount, insert the following: ‘‘(increased by $131,900,000)’’.

Page 60, line 23, after the dollar amount, insert the following: ‘‘(reduced by $131,900,000)’’. The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. MICA) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida (Mr. MICA).

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

I offer this amendment which transfers all of the funding for economic service officer positions in the Department of State, transfers their funds, $131 million for those positions, to the Foreign Commercial Service operation, which is under the Department of Commerce. I do so because this 5 or 10 minutes that we have here to discuss on this amendment is probably the only discussion we will have on this entire bill relating to our trade deficit and the inability of the United States to compete in international markets.

I would venture to say very few Members of Congress have a clue as to what the Foreign Commercial Service does or where it is positioned. The Foreign Commercial Service, which has been around for some time and has bounced around from the Department of Commerce to the Department of State, is our number one means of assistance to particularly medium and small businesses overseas to assist in promoting U.S. exports and businesses in those localities.

Our trade deficit last month, I believe, was $67 billion. We will exceed a trade deficit in the United States of over $600 billion this year. We only have 76 countries in which we have
Foreign Commercial Service operations. We only have officers in 76 countries. In 96 countries, the Department of State has that responsibility. I would not mind if the Department of State had that responsibility, but from my personal experience of dealing in international trade, our system of promoting, assisting, financing and negotiating in international trade is dysfunctional at best.

We have these 96 countries, and I will include this list as part of the Record, that have no Foreign Commercial Service operations. It is handled by the State Department. If I thought the State Department considered this a priority in promoting trade in U.S. business, or we had the best personnel to assist in doing business, I would not be here. Here is the response I got from the Department of State on the number of positions they have:

There are currently 1,319 Foreign Service officers with economics specialization. List of overseas economic positions and posts where the State Department performs the commercial functions are enclosed. As you can see, the number of economic positions overseas, only 497, is considerably less than the number of Foreign Service officers with an economics specialty, 1,319. The difference is accounted for by the fact that many economic officers are entry-level officers who in their first one or two tours in the Foreign Service fill rotational or consular positions. Other economics officers are stationed in Washington; others are participating in long-term training or performing other noneconomic jobs overseas, and so forth.

That is not a priority. We have the emerging markets around the world in which we have not a priority nor no Foreign Commercial Service officer operating. This is a simple amendment. It transfers those, sometimes they call them bean counters, and in some countries the economic officers do do a very good job, but I am saying in most countries to do not even have in emerging markets we do not even have a Foreign Commercial Service officer.

Finally, I have a chart that shows the level of funding for international trade promotion and assistance positions and the deficit. As we keep the level of personnel dealing with assisting business and particularly medium and small business at the lowest possible level, you can see that our trade deficit explodes.

Mr. Chairman, 19 of 20 consumers in the future are outside our borders. I cannot fault the appropriators alone because this is also authorization responsibility, but it is multijurisdictional. But no one is taking it within their turf to do anything about this, so I propose today that we take the economic officers who do not have this as a priority in the Department of State and transfer them to the Department of Commerce under the Foreign Commercial Service Office.
in the NOAA budget, which have also impacted the Coastal Zone Management program over the last several years, this year a $500 million cut in the NOAA budget. Our amendment would restore simply $5 million to the Coastal Zone Management account to be used in numerous places across the country.

This summer our constituents are going to be going to the beaches, but unfortunately there is some bad news at those beaches. We have got algae, red tide measures of shellfish beds in New England. We have got fish in 22 sites in coastal waterways found contaminated with toxics. One third of the beaches in the Great Lakes have been closed due to septic and sewage problems at one point or another in the last several years. We have got problems in our beaches, and we do not want to allow cuts to continue to occur to this Coastal Zone Management account.

I want to note this account is not just for the West and east coast. This includes watersheds across the country, for instance, in the Ohio Cuyahoga County project to address some problems at Euclid Creek; in Pennsylvania in Bucks County, an award to help hand out access of Silver Lake Natural Center. This really is a nationwide program, and there are nationwide problems that we want to address.

There has been a strong bipartisan support for this program. I note the President’s national oceans policy, has suggested we need increased, not decreased, funding with our coastal beaches, which are real jewels in the crown of our national assets.

This money would come out of the Bureau of Industry and Security. That bureau in this year’s proposed budget would get a 14 percent plus-up. After our proposal, they would still have a 7 percent increase. So under our proposal, we preserve our beaches, which are real jewels in the crown of our national assets. This money would come out of the Bureau of Industry and Security. That bureau in this year’s proposed budget would get a 14 percent plus-up. After our proposal, they would still have a 7 percent increase. So under our proposal, we preserve our beaches, which are real jewels in the crown of our national assets.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 3 minutes.

I rise pursuant to the gentleman’s amendment. The amendment cuts the Bureau of Industry and Security by over 6 percent. What does that mean, because it does not sound that it is that significant? A cut of $5 million to the Bureau of Industry and Security would severely diminish our ability to deter weapons of mass destruction proliferation, would prevent sensitive dual-use items from falling into the hands of terrorists, and enforces the anti-boycott laws of the United States.

Some think that the Bureau of Industry and Security is actually too weak, and I may be in that category. American industry is being hampered in the international marketplace by the long processing time of export license applications. This amendment would roll back the progress that we have made in reducing the average processing time from 44 days to 32 days since 2003. With additional money we could probably get that down.

The trade deficit, the trade imbalance, this would really create a greater problem to deal with that. Quite frankly, I do not think this administration has done enough to deal with the trade deficit, and also hamper American business at the very time when we are urging them to sell American products abroad.

I understand the gentleman makes some good points with regard to the Coastal Zone Management, and maybe we can look at that as we go into conference. But I do not want to take that from here. I urge a “no” vote on the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN).

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I raise in opposition to the amendment.

There is no question that Coastal Zone Management grants are important, and the committee addressed it as best they could. This is not a good place to take money from. The mission of the bureau is to advance U.S. national security, U.S. foreign policy and economic interests. It regulates the export of sensitive goods and technologies, enforces export control, anti-boycott and public safety laws. This may not be a high visibility public organization, but they do extremely important work, and they have received accolades from the commission on intelligence capabilities of the United States. We take this to as yet another weapons of mass destruction report.

The point is that this agency does a lot of very good work, and I agree with the chairman. As we move forward, if there are any opportunities to put money into Coastal Zone Management grants or some of these other worthy accounts, we should take every opportunity to do that. However, again, this is a balancing act, and I think that the bill reflects the right balance with regard to this account.

I urge my colleagues to oppose the amendment.

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

This is a balancing act, but these accounts are in balance. This Bureau of Industry and Security is going up under the proposed bill by $10 million. It is going up $10 million, and under our amendment it would still go up $5 million. It would still go up 7 percent. This agency is getting bigger. It is having an expansion of our amendment than it did last year, and it is going to have an ability to do its mission. But we will also at the same time with my amendment try to keep some of the toxics and sewage off the beaches that our constituents are going to see this summer in numerous places around this country.

And the challenges that we face in the oceans have not been going down. They have been mounting, and I do not make sense for this Congress year after year to cut the attention that we give to the beaches across this country and the lake shores from the Great Lakes to the Mississippi to the Gulf Coast and the Pacific. This is not our prioritization. Without this amendment there is an imbalance. Let us have both these accounts go up. Under my amendment, both of these accounts go up this year; and that is the prioritization.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I think all that is needed to be said has been said. I urge a “no” vote on the amendment, and I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE).

The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the question of the amendment offered by the gentleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE) will be postponed.

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

I yield to the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF).

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding to me.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that this appropriations bill increases funding for the United States Marshals Service to increase judicial protection. We have all heard of the deadly shootings that have claimed the lives of a judge, a judge’s family members, a court reporter, a sheriff’s deputy, and others inside and outside courthouses and even at private residences. This increase in funding is a good step, but I hope this Congress will continue to address this important issue so that we can ensure the safety in our courtrooms and the safety of our distinguished jurists.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to the physical attacks we have witnessed, the judiciary has also been the subject of many verbal assaults as well. The independence of the judiciary, a matter so fundamental to our separation of powers, has recently come under attack and has even become a matter of contention for some, even those at the highest levels of leadership in Congress who have made no effort to disguise a growing hostility towards the courts.

In bill after bill, many of our colleagues have been calling to strip the courts of jurisdiction over issues where they believe the courts have erred, or
might err, and arguing we have no need of them. The proposed sanction for judges who tread on this prohibited ground, and a word spoken in the Halls of Congress with less and less restraint: impeachment.

Perhaps the single greatest example of the magnitude of the challenge to the independence of the courts, though, came with the Congress’s extraordinary intervention in the case of Terry Schiavo. This heartrending private matter was the focus of efforts to overturn the Florida courts’ interpretation of Florida law. When the Federal courts rejected this private bill and its effort to provide jurisdiction to courts that could not properly exercise it, the reaction among many in Congress was one of wrath. The same congressional leaders who had spent the last several months trying to strip the Federal courts of jurisdiction were now trying to extend it where it did not belong. Some have decided that the independence of the judiciary is an inconvenient impediment to a results-at-all-costs philosophy.

As a Member of Congress with a strong interest in improving the relationship between the legislative and judicial branches, I have formed, with the gentlewoman from Illinois (Mrs. BIGGERT), a bipartisan congressional caucus dedicated to improving comity between the branches of government. Our Congressional Caucus on the Judicial Branch currently consists of some 35 Members from both sides of the aisle, and I encourage my colleagues who share our goal to join in our efforts to restore the historical comity between our two branches.

For the last 2 years, Chief Justice Rehnquist has cited the deterioration in relations between the Congress and the Federal judiciary, using his year-end reports to urge a restoration of comity between the branches. He has quoted Justice Hughes’ address to the Congress of his day that “in the great enterprise of making American democracy workable for all partners, one member of our body politic cannot say to another ‘I have no need of thee.’”

So today I offer on the House floor a simple sense of Congress amendment to demonstrate to our colleagues in the judicial branch and to the American people that we are committed to working together with the other branches and to upholding the fundamental separation of powers that the Founders envisioned, even if we do not always agree with each other.

It reads: “It is the sense of Congress that all necessary steps should be taken to provide adequate security for the judiciary and to protect and uphold the independence of the judicial branch.”

Mr. Chairman, efforts by Congress to force the courts to look at our transient wishes, rather than the Constitution, will damage the courts and undermine our own integrity. In the end, we cannot expect to belittle ourselves. I urge support for this amendment.

I know the chairman has a point of order on this. I would like to, on a separate topic, just thank the chairman; and I would also like to thank not only the gentleman from Virginia (Chairman WOLF) but the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN), ranking member, for their work on the NASA budget in particular as it impacted JPL. I really appreciate the chairman’s diligence. He was very kind to meet with us and discussed very, very, very, to reach out to me after our discussions. I want to thank the chairman again for all his diligence on that issue.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. SERRANO. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, there is no amendment. We were going to reserve a point of order on it. But I just want the RECORD to show, and I appreciate the gentleman’s comments, that the bill provides for the Marshals Service, which is $41 million above the current year and $10 million above the request. This is in addition to the $12 million provided in the war supplemental for judicial security.

So with that let me thank the gentleman for his comments.

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will yield further, I thank the chairman, and I do appreciate the increase in courthouse security. I would ask my colleagues to join in supporting not only the physical security measures, but also the independence of the institution of the judiciary.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.

The Clerk read as follows:

TITLE III—SCIENCE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

For necessary expenses of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, in carrying out the provisions of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Act of 1958, as amended by Public Law 106–377: Provided, That any funds provided under this heading used to implement E-Government Initiatives shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 606 of this Act.

EXPLORATION CAPABILITIES

INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, in the conduct and support of exploration capabilities, research and development activities, including research, development, operations, support and services; technology services; science, engineering, fabrication and testing services; and administrative aircraft, as authorized by law; environmental compliance and restoration; space flight, spacecraft control and communications activities including operations, personnel and related costs, including uniforms or allowances therefor, as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 5901–5902; travel expenses; purchase and hire of passenger motor vehicles; not to exceed $35,000 for official reception and representation expenses; and purchase, lease, charter, maintenance and operation of mission and administrative aircraft, $9,725,750,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007, of which amounts as determined by the Administrator for salaries and benefits; training, travel and awards; facility and related costs; information technology services; science, engineering, fabrication and testing services; and other administrative services may be transferred to “Exploration Capabilities” in accordance with section 312(b) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended by Public Law 106–377: Provided, That any funds provided under this heading used to implement E-Government Initiatives shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 606 of this Act.
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Notwithstanding the limitation on the availability of funds appropriated for “Science, Aeronautics and Exploration", or “Exploration Capabilities" by this appropriation Act, when any activity has been initiated by the incurring of obligations for construction of facilities or environmental compliance and restoration activities as authorized by law, such amount available for such activity shall remain available until expended. This provision does not apply to the amounts appropriated for institutional minor revitalization and construction of facilities, and institutional facility planning and administration.

Notwithstanding the limitation on the availability of funds appropriated for...
“Science, Aeronautics and Exploration,” or “Exploration Capabilities” by this appropriation Act, the amounts appropriated for construction of facilities shall remain available until September 30, 2007.

From amounts made available in this Act for these activities, subject to the operating plan procedures of the House and Senate Committees, the Administrator may transfer amounts between the “Science, Aeronautics, and Exploration” account and the “Exploration Capabilities” account during fiscal year 2006.

Funds for announced prizes otherwise authorized shall remain available, without fiscal year limitation, until the prize is claimed or the offer is withdrawn.

Funding made available under the headings “Exploration Capabilities” and “Science, Aeronautics, and Exploration” in this Act shall be governed by the terms and conditions specified in the statement of managers accompanying the conference report for this Act.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
RESEARCH AND RELATED ACTIVITIES


For necessary expenses of the Office of Inspector General, as authorized by the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, $11,500,000, to remain available until September 30, 2007. This title may be cited as the “Science Appropriations Act, 2006.”

Mr. WOLF (during the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the remainder of the bill through page 60, line 4, be considered as read, printed in the Congressional Record, and open to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read. The Clerk read as follows:

TITLE IV—DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND RELATED AGENCY
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
ADMINISTRATION OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR PROGRAMS

For necessary expenses of the Department of State and the Foreign Service not otherwise provided for, including employment, without regard to civil service and classification laws, of persons on a temporary basis (not to exceed $700,000 of this appropriation), as authorized by section 801 of the United States Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, as amended (20 U.S.C. 1087c), and the Foreign Service Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-465), as it relates to post inspections.

EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

For expenses of educational and cultural exchange programs, as authorized, $110,400,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That $110,400,000 be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to be available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $4,000,000 of this appropriation be transferred to the Department of Defense, except $2,000,000, to remain available until expended, may be credited to this appropriation by this Act; to

FREEDOM FROM PREDICTION AND MAINTENANCE

For necessary expenses for carrying out the Foreign Service Buildings Act of 1926 (22
Mr. Chairman, the amendment strikes $200 million from the International Organization Account under State Department. Quite frankly, this would be devastating for the gentleman from Illinois (Chairman Hyde), who is bringing his bill up tomorrow.

This bill already, the bill we are now dealing with today, cuts $130 million from the President's request for the International Organization Account under State Department. Quite frankly, this would be devastating for the gentleman from Illinois (Chairman Hyde), who is bringing his bill up tomorrow.

Lastly, this body should know that along with the gentleman from New York (Mr. Serrano), as ranking member, we had in our bill last year a task force chaired by Speaker Gingrich and Majority Leader Mitchell that just reported today. I read their entire report over the weekend on dramatic reforms to the U.N.

At a press conference today at 10 o'clock, I made the comments that become of the failure of the U.N. to deal with Darfur, and nobody has been more critical in this institution of the U.N. than I have. I led the first delegation to Darfur where genocide is taking place, we went through all those, but we set up the Gingrich-Mitchell task force of the bipartisan AEI, Heritage and all the groups like that, they have now come up with recommendations that will embolden the administration and this Congress to make sure that the reform is done.

Also, how can we even be dealing with this amendment today when the chairman of the Committee on International Relations is bringing his U.N. reform bill to the House floor this Thursday? The gentleman from Illinois (Chairman Hyde), God bless him and his committee, worked hard to ensure that reform takes place in Afghanistan, and this amendment literally would try to take that success away. Further cutting this funding jeopardizes the effort.

So, Mr. Chairman, the sad facts are these: Although plagued by scandal, the U.N. refuses to take reform seriously. Despite reports of U.N. employees taking advantage of the very people they are supposed to protect, allowing billions of dollars to be misspent in the oil-for-food relief program, twisted allegations of U.N. peacekeepers offering minors food in return for sex in the Congo, providing seats for China, Sudan and then Cuba at the Human Rights Commission, Kofi Annan refuses to consider necessary reforms to clean up the U.N. Indeed, Mr. Chairman, in as recently as today’s New York Times, we read of alleged connections and knowledge by the Secretary General into the dealings of the Swiss firm Cotecna in this horrible oil-for-food scandal.

The United Nations’ regular budget is nearly $2 billion per year. Of that amount, the U.S. regularly contributes 22 percent. The underlying bill earmarks $440 million for the next year’s U.N. budget, and even after, even after a $210 million reduction in dues, the United States would be the largest contributor to the U.N. budget and the largest contributor to all other U.N. programs, including peacekeeping missions, voluntary programs and membership organizations.

Mr. Chairman, it is easier to amend the Constitution of the United States than the Charter of the United Nations. Yet when we come to this floor at the outset of every Congress, we raise our hand and express our allegiance to the Constitution of the United States.

It is time to restore the proper priorities. There is no clearer way to impact public policy, than to reduce the budget, to reduce the expenditures of the American taxpayer to this international budget. I ask approval of this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.
that 39 reforms must take place, and the Secretary of State must certify that these reforms have taken place. So with the Hyde bill and the Gingrich-Mitchell task force today, there will be reforms, but to just come in now before Mr. HYDE has an opportunity would be a mistake.

I know what the gentleman is trying to do, because I care desperately about Darfur. I led the first delegation to Darfur. I have been critical of the U.N., with the failure to address the issue of hunger in 1984 in Ethiopia when I was there, hunger 2 1/2 years ago, and now hunger again; also there is a problem with the sexual predators who were U.N. peacekeepers in the Congo. But all of those issues, every one of those issues, are dealt with in the Gingrich-Mitchell task force that came out today, and dealt with in the resolution by the gentleman from Illinois (Chairman HYDE) that will come up either tomorrow or Friday.

So I understand what the gentleman’s problems are, but this would not be a good thing to do. So I would ask Members on both sides, as good as the gentleman’s intentions are, to just reject this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I would simply point out to my friend, the distinguished subcommittee chair, I appreciate his passion, and I appreciate his pioneering work in terms of what has happened at Darfur. But this amendment was brought to this House in the previous Congress, and again we were told to wait. The fact is, as constitutional officers, it is incumbent upon us to move to stop abuses.

I would point out that this amendment does not change our funding for peacekeeping missions, voluntary programs and membership organizations.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 1/2 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. KING).

Mr. KING of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman, I, too, recognize and appreciate the passion that comes from our chairman, and to sustain that level over a couple of days is an impressive thing to see. We have watched this United Nations for a long longer than that. This amendment was on this floor 2 years ago, and, as I recall, there were 184 votes in support of this, even though we were asked to not bring it.

The issue is in front of Americans. They understand this. They understand the United Nations needs to have a strong, strong message from Congress to reform.

This is simply something that recognizes a flaw. We recognize a flaw in the fundamental structure of the United Nations. The flaw is that the people in this country believe that they are paying for a democratic organization that represents the voice of the people of the world, but the votes that come in the U.N. General Assembly are the votes that come from the mouthpieces of dictators, counteracting and counterbalancing the mouthpieces of a free people.

We need to have fundamental reform in the United Nations, we need to have a structure that represents the voice of the free people in the world, we need to have a Free World Caucus formed within the United Nations, and the United States has got to stop funding the kind of organizations that oppose our interests. That is what we are doing here, in disproportionate share. That is what the Hayworth amendment seeks to correct, and that is why I am supporting of the Hayworth amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New York is not eligible to strike the last word. Pursuant to the order of the House of yesterday, that was rescinded.

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, and with a prior agreement, I do not know if it was manifested through the Chair, the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MoLOHAN) has ceded that position to me for the time.

The CHAIRMAN. The order of the House of yesterday prevents that request.

Mr. SERRANO. Then I will stand corrected and very quietly sit down.

Mr. WOLF. How much time do I have, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman, I yield the remaining time.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has 2 minutes remaining.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. KOLBE).

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. KOLBE).

Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

I rise in opposition to this amendment offered by my colleague, the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. HAYWORTH). I think I share the frustrations that a lot of Members feel about the United Nations and some of the reforms, but this is a meat ax approach to it.

It is ironic that in the next 24 or 48 hours we are going to be considering on this floor legislation to reform the United Nations, and I think that legislation is the proper approach to this problem. It requires that certain steps be taken and that our United Nations representative make sure that those steps are being taken in the United Nations. Cutting off our dues, which is a legal responsibility, an agreement that we enter into with the United Nations, that every country does, to pay its share of the dues would be a little bit like my saying, well, I am for tax reform, but I am not going to pay my taxes. I think we have an obligation to pay our dues to the United Nations and pursue the reforms.

I would also add that there has been some significant improvements already in the United Nations’ operations. I would hope we would reject this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Arizona (Mr. HAYWORTH) has 30 seconds remaining.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, do I have the right to close?

The CHAIRMAN. No. The gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) has the right to close.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the remaining time.

I thank my colleague from Arizona for his comments. I do not believe that his analogy about withholding tax payments in protest to the government is apt because, Mr. Chairman, our responsibility first and foremost, yes, even as a Member of an international body, is to make sure that American interests are protected and, by extension, the interests of those in the world who have been abused, such as the Iraqi people, such as those innocent, young people in the Congo who have been sexually assaulted. And with a corrupt world body, we have incumbent in this amendment an obligation to seriously reduce the funding and, by extension, might I add, allow others within the international community to pay their fair share.

I look forward to the bill from the chairman of the Committee on International Relations, but I would ask my colleagues to join with me in acceptance of this amendment, because enough is enough.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word in order to yield to the gentleman from New York (Mr. SERRANO); but before I do, if I could just say one thing. The gentleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDE) spent a lot of time on this issue, and when a gentleman has worked to the degree that the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDE) has, he ought to have a clear shot at the opportunity to pick it up.

Secondly, the Gingrich-Mitchell Task Force report has not been watered down. It is tough. And the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. KING) mentioned democracy. In the Gingrich-Mitchell report, there is a whole chapter urging the United States to push for the abolition of the Human Rights Commission, which Sudan was the lone block of and one of the countries on, and instead set up a democracy caucus, and also have someone in New York who would be working with the democracy.

Also, the gentleman from Arizona mentioned that we were told to wait. We did wait. He voted for the bill last year that set up the Gingrich-Mitchell Task Force, and that is what we have done. So nobody told the gentleman to wait. We acted based on something, and I would have acted whether we told the gentleman (Mr. KING) because I had concerns. I saw the suffering in Darfur. I know all about that; I have been to the Congo and saw it, but do
not cut the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDE) out. I urge a "no" vote.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from New York (Mr. SERRANO).

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, I also rise to put on record my opposition to the amendment. I think that as our country asks other nations throughout the world to join us in the fight against terrorism, we should be trying in every way possible to bring people closer to us, not to separate ourselves.

Now, granted, there are many people here, and many people throughout the diplomatic world, that have problems and concerns about the way the U.N. is functioning right now; but it is still better than a very active mouth of the U.N. rather than in opposition to the U.N.

The U.N. is still the only body on Earth capable of dealing with so many of these issues. And rather than run themselves off track, rather to put ourselves in arrears, which we, under the leadership of the gentleman from Virginia (Chairman WOLF), accomplished recently, to take our country out of arrears at the U.N. in terms of our dues, this would put us right back in, and I just think it is the wrong message.

Are there problems? Yes. Should we address them? Absolutely. Should we demand reform? Absolutely. But we do not demand reform by withdrawing, but rather by staying involved.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I thank my friend, the gentleman from Virginia, the subcommittee chairman.

I welcome the remarks of my friend from New York because, Mr. Chairman, it gives me an opportunity to clair up any misconception about this amendment. This does not withdraw United States participation from the United Nations, nor does it change our funding for peacekeeping missions, voluntary programs, and membership organizations.

What we are saying, and what duly elected, constitutional officers here in the people's House will say with passage of this amendment, is that in terms of the regular framework of budgeting for the United Nations, a process that my colleagues admit is horribly flawed, we will reduce that funding by one-half and invite others in the international community to come forward and pay their fair share.

My friend from Virginia has been very gracious with the time, and I thank him.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, how much time do I have?

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) has 1 minute remaining under the order of the House yesterday, and 1 minute remaining under the 5-minute rule.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

I appreciate the gentleman offering the amendment. The fact that it is opposed and, hopefully, defeated on behalf of the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDE) and others, will put pressure on. I think the U.N. will have an obligation to adopt the Gingrich-Mitchell recommendations and, also, the administration will have an opportunity, but also an obligation that because the U.N. has failed. It failed in Darfur, it failed in Rwanda, it failed in Srebrenic, and it failed in Sarajevo. Hopefully, this amendment will fail, and the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDE) will have his bill and voted on tomorrow.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. All time has expired.

The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. HAYWORTH).

The question was taken; and the amendment was agreed to, by a recorded vote of 249 to 177.

For necessary expenses to pay assessed and other expenses of international peacekeeping activities directed to the maintenance or restoration of international peace and security, $1,035,500,000, of which 15 percent shall remain available until September 30, 2007: Provided, That none of the funds made available under this Act shall be obligated or expended for any new or expanded United Nations peacekeeping mission unless, at least 15 days in advance of voting for the new or expanded mission in the United Nations Security Council (or in an emergency as far in advance as is practicable): (1) the Committees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the Senate and other appropriate committees of the Congress are notified of the estimated cost and length of the mission, the vital national interest that will be served, and the planned exit strategy; (2) the Committees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the Senate and other appropriate committees of the Congress are notified that the United Nations has taken appropriate measures to prevent United Nations employees, contractor personnel, and peacekeeping forces serving in any United Nations peacekeeping mission from trafficking, including the persons and individuals that the United Nations assigns to perform peacekeeping activities, and from trafficking, including the United Nations assigns to perform activities; (3) a reprogramming of funds pursuant to section 605 of this Act is submitted, and the procedures therein shall be followed, setting forth the source of funds that will be used to pay for the cost of the new or expanded mission: Provided further, That funds shall be available for peacekeeping expenses only upon a certification by the Secretary of State to the appropriate committees of the Congress that American manufacturers and suppliers are being given opportunities to provide equipment, services, and materials, including weapon and material for United Nations peacekeeping activities equal to those being given to foreign manufacturers and suppliers: Provided further, That none of the funds made available under this heading are available to pay the United States share of the cost of monitoring that none of the funds made available under this Act shall be obligated or expended for any new or expanded United Nations peacekeeping mission.

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, to meet obligations of the United States arising under treaties, or specific Acts of Congress, as follows:

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY AND WATER COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND MEXICO

For necessary expenses for the United States Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, and to comply with laws applicable to the United States Section, including not to exceed $6,000 for representation, as follows:

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For salaries and expenses, not otherwise provided for, $27,000,000.

CONSTRUCTION

For detailed plan preparation and construction of authorized projects, $5,300,000, to remain available until expended, as authorized.

AMERICAN SECTIONS, INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, for the International Joint Commission and the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Canada, as authorized by treaties between the United States and Canada or Great Britain, and for the Border Environment Cooperation Commission as authorized by Public Law 101-182, $9,500,000, of which not to exceed $9,000 shall be available for reimbursement of losses incurred by the International Joint Commission.

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES COMMISSIONS

For necessary expenses for international fisheries commissions, not otherwise provided for, as authorized by law, $22,000,000: Provided, That the United States' share of such expenses may be advanced to the respective commissions pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3324.

OTHER PAYMENT TO THE ASIA FOUNDATION

For a grant to the Asia Foundation, as authorized by the Asia Foundation Act (22 U.S.C. 4002), $10,000,000, to remain available until expended, as authorized.

EISENHOWER EXCHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

For necessary expenses of Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, Incorporated, as authorized by sections 4 and 5 of the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship Act of 1990 (20 U.S.C. 5204–5205), all interest and earnings accruing to the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship Program Trust Fund on or before September 30, 2006, to remain available until expended: Provided, That none of the funds appropriated herein shall be used to pay any salary or other compensation, or to enter into any contract providing for the payment thereof, in excess of the rate authorized by 5 U.S.C. 5307; or for purposes which are not in accordance with OMB Circulars A–110 (Uniform Administrative Requirements) and A–122 (Cost Principles for Non-Profit Organizations), including the restrictions on compensation for personal services.

ISRAELI ARAB SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

For necessary expenses of the Israeli Arab Scholarship Program as authorized by section 234 of the Congressional Research Service Act, Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 (22 U.S.C. 2652), all interest and earnings accruing to the Israeli Arab Scholarship Program Trust Fund on or before September 30, 2006, to remain available until expended.
To enable the Secretary of State to provide for carrying out the provisions of the Center for Cultural and Technical Interchange Between East and West Act of 1960, by grant to the Broadcasting Board of Governors to provide equipment, technical support, consulting services, or any other form of assistance to the Palestinian Broadcasting Corporation.

**SEC. 404.** (a) The Senior Policy Operating Group on Trafficking in Persons, established under section 406 of division B of Public Law 108–7 to coordinate agency activities regarding policies (including grants and grant policies) involving the international trafficking in persons, shall coordinate all such policies. The operating group shall be composed of representatives of the Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies that have jurisdiction over trafficking in persons, victims of trafficking, and human rights, as well as efforts to make these services available to any families who have doubts about the results of prior forensic testing.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order on the gentleman’s amendment.

**Mr. REYES.** Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, my amendment addresses the abduction and murder of more than 370 young women in Ciudad Juarez and Chihuahua, Mexico. That is the community right across from my congressional district of El Paso, Texas.

Specifically, my amendment urges the State Department to assist Mexico and the United States in identifying several unidentified victims through forensic analysis and other scientific assistance; and this would include also to put this subject into the bilateral agenda, which is a discussion between both administrations on the Mexican side. Also, for years I have called on the Mexican Government to bring an honest and intensive investigative effort to bear on this issue so that it can solve these horrific crimes and do more to prevent future tragedies, which also, by the way, Mr. Chairman, included a conversation with President Fox in Mexico City on this very issue.

In 2003, I joined several of my congressional colleagues to request a bilateral meeting in Rhode Island where several of my colleagues in Congress and our counterparts from the Mexican legislature came together to discuss significant issues that affect both the United States and Mexico.

I am an issue that has long been of particular concern to me and to all of my constituents in El Paso because, along with Juarez, our two cities form the largest border community in the world. Our cultures, our economies and, most importantly, our families are inseparably tied to each other in this region of the world. When they need help, especially with something as horrific as murders that have taken
Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word. I yield to the gentleman from New York (Mr. FOSSELLA).

Mr. FOSSELLA. Mr. Chairman, this is a list put out by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It lists the 74 United States citizens convicted of felonious crimes in the United States who are currently living in Cuba under the protection of the Castro regime. This list reads like a litany of the worst, from terrorism to trafficking and piracy; and, of course, the highlight to me and the most regrettable is a woman by the name of Joanne Chesimard, who murdered in cold blood a New Jersey State Trooper and has been on the lam and really in the sanctuary of Cuba.

There are those in this body, I know, who take different sides on how we deal with Cuba, whether it is trade or travel. This has nothing to do with any of those, in my opinion.

We know that Cuba has been a haven and a sanctuary for terrorists. We know that people like Joanne Chesimard are living comfortably, while the family of that New Jersey State Trooper who was murdered two decades ago, the New Jersey family, the New Jersey police, the New Jersey law enforcement, they want these people to be brought to justice.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from New York (Mr. FOSSELLA) for bringing this up. We will work with him and see what we can do to help.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read. The Clerk read as follows:

This title may be cited as the “Department of State and Related Agency Appropriations Act, 2006”.

TITLE V—RELATED AGENCIES

ANTITRUST MODERNIZATION COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the Antitrust Modernization Commission, as authorized by Public Law 107-273, $1,172,000, to remain available until expended.

COMMISSION FOR THE PRESERVATION OF AMERICA’S HERITAGE ABROAD

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses for the Commission for the Preservation of America’s Heritage Abroad, $9,096,000, as authorized by section 1305 of Public Law 99-83.

COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the Commission on Civil Rights, including hire of passenger motor vehicles, $9,096,000: Provided, That none of the funds appropriated in this paragraph shall be used to employ in excess of four full-time individuals under Schedule C of the Excepted Service exclusive of one special assistant for each Commissioner: Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated in this paragraph shall be used to reimburse Commissioners for more than 75 billable days, with the exception of the chairperson, who is permitted 125 billable days.

COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses for the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom, as authorized by title II of the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-292), $3,200,000, to remain available until expended.
Provided further, that any offsetting collections received in excess of $1,000,000 shall be retained and used for necessary expenses in this appropriation; that none of the funds made available to the Federal Trade Commission to carry out the purposes of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (15 U.S.C. 18a), regardless of the year of collection, shall be retained and used for necessary expenses in this appropriation; that none of the funds made available to the Federal Trade Commission to enforce subsection (e) of section 43 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. 1831t) or section 151(b)(2) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (12 U.S.C. 1831t note).

HELP COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the HELP Commission, $1,000,000, to remain available until expended.

LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

PAYMENT TO THE LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

For payment to the Legal Services Corporation to carry out the purposes of the Legal Services Corporation Act of 1974, $330,803,000, of which $333,683,000 is for basic field programs and required independent audits; $2,389,000 is for the Office of Inspector General; and $81,399,000 is for operations and other expenses as necessary may be used to conduct additional audits of recipients; $12,826,000 is for management and administration; and $1,755,000 is for administrative expenses; with the proviso that not to exceed $3,000 for official reception and representation expenses.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISION—LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

None of the funds appropriated in this Act to the Legal Services Corporation shall be expended for any purpose prohibited or limited by, or contrary to any of the provisions of, sections 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, and 506 of Public Law 105-119, and all funds appropriated in this Act to the Legal Services Corporation shall be subject to the same terms and conditions set forth in such sections, except that all references in sections 502 and 503 to 1997 and 2000 shall be referred to instead of 2005 and 2006, respectively.

MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses of the Marine Mammal Commission as authorized by title II of Public Law 104-123, $2,934,000.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses for the Securities and Exchange Commission, including services as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, the rental of space (to include multiple year leases) in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and not to exceed $3,000 for official reception and representation expenses, $888,117,000, to remain available until expended; of which not to exceed $10,000 may be used toward funding a permanent secretariat for the International Organization of Securities Commissions; and of which not to exceed $100,000 shall be available for expenses for consultations and meetings hosted by the Commission with foreign government and other regulatory officials, members of their delegations, appropriate representatives and staff to exchange views concerning development and implementation of cooperation agreements concerning securities matters and provision of technical assistance for the development of regulatory frameworks, such expenses to include necessary logistic and administrative expenses and the expenses of Commission staff and foreign invitees in attendance at such consultations and meetings including: (1) such incidental expenses as meals taken in the course of such travel; (2) any travel and transportation to or from such meetings; and (3) any other related lodging or subsistence: Provided, That fees and charges authorized by sections 6(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78f(b)), 6(a), 33 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a(e), 78n(g), and 78ee), shall be credited to the appropriate appropriation: Provided further, That not to exceed $863,117,000 of such offsetting collections shall be available until expended for necessary expenses of this Act: Provided further, That the total amount appropriated under this heading from the general fund for fiscal year 2006 shall be reduced as such offsetting collections received so as to equal the final total fiscal year 2006 appropriation from the general fund estimated at not more than $0.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, of the Small Business Administration as authorized by Public Law 108-447, including hire of passenger motor vehicles as authorized by 31 U.S.C. 1346(b), and not to exceed $3,000 for official reception and representation expenses, $318,029,000: Provided, That the Administrator is authorized to charge fees to cover the cost of publications developed by the Small Business Administration, and certain loan servicing activities: Provided further, That, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, revenues received from all such activities shall be credited to this account, to be available for carrying out these purposes without further appropriations: Provided further, That, of the funds made available under this heading, $1,000,000 shall be for the National Veterans Business Development Corporation; Provided further, That any funds expended under this heading in support of the Small Business Administration and the National Veterans Business Development Corporation shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act.

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL


SURETY BOND GUARANTY REVOLVING FUND

For additional capital for the Surety Bond Guaranty Revolving Fund, authorized by the Small Business Investment Act, as amended, $2,861,000, to remain available until expended.

BUSINESS LOANS PROGRAM ACCOUNT

For the cost of direct loans, $1,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided,
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That such costs, including the cost of modifying such loans, shall be as defined in section 502 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974: Provided further, That subject to section 502 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, during fiscal year 2006 commitments to guarantee loans under section 503 of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, shall not exceed $16,500,000: Provided further, That during fiscal year 2006 commitments for general business loans authorized under section 7(a) of the Small Business Act, shall not exceed $8,500,000, provided further, That during fiscal year 2006 commitments for guarantee loans for debentures under section 303(b) of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, shall not exceed $3,000,000, including $8,500,000, provided further, That during fiscal year 2006 guarantees of trust certificates authorized by section 5(g) of the Small Business Act shall not exceed a principal amount of $12,000,000,000.

In addition, for administrative expenses to carry out the direct and guaranteed loan programs, $129,961,000, which may be transferred to and merged with the appropriations for Salaries and Expenses.

 Disaster Loans Program Account

For the cost of direct loans authorized by section 7(b) of the Small Business Act, $79,538,000, to remain available until expended, for necessary expenses of the United States-China Economic and Security Review Commission, including not more than $5,000 for the purpose of official representation, to remain available until expended.

United States Institute of Peace Operating Expenses

For necessary expenses of the United States Institute of Peace as authorized in the United States Institute of Peace Act, $12,850,000, to remain available until expended.

Mr. WOLF (during the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the remainder of the bill through page 88, line 20 be considered as read and, as authorized by section 386 of such Act (15 U.S.C. 689q), and $30,000,000 shall be for guarantees of debentures under Part B of title III of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 (15 U.S.C. 699 et seq.), as authorized by section 368 of such Act (15 U.S.C. 689q), and $30,000,000 shall be for guarantees of debentures under Part B of title III of such Act, as authorized by section 20 of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 631 note) as amended by section 121 of division K of Public Law 108–147.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Wisconsin (Ms. Moore) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin (Ms. Moore).

Ms. MOORE of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I rise today to offer an amendment which seeks to restore funding for a program of vital importance to distressed and blighted communities both in urban and rural areas, which are being left behind at an astounding pace in our global economy.

The New Market Venture Capital program really was designed by this House in 2000 for the purpose of making equity investments in small businesses that operate in economically distressed communities through the creation of the New Market Venture Capital companies.

Most conventional venture firms, of course, are very risk-averse to invest in these economically distressed areas, and this program was designed to fill that gap in access to capital.

During the first round of awards, the New Market Venture Capital program developed a company to serve Appalachia, the Central Appalachian region of Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland and West Virginia, and they invested this first round $2.5 million in four companies to help these rural communities.

Mr. Chairman, my amendment would provide $30 million in debt guarantee monies and $5 million for operational assistance grants to fund the creation of a fresh round of New Market Venture Capital companies. And it is paid for by using funds from the Small Business Administration’s salary and expense account.

Mr. Chairman, I have given you an example of how we have helped small rural areas, but I would like to call your attention to my own community in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, which I think bears mentioning.

In 2002, the Bureau of Labor Statistics found that 59 percent of African American males in Wisconsin were unemployed and out of the workforce. Since 1999, the unemployed residents of any color has increased by 80 percent. And in the last 5 years we have lost 33,000 manufacturing jobs. We know, of course, that small business create 75 percent of all new jobs and account for 99 percent of all employers.

Mr. Chairman, I would think that this would be a grand bipartisan effort. I urge my colleagues to support this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, the new markets program was intended to be a pilot project from fiscal year 2001 to 2006. There are still funds available for this program. There is no need to provide additional funds at this time, especially at the expense of terminating over 400 employees at the SBA. That is not in the termination, which would not be good for anyone. These employees work on critical technical assistance and loan programs at the SBA.

The amendment unnecessarily provides funds for a program that has almost $2 million left in its budget for technical assistance and over $3.1 million in loan authority. The program received a one-time funding of $59 million in fiscal year 2001 that has still not been entirely spent.

Mr. Chairman, I move to reject the amendment. Particularly we would not want to cut employees who work on programs like small business development centers and women’s business centers. So I understand what the gentleman from Wisconsin (Ms. Moore) is doing, but I would urge that we reject the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Ms. MOORE of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I just want to thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr.
Mr. WOLF) for his stewardship over these funds. I just want to respond to a couple of things that he said.

First of all, the balance of those funds for the New Venture Capital Program has been rescinded, so it is not available. But also, Mr. WOLF) received his figures about displacing 400 employees at the SBA. Certainly, I support the SBA and its functions, but we are talking here in this amendment about distressed communities and not disadvantages bureaucrats.

Mr. Chairman, I would offer to the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) that if he were upset about the source of funding for this amendment, that he would rather seek to stop with me to find ways to do this.

Surely we have an employment crisis. This initiative will help distressed communities versus just trying to buy up a bureaucracy. Mr. Chairman, I would ask the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) to work with me.

Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of my time also.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Wisconsin (Ms. MOORE).

The amendment was rejected.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further amendments to this section of the bill?

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

I yield to the gentleman from Kansas (Mr. TIAHRT), a member of the committee.

Mr. TIAHRT. Mr. Chairman, I want just to take a few minutes to tell you that I had intended to offer and withdraw an amendment today. It is brief, but very important for the future of the United States. The amendment would have simply said none of the funds made available in this act should be used to promulgate regulations without consideration of the effects of such regulations on the competitiveness of American business.

The reason this is important is because today the American economy is number one in the world, and it is the envy of the world. But there are some troubling signs. We have a trade deficit last year of $670 billion. This year’s Federal deficit is down, but it is still over $300 billion.

We have seen high-paying, high-quality jobs move overseas. Now, these signs should concern Members of Congress, but should not surprise them, because over the last generation, legislation has been passed on the floor of this House that has put our number one standing in jeopardy and caused us to struggle to keep our economy as number one in the world, and clearly it is in jeopardy.

Legislation that has become law and then become regulation is forcing this struggle to occur within our economy. Regulations are one of the eight issues that we hope to address this year to help make America more competitive. These issues are actually barriers that keep us from keeping and creating jobs here in America. In addition to the regulations, we also want to address health care issues, education issues, research and development issues, energy policy issues, trade policy, tax policy and lawsuit abuse issues.

Today, the amendment was focused on to focus on regulations because it drives such a burden and barrier to our economy. First, though, I want to compliment the gentleman from Virginia (Chairman WOLF) and acknowledge what a threat it is to our policies gone on this bill to make sure our competitiveness is addressed.

First of all, the gentleman from Virginia (Chairman WOLF) placed the National Science Foundation as a priority in the appropriations bill with an increase of $44 million above the President’s request.

The report language says America’s advantage in science, math and technology is slipping. Our system of basic science, research and education are in crisis. While our countries are redoubling their efforts, the United States can remain the world’s technology leader if it makes the commitment to do so.

It also has $3 million for the International Trade Administration and the Department of Commerce for the Office of China Compliance. And we need to continue our efforts to make sure that there is no dumping policies going on through the Chinese Government.

With this bill we give the agencies with oversight of our science and technology policy and trade policy, commerce and small business development the tools the employers will need to improve their competitiveness. Now we need to make sure they follow through with policies that reflect Congress’ priorities.

It is my hope that each and every Federal agency should take into consideration the proposed policies on competitiveness of U.S. business and be held accountable for those efforts.

To give you just a small idea how difficult it is because of regulations to start a business in America, I went to the Small Business Administration Web site and I just listed some of the things that they have as what you need to consider before you start a business. First you need to get a business license; that could be your State, county or city. You should go to their Web site.

There is then a certificate of occupancy. That is also a city and county zoning problem. There is business organization, whether you are a sole proprietor, a partnership, a corporation, or a limited liability company. Then you have to register your trade name.

Then you have to apply for trademarks, patents, and copyrights. If it is a trademark, it is a State registration and a Federal registration through the Department of Commerce. If it is a patent issue, it is to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. If it is a copyright, you go to the U.S. Library of Congress. If you have Federal taxes, you have State taxes, you have local taxes. There is also self-employment tax. There is business insurance, sales tax numbers; and it just goes on and on. Mr. Chairman, I just want to tell my colleagues it is difficult to start businesses here. We have to stop creating barriers and remove them so that America can be competitive in the future and so that we can retain our number one standing.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman and thank him for his comments.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the remainder of the bill through page 106, line 22, be considered as read and printed in the RECORD and open to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

The text of the remainder of the bill through page 106, line 22, is as follows:

TITLE VI—GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 601. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be used for publicity or propaganda purposes not authorized by the Congress.

SEC. 602. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall remain available for obligation beyond the current fiscal year unless expressly so provided therein.

SEC. 603. The expenditure of any appropriation under this Act for any consulting service through procurement contract, pursuant to $ U.S.C. 3109, shall be limited to those contracts where such expenditures are a matter of public record and available for public inspection, except where otherwise expressly so provided therein.

SEC. 604. If any provision of this Act or the application of such provision to any person or circumstance shall be held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of each provision other than such circumstances other than as to which it is held invalid shall not be affected thereby.

a) None of the funds provided under this Act, or provided under previous appropriations Acts to the agencies funded by this Act that remain available for obligation in fiscal year 2006, or provided from any accounts in the Treasury of the United States derived by the collection of fees available to the agencies funded by this Act, shall be available for obligation or expenditure through a reprogramming of funds that: (1) creates new programs; (2) eliminates a program, project, or activity; (3) reduces funds for a program, project, or activity; (4) requires funds for any project or activity for which funds have been denied or restricted; (5) requires funds for any project or activity in an amount which differs from the amount authorized or appropriated by law; (6) reallocates funds from one program, project, or activity to another; (7) contracts out or privatizes any functions or activities present ly performed by Federal employees; unless the Appropriations Committees of both Houses of Congress are notified 15 days in advance of such reprogramming of funds.

b) None of the funds provided under this Act, or provided under previous appropriations Acts to the agencies funded by this Act...
that remain available for obligation or expenditure in fiscal year 2006, or provided from any accounts in the Treasury of the United States derived by the collection of fees available to the agencies funded by this Act, shall be available for obligation or expenditure for activities, programs, or projects through a reprogramming of funds in excess of $500,000 or 10 percent, whichever is less, that: (1) augments existing programs, projects, or activities; (2) reduces by 10 percent funding for any existing program, project, or activity to the agencies funded by 10 percent as approved by Congress; or (3) results from any general savings, including savings from a reduction in personnel, which would otherwise be used in existing programs, activities, or projects as approved by Congress; unless the Appropriations Committees of both Houses of Congress are notified 15 days in advance of such reprogramming of funds.

SEC. 606. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to implement, administer, or enforce any guidelines of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission covering harassment based on religion, when it is not made known to the Federal employee by official to which such funds are made available that such guidelines do not differ in any respect from the proposed guidelines published by the Commission on October 1, 1993 (58 Fed. Reg. 51266).

SEC. 607. If it has been finally determined by a court or Federal agency that any person intentionally affixed a label bearing the word “Made in America” inscription, or any inscription with the same meaning, to any product sold in or shipped to the United States that is not made in the United States, or any of the products sold in the United States shall be ineligible to receive any contract or subcontract made with funds made available in this Act, pursuant to the debarment, suspension, or procedure for debarment and suspension in sections 9.400 through 9.409 of title 48, Code of Federal Regulations.

SEC. 608. None of the funds made available by this Act may be used for any United Nations undertaking when it is made known to the Federal official having authority to obligate or expend such funds that: (1) the United Nations undertaking is a peacekeeping mission; (2) such undertaking will involve United States Armed Forces under the command or operational control of a foreign country; (3) such undertaking will involve United States Armed Forces under the command or operational control of a foreign country national; and (4) the President’s military advisors have not submitted to the President a recommendation that such involvement be carried out in the national security interest of the United States and the President has not submitted to the Congress such a recommendation.

SEC. 609. The Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Small Business Administration shall provide to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and the House of Representatives, upon request, a summary of the cumulative balances of any unobligated funds that were received by such agency during any previous fiscal year.

SEC. 610. (a) None of the funds appropriated or otherwise made available by this Act shall be expended for any purpose for which obligations are prohibited by section 616 of the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1999. (b) The requirements in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section 609 of that Act shall continue to apply during fiscal year 2006.

SEC. 611. Any costs incurred by a department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States derived by the collection of fees available to the agencies funded by this Act may be used in violation of section 212(a)(10)(C) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
S. Sec. 623. None of the funds appropriated or otherwise made available under this Act may be used to issue patents on claims directed to or encompassing a human organism.

S. Sec. 624. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to pay expenses for an delegation to a specialized agency or body, or commission of the United Nations if such commission is chaired or presided over by a country, the government of which determines that the United States has not determined, for purposes of section 6(j)(1) of the Export Administration Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App. 2405(j)(1)), has provided support for a national security policy.

S. Sec. 625. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a project to construct a diplomatic facility of the United States may not include office space or other accommodations for an employee of a Federal agency or department if the Secretary of State determines that such appeal or agency or department has not provided for the Department of State the full amount of funding required by subsection (e) of section 604 of the Secure Embassy Construction and malls Act of 1999 (as enacted into law by section 1001(a)(7) of Public Law 106–113 and contained in appendix G of that Act; 113 Stat. 1501A–455), and section 629 of this Act, the United States International Trade Commission, Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2005.

(b) Notwithstanding the prohibition in subsection (a), a project to construct a diplomatic facility of the United States may include office space or other accommodations for members of the Marine Corps.

S. Sec. 626. None of the funds made available in this Act shall be used in any way whatsoever to pay any compensation or otherwise to torture by any official or contract employee of the United States Government.

S. Sec. 627. None of the funds made available in this Act, $393,616,321 from "Department of State"; $426,314 from "Department of Justice"; $571,826 from "Department of Agriculture"; $291,855 from "Department of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2005.

S. Sec. 629. None of the funds made available in this Act shall be used in contravention of the provisions of subsections (e) and (f) of section 301 of the United States Leadership Against AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria Act of 2003 (Public Law 108–105; 22 U.S.C. 7801(e) and (f)).

S. Sec. 630. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used for voluntary separation incentive payments as provided for in subsection 101(b) of title 5, United States Code, unless the Administrator of NASA has first certified to Congress that such payments would not result in the loss of skills related to the safety of the International Space Station or to the conduct of independent safety oversight in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

S. Sec. 631. (a) In GENERAL.—The President of the United States through his designee the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and in consultation with other Federal Agencies shall develop and implement a program to share the cost of aeronautics research. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration shall develop a national aeronautics policy to guide the aeronautics programs of the Administration through 2030. (b) OVERVIEW.—(1) Minimum. The national aeronautics policy shall include—

(1) the priority areas of research for aeronautics through fiscal year 2011; (2) the basis on which priorities for ongoing fiscal years will be selected; (3) the facilities and personnel needed to carry out the program through fiscal year 2011; and (4) the budget assumptions on which the national aeronautics policy is based.

(2) OVERVIEW.—In developing the national aeronautics policy, the Administrator shall consider the following questions, which shall be discussed in the policy statement—

(1) the extent to which NASA should focus on long-term, high-risk research or on more incremental projects and the expected impact on the U.S. aircraft and airline industries of those decisions; (2) the extent to which NASA should address military needs; (3) how NASA will coordinate its aeronautics program with other Federal agencies; and (4) the extent to which NASA will fund university research and the expected impact of that funding on the supply of U.S. workers for the aeronautics industry.

(c) Consultation.—In developing the national aeronautics policy, the Administrator shall consult with academic institutions and industry; and with other Federal agencies, the Administration may enter into an arrangement with the National Academy of Sciences to help develop the national aeronautics policy.

(d) SCHEDULE.—The Administrator shall submit the new national aeronautics policy to the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations and to the House Committee on Science and the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation no later than the date on which the President submits the budget for fiscal year 2007 to the Congress. The Administrator shall make available to the Congress any study done by a non-governmental entity that was used in the development of the national aeronautics policy.

S. Sec. 632. Any funds provided in this Act under “National Science Foundation” used to implement E-Government Initiatives shall be subject to the procedures set forth in section 605 of this Act.

S. Sec. 633. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or treaty, none of the funds appropriated or otherwise made available under this Act shall be used to fund an export license when—

(1) does not exempt an exporter from filing any Shipper’s Export Declaration or notification letter required by law, or from otherwise being eligible under the laws of the United States to possess, ship, transport, or export the articles enumerated in subsection (a); and (2) does not permit the export without a license of—

(A) fully automatic firearms and components and parts for such firearms, other than for end use by the Federal Government, or a Provincial or Municipal Government of Canada; or (B) barrels, cylinders, receivers (frames) or complete breech mechanisms for any firearm in Category I, other than for end use by the Federal Government, or a Provincial or Municipal Government of Canada; or (C) articles for export from Canada to another foreign destination.

(c) In accordance with this section, the District Directors of Customs and postmasters shall permit the permanent or temporary export without a license of any unclassified articles specified in subsection (a) to Canada for end use in Canada or return to the United States, or temporary import of Canadian-origin items from Canada for end use in the United States or return to Canada for a Canadian citizen.

(d) The President may require export licenses under this section on a temporary basis if the President determines, upon publication first in the Federal Register, that the Government of Canada has implemented or maintained adequate import controls for the articles specified in subsection (a), such that a significant diversion of such articles has and continues to take place for use in international terrorism or for the escalation of a conflict in another nation. The President shall terminate the requirements of a license when reasons for the temporary requirements have ceased.

S. Sec. 634. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States receiving appropriated funds under this Act or any other Act shall obligate or expend in any way such funds to pay administrative expenses or the compensation of any officer or employee of the United States to deny any application submitted pursuant to 22 U.S.C. 2778(b)(1)(B) and qualified pursuant to 27 CFR 22.1 or 115 for a permit to import United States origin “curios and relics” firearms, parts, or ammunition.

S. Sec. 636. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to include in any bilateral or multilateral trade agreement the text of—

(1) paragraph 2 of Article 16.7 of the United States-Singapore Free Trade Agreement; (2) paragraph 4 of Article 17.9 of the United States-Australia Free Trade Agreement; or (3) paragraph 4 of Article 15.9 of the United States-Morocco Free Trade Agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any points of order to this portion of the bill?

POINT OF ORDER

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I raise a point of order against section 607. This provision violates clause 2(b) of House rule XXI. It proposes to change existing law and, therefore, constitutes legislation on an appropriation bill in violation of House rule.

The CHAIRMAN. Does any Member wish to be heard on the point of order? If not, the Chair is prepared to rule.
The Chair finds that this provision proposes to change existing law with respect to eligibility requirements to receive a Federal contract with funds made available by this act.

The provision, therefore, constitutes legislation in violation of clause 2 of rule XXI.

The point of order is sustained, and the provision is stricken from the bill.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the remainder of the bill through page 108, line 7, be considered as read and printed in the RECORD and open to amendment at any point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

The text of the remainder of the bill through page 108, line 7, is as follows:

TITLE VII—RESCSSIONS
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
LEGAL ACTIVITIES
ASSETS FORFEITURE FUND
(RESCISSION)

Of the unobligated balances available under this heading, $38,500,000 are rescinded.

OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE
(RESCISSION)

Of the unobligated balances available under this heading, $2,000,000 are rescinded.

COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
PROGRAM ACCOUNT
(RESCISSION)

Of the unobligated balances available under this heading, $62,000,000 are rescinded.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
EMERGENCY STEEL GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM ACCOUNT
(RESCISSION)

Of the unobligated balances available under this heading, prior year appropriations, $35,000,000 are rescinded.

RELATED AGENCIES
UNITED STATES-CANADA ALASKA RAIL COMMISSION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
(RESCISSION)

Of the unobligated balances available under this heading, prior year appropriations, $2,000,000 are rescinded.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. MCDERMOTT

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I yield an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. MCDERMOTT: Page 108, after line 7, insert the following (and make such technical and conforming changes as may be appropriate):

TITLE VII—MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available by this Act may be used to prosecute any individual for travel to Cuba (including travel for the purpose of visiting a member of the immediate family of such individual).

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Washington (Mr. MCDERMOTT) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) each will control 5 minutes.

The gentleman from Washington (Mr. MCDERMOTT) is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I rise to offer an amendment to the Science, State, Justice, Commerce appropriations bill; and I do this in the name of freedom and justice for all Americans.

I call it the Carlos Lazo amendment, named for a brave U.S. soldier from Seattle who has been denied his right and freedom to visit his children in Cuba because of onerous new travel restrictions imposed by this administration.

Sergeant Lazo is a medic in a combat unit that served for a year in Fallujah, one of the most dangerous places in Iraq. He is a shining example of everything positive about America and about the men and women who serve in the Armed Forces.

But Carlos Lazo has been victimized by the administration’s policy which has gone tilt. Carlos is caught up in the latest ploy by the United States Government to topple Castro. This time the administration is banking on restricting travel to overthrow the Castro government.

The greatest impact from this new policy is that Sergeant Carlos Lazo cannot visit his children in Cuba. One man desires only to be a father on Father’s Day.

This is a man who risked his life in defense of America, a man who risked his life to reach America on a raft, a man who was separated from and lost his children, a man in uniform defending America even as America denies his freedoms.

Last June, Carlos tried to visit his children in Cuba before the stringent new travel restrictions were put into effect. He was on leave from Iraq and went to Miami to board a charter flight to Cuba, but he was turned away because flights were flying empty to Cuba.

There he stood in his uniform, having just come back from the combat zone. He stood in an airport with a ticket in his hand, barred from a chance to visit his children, denied the most basic freedom in this country.

Carlos returned to the war zone in Iraq without seeing his children. That is the way it will stay unless the government intercedes.

Current law allows Americans to visit a family in Cuba only once every 3 years. No exceptions are made for soldiers serving abroad, families with medical emergencies, or other hardship cases.

As it stands now, Carlos can do nothing except wait for an arbitrary deadline to expire. It will take another year before he can go to Cuba. He is a naturalized American father who has been caught up in a national obsession to overthrow Castro. Decade after decade, plot after plot, the facts remain the same.

The policy, or the plot, call it what you will, the new travel restrictions impose intolerable pain and suffering on an American, not Castro. Carlos is a person, not a political pawn, a soldier who defended his country and asks only for his country to defend his freedom.

He came to America on a raft in the 1960's. Since then he has made a new home and a new life. He has given back to his country and served with distinction. He is a patriot.

The least we can do is allow Carlos to visit his children in Cuba. Allowing him to travel to Cuba would say much more about freedom and opportunity in America than any new administration policy.

You want to hurt Castro, send Carlos to see his children. His freedom, like any American, to travel freely and speak freely and act freely will say more about what America stands for than all the rhetoric and rules the administration could ever implement.

The Department of Treasury oversees the travel ban. So far they have refused to grant him any kind of waiver. It will take us to cut through that.

Let Carlos be reunited with his children in Cuba in time for Father’s Day. There is room in the heartland of America to have a heart.

I urge the passage of this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 minute, and I rise in opposition to the amendment.

I think Members ought to know that the U.S. State Department lists the Cuban dictatorship as one of five remaining state sponsors of terror. The others are Iran, Libya, North Korea, and Syria.

According to the State Department’s most recent patterns of global terrorism, Cuba continues to support foreign terrorist organizations and several terrorists and fugitives from the U.S., as the gentleman from New York (Mr. Fossella) just spoke.

Also, if anyone is listening on the other side, I have sincerely asked for the opportunity to visit the country of Cuba through the legal ways. Everyone who always wants to lift the sanctions gets to go, but in a sincere effort at going down to find out what happens, I never can go. Something tells me there is something funny about this. We want to go on good faith. We ask to go through the normal process. We cannot get there.

I think this is a bad amendment, and I urge the rejection of it.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Florida (Ms. Ros-Lehtinen).

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Virginia for the time.

I, too, rise in opposition to the MCDERMOTT amendment. At a time when the promotion of the rule of law and the consolidation of democratic institutions are pivotal to our U.S. national security and should not and we must not support an amendment that runs contrary to this commitment.
This amendment is proposing that we interfere with law enforcement; that we interfere with the U.S. courts by prohibiting the use of taxpayer funds to prosecute those who are traveling to Cuba in violation of U.S. law. What happened to the separation of powers, an element one of the centerpieces of our constitutional system?

As the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) pointed out, we had just talked about U.S. fugitives that are given safe haven by the Castro regime in Cuba in an effort to bring them to justice. We want them to come here to the United States. How can we now turn around and support an amendment today that would essentially afford congressional protection to U.S. lawbreakers?

Support for this amendment would empower the enemies of the United States, such as the Castro dictatorship, and we must reject the McDermott amendment.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to withdraw the amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Washington?

There was no objection.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. FLAKE

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment Offered by Mr. FLAKE: Page 139, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLe VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to implement, administer, or enforce the amendments made to section 740.12 of title 15, Code of Federal Regulations (relating to license exemptions for gift parcels and humanitarian donations for Cuba), as published in the Federal Register on June 22, 2004 (69 Fed. Reg. 34565–34567).

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) each will control 10 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE).

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

This amendment, Mr. Chairman, simply seeks to prohibit the use of federal funds from enforcing a particularly onerous rule with regard to Cuba. There is a section of the code in the U.S. Federal regulation that governs the sending of gift parcels to countries for which there are otherwise strict limits of what can be sent.

Under the heading of “Eligible Commodities,” it reads: “For Cuba, the only eligible commodities are food, medicines, medical supplies, radio equipment and battery for such equipment.”

Any reasonable person would agree that we should be permitted to send such items to ordinary Cubans.

In reading the next paragraph, however, we are told what cannot be sent in gift parcels to Cubans, and these restrictions apply only to Cuba: clothing, personal hygiene items, seeds, veterinary medicines and supplies, fishing equipment and supplies, and soap-making equipment and any other items normally sent as gifts.

In other words, the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations does not permit the sending of gift parcels to Cuba containing personal hygiene items, seeds, and other very basic goods, goods that would modestly improve the lot of ordinary Cubans.

It just seems silly to me, Mr. Chairman, that ordinary Americans cannot send to ordinary Cubans items like toothpaste and toilet paper. That is what this amendment is all about.

When the opponents rise and take their time, they will talk about obvious equipment, as well as any other equipment and supplies, and soap-making equipment, as well as any other personal hygiene items, seeds, veterinary medicines and supplies, fishing equipment, and any other items normally sent as gifts.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. DeLAY), the majority leader.

Mr. DELAY. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, for all the good intentions of its author and proponents of this amendment, it is just bad policy. It operates under the notion that in a postal system packages are delivered on time, they are unopened, and at no undue cost to the addressee. But the postal service in Fidel Castro's Cuba does not operate like the postal service in the hometown of the gentleman from Arizona. Indeed, all the packages, most of which are from family members trying to help their relatives struggling to survive in Castro's command economy, are immediately seized by the state and held essentially as the personal property of the Maximum Leader in a central depository somewhere in Havana.

This really happens. The packages are opened, they are rummaged through, and they are pilfered, after which, in the best case, the addressee is called and told how much of a service charge it will cost them to get their parcel. That is what happens in a Communist country with a dictator. Every dime of goods contained in those packages, that is left in them after they are rifled through, is a dime Castro's regime does not have to spend on services for his people and, therefore, a dime he can spend on another torture chamber, a few more secret police officers, or a deposit in his Swiss bank account.

The only suffering or hardship that this amendment would erase is Fidel Castro's. He is a murderer, and he is a thief. His government is a thugocracy, and his postal service, if you can call it that, is a profit center for a massive criminal enterprise of oppression and terror. Resources that make their way into Cuba, whatever their origin, whatever the original intent of their transmission, have only one purpose, one function: To empower a regime that has kidnapped, imprisoned, and murdered 100,000-plus Cuban citizens over the last 45 years.

The Bush administration has rightly concluded that the only good Cuba policy is one that expedites the collapse of the Castro regime. To loosen the administration's rules would be to reward Castro for his recent brutal crackdown on democratic dissidents, dozens of whom remain in his prisons. To loosen the rules would send a signal, a signal which have consequences. He, we speak them on this floor, and if this amendment passes loosening these rules, it would send a signal to those
brave, peaceful dissidents and their families that the United States has tired of the struggle against totalitarianism.

Mr. Chairman, we cannot send such a signal. We cannot reward this tyrant and his thugocracy, and I trust, we cannot allow this amendment to become law. We must stand with the Cuban people, stand with the Cuban people in their struggle against Castro and deny him the opportunity to exploit American generosity.

Vote for the Cuban people. Vote against Castro’s regime. Vote “no” on this amendment.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume to respond to the majority leader’s comments, that I would think standing with the Cuban people would be to allow them to receive personal hygiene items, like toothpaste and toilet paper. Keep in mind these restrictions are imposed against Americans, not Cubans. These are just imposed against American families from sending to relatives in Cuba these items. These are not restrictions on Castro. These are restrictions on Americans.

We that believe in freedom ought to give Cuban Americans and others the freedom to make the choice, do we send gift parcels or do we not?

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2½ minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. DELAHUNT).

Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, one thing that I feel confident in doing is to reassure my friend, the majority leader, that denying the Cuban people toothpaste and toilet paper will not bring down Fidel Castro. The reality is that Fidel Castro has been in power for more than 45 years, despite the existence of an embargo on a whole variety of items. What we have done by denying families here in the United States the ability to send toilet paper and toothpaste to their families back in Cuba is to deny something very fundamental that reflects the deepest American tradition and values of helping our extended families who still live in their countries of origin.

At one level it is about toothpaste and toilet paper, but the real issue here is about family. That is what this is about. Let us not even make this a debate about Fidel Castro, because, trust me, Fidel Castro will survive no matter what. Let us not even make this a debate about Castro’s regime.

Mr. Chairman, let me say this is about family. That is what this is about. We that believe in freedom ought to give Cuban Americans and others the freedom to make the choice, do we send gift parcels or do we not?

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2½ minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. LINCOLN DIAZ-BALART).

Mr. LINCOLN DIAZ-BALART. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) who has the right to close.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia has 7 minutes remaining.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. LINCOLN DIAZ-BALART).

Mr. LINCOLN DIAZ-BALART. Mr. Chairman, it is important to defeat this amendment. I thought I heard it all on this floor, but to hear a thugocracy called a fledgling democracy is something I never thought I would hear here. It is a regime of gangsters by gangsters and for gangsters, against which President Bush has a very important and solid policy that will succeed. Cuba will soon be free.

Mr. Chairman, I ask my colleagues today is to continue to stand with the Cuban people against the thugocracy and to defeat this amendment.

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE) who has 3 minutes remaining.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. WOLF) who has 3 minutes remaining.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2½ minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN).

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

We have heard the proponents of this amendment argue that they want to revoke U.S. policy toward the Cuban dictatorship. They say they are doing it to help the Cuban people. When we
Mr. MARIO DIAZ-BALART. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 30 seconds.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. MARIO DIAZ-BALART).

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. MARIO DIAZ-BALART). When I listen to this debate, I am reminded of the phrase “the more things change, the more they remain the same.”

This is very similar to the debate when the Soviet Union was still in existence and President Reagan had a comprehensive policy to try to eliminate that regime. And the debate is the same: it is going to hurt the people. When President Reagan was trying to cut off the funding, it is going to hurt the Soviet people; they are the victims.

No. No, Ronald Reagan was right then; George W. Bush is right today, which is why the Assembly of Civil Society, the umbrella organization, opposition organizations, Cuba, that just recently had a heroic meeting in Havana, publicly supports the President’s policy. They understand that dignity is not a gift. They understand that the only true road to dignity is freedom: freedom of election, freedom of association, freedom of religion, and freedom of the press.

This amendment would go a long way to reversing the policy that is working. Just as many wanted to reverse Reagan’s policy, that succeeded in defeating the Soviet Union, this amendment is trying to reverse the Bush policy that will ultimately allow the Cuban people to live in freedom, the freedom that they so much deserve.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, let me once again remind Members what this is all about. We all know the brutality of the Castro regime and how they deprive people of basic goods. Because of that, why in the world do we add to their burdens? Why do we deny Americans, Cuban families, Cuban-American families the ability to send items to their families? That is what this amendment is about.

We will hear all kinds of things about the brutality of the regime. Let us stipulate that. I have been there several times. It is worse than anybody knows. It is awful. People there live with such burdens. Let us not burden them further.

Let me say, last year when this amendment was offered, the opponents were saying the administration is going to change it. This amendment will be moot. Those regulations will change. There has been a public outcry; it is going to change. Guess what, a year later it is still there. The restrictions are still there, yet we heard they are going to change. Well, they have not changed. We need to send a signal this policy cannot stand.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

I rise in strong opposition to the amendment. I would also like to say to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE), I would love to go down to Cuba, and I would ask if the gentleman can intercede for both of us to go together, and that would be an unusual trip.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE). I have no beef with the Cuban government.

Mr. WOLF. But the gentleman has been there several times.

Mr. FLAKE. I have never met with Castro, and I have no desire to.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman has been there a couple of times, I would love to go down to Cuba, and I would ask if the gentleman can try to help me. I would like to go.

Cuba is a source country for children trafficked internally for the purposes of sexual exploitation and forced child labor. Trafficking victims from all over Cuba are exploited in major cities. This government does not give its own people the necessary help.

Cuban forced-labor victims, and this is from the State Department reports, include children coerced into working conditions of involuntary servitude in commercial agriculture.

The Government of Cuba does not fully comply with the minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking and is not making significant efforts to do so. In 2001, Cuban officials outlined an extensive plan to address the prevention and prosecution of trafficking victims on a national scale, but there is no evidence to show that the plan has been implemented. Cuba has no strategy to address its trafficking problem and growing child sex tourism industry.

Let the Cuban Government deal with eliminating the trafficking of children first. Cuba is in violation of the State Department’s Trafficking in Persons report tier 3, which is among the worst in the world. Let them deal with this issue and then perhaps we can see about some of these issues. But I urge strongly a “no” vote on this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE).

The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. FLAKE) will be postponed.

AMENDMENT NO. 10 OFFERED BY MR. PAUL

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 10 offered by Mr. PAUL

Page 108, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used by the United Nations to develop or publicize any proposal concerning taxation or fees on any United States person in order to raise revenue for the United Nations or any of its specialized or affiliated agencies or funds made available in this Act may be used by the United Nations to implement or impose...
any such taxation or fee on any United States person.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL).

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. PAUL asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, my amendment is a very simple, clear amendment. It prohibits the use of any funds in this bill to be used by the United Nations to promote a world global tax.

Over the last 10 years, there were at least five meetings in the United Nations that talked and met for the sole purpose of devising a global tax. Not too long ago the G8 met, and France sponsored those meetings that talked and met for the sole purpose of devising a global tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHEY) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) each will control 15 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHEY).

Mr. HINCHEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

This amendment would prohibit funds for the Department of Justice from being used to prevent patients in States that have medical marijuana laws from following those laws.

Over the past 9 years, 10 States have adopted laws which allow the use of marijuana for medicinal purposes: Alaska, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont, and Washington. They legalized the use of marijuana to relieve the intense pain that accompanies debilitating diseases, including AIDS, cancer, multiple sclerosis, and glaucoma. They have talked about those States.

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. PAUL. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman’s amendment is an excellent amendment, and I accept it and I am glad he offered it.

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL).

The amendment was agreed to.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. HINCHEY

Mr. HINCHEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. Hinchey:

Page 108, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in the appropriations Act to the Department of Justice may be used to prevent the States of Alaska, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont, or Washington from adopting State laws authorizing the use of medical marijuana in those States.

Our amendment is about compassion, in allowing patients the simple right of using the most effective medicine possible. Taxpayers’ dollars should not be sent on spending seriously or terminally ill patients to jail. A vote for this amendment is a vote for States rights and for compassion. Ten States have adopted marijuana laws in their laws. The Federal Government should not stand in their way.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. PETERSON).

Mr. PETERSON of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I rise to oppose this amendment. Marijuana is not a harmless drug. The National Institute on Drug Abuse, the American Medical Association and other science-based research institutes have documented the substantial risks of using marijuana. The FDA, on the other hand, has already approved Marinol, which contains THC, a derivative of the active chemical in marijuana, totally undermining claims that there is any need for medical marijuana.

If passed, this amendment would open the door for drug dealers to use medical marijuana exemptions as cover for their growing and selling operations. Up until recently, no adequate testing had been done in this country on the devastating effects of marijuana use. If only the young people of America knew of the study that just has been released regarding marijuana use curtails the development of the brain. We have very young people in this country using marijuana, and marijuana curtails the growth of our brain, and our brain is not mature until we are 25 years of age. Anything we do that encourages young people to use marijuana will have a devastating impact on their mental capacity.

I speak with a little experience on this. I have some friends who grew up when marijuana was the hot issue, and some of the brightest young people I knew became somewhat dull and have remained that way all of their life because the recent study proves that...
marijuana use curtails the growth and development of the brain.

I have never had a physician tell me that it was needed in his portfolio to treat medical diseases and pain. I have never had a physician, and I have been in the health care field, in the legislative process, for 20 some years.

Medical marijuana is not something that is needed in this country. It is a drug that stops the development of the brain, and it should not become legal in any way, in my view.

Mr. HINCHEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. FRANK).

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr. Chairman, I will not contest the gentleman from Pennsylvania on the intellectual level of some of his companions, but on other issues, I very much disagree with what he has had to say.

As to its relevance, yes, marijuana is not a drug that stops the development of the brain. It is a drug that reduces the productivity of this country, not less, and more accessible.

So, we should be able to legalize marijuana in their individual States and across this country, can drive that wedge in and eventually be able to legalize this substance that has not been supported by any branch of medicine that I can identify. The American Medical Association, the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Glaucoma Society, Academy of Ophthalmology, Cancer Society all have rejected marijuana for medical purposes.

What we have here is an initiative that is designed to advance a social agenda, the social agenda of the people that want to legalize marijuana. And, in fact, if we do that, we are going to see it planted in more places around the country, not less, and more accessible to more people, and this society will be more replete with the abuse of this hallucinogenic drug, a gateway drug that reduces the productivity of the American people and causes more people to get on to serious drugs, such as methamphetamine, heroin, cocaine, et cetera.

I urge a "no" vote on this amendment.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. KING).

Mr. KING of Iowa. I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, I serve on the Judiciary Committee, and these types of issues, I appreciate the support of the gentleman from Virginia on this cause.

As I listened to the gentleman from Massachusetts make the allegation that no doctor in no State shall prescribe medicinal marijuana, I acknowledge the statement, and the implication at least was that this is new legal ground that we are plowing here. But, in fact, the FDA says no doctor in no State shall prescribe a pharmaceutical or medicine that is not approved by the FDA. That is why we had this major debate in this Congress here a year or so ago with regard to the reimportation of drugs.

So it is not new ground. It is old ground. It is old ground, and we know the cause, and we know what the driving force is behind this. It is seeking to get the camel’s nose under the tent, seeking to establish a very small sliver of marijuana so that eventually the people behind this, that want to legalize marijuana in their individual States and across this country, can drive that wedge in and eventually be able to legalize this substance that has not been supported by any branch of medicine that I can identify. The American Medical Association, the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Glaucoma Society, Academy of Ophthalmology, Cancer Society all have rejected marijuana for medical purposes.

Let us not do that again. Let us not say that we will decide on a political basis, on an intellectual level that no State is competent to regulate the practice of medicine in that State if they decide to allow a doctor to prescribe marijuana, because that is what we are talking about. The regulation of medicine has been a State function. Some States have decided to allow their doctors to prescribe marijuana. This has got a double safeguard. The State has to decide to do it, and then a physician has to decide to do it.

If the physicians that you think are misusing this, and there are with substances. Rush Limbaugh got into trouble with OxyContin. That does not mean because something can be legally prescribed that you look away when it has been illegally used.

So let us treat marijuana the way we treat many, many other substances with far more impact on individuals. Let us leave this to the States and leave the health care field, in that state of mind, and let us stop this practice, which I have complained on before, where most of us are not doctors, but try to play them on C-SPAN.

Before I proceed with my comments, though, I want to acknowledge the tremendous leadership of the Chair of this subcommittee of appropriations, the subcommittee that has such a long name now, but we all know it is the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF). He knows, and every chance I get, I want to tell others, of the high regard that I have for him. It is a privilege to call him colleague and to serve with him in the Congress of the United States. Again, every chance I get, I want to acknowledge the tremendous leadership, especially for respecting the human rights of every person on the face of the Earth.

I thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF), the gentleman from New York (Mr. SERRANO) and the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN) as well for their leadership on this important subcommittee.

This amendment, Mr. Chairman, is especially timely coming on the heels of the Supreme Court decision last week. The Court’s decision makes clear that Federal regulatory and statutory changes are needed. For that reason, I strongly support the proposed legislation of the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. FRANK) that would exchange Federal laws to permit medical marijuana pursuant to State law. Make sure you know that what we are talking about here is in regard to States passing their own laws or initiatives and what would happen in this initiative, which is needed because we do not have a Federal law to respect States’ rights specifically in terms of medicinal marijuana.

This amendment is necessary because it would prohibit the Justice Department from spending any funds to undermine State medical marijuana laws. It would leave to the discretion of the States how they would alleviate suffering of their citizens. This is a States rights issue. They want to make that an initiative, which is needed because we do not have a Federal law to respect States’ rights specifically in terms of medicinal marijuana.

In my district in San Francisco, we have lost more than 20,000 people to AIDS over the last two decades. Twenty thousand people. I have seen first-hand at the bedside of patients the suffering that accompanies this dreadful disease. Medical marijuana alleviates some of the most debilitating symptoms of AIDS, such as aids-related pain, wasting syndrome and nausea. It is not confined to AIDS, but also cancer and so many examples that our colleagues will point out. This is just the compassionate way to go.

The previous speaker says he knows of no scientific or medical institution that has said anything positive about this. I beg to differ. The fact is this has
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to this marijuana amendment. It has little, little to do with compassion. It is hiding behind a few sick people to try to, in effect, legalize, back door, marijuana in this country.

This amendment would prohibit the patient from being arrested or from being found guilty of a crime by having marijuana with a doctor's prescription, including the American Academy of HIV Medicine, the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American Nurses Association, the American Public Health Association and the AIDS Action Council.

In my State of California, and I assume other than my own State of California, have adopted these laws since 1996. Most of these laws were approved by a vote of the people. Numerous polls indicate that three-quarters of the American people support the right of patients to use marijuana with a doctor’s prescription.

A recent AARP poll showed that 92 percent of America’s seniors support the use of medicinal marijuana with a doctor’s prescription in that State. If passed, this amendment would put people in danger of shysters and quacks willing to recommend a product of potentially harmful drugs in place of a federally approved safe and proven medicines.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of this amendment. It has little, little to do with compassion. It is hiding behind a few sick people to try to, in effect, legalize, back door, marijuana in this country.

If we need to have access to pain relief, then we have got other ways by taking a pill to get it. We have Marinol. We have sold products that, in fact, could cure all aches and pains. One single doctor in Oregon wrote for recreational and emotional reasons, for marijuana, Irma Perez would still be alive. She heard all this rhetoric at some college dorm, was dreaming up at some college dorm, was thinking it was medical instead of getting her a doctor. A medical examiner said that had she received real medical attention rather than so-called medical marijuana, Irma Perez would still be alive.

There is a reason that marijuana is illegal, a Schedule I controlled substance. It has not met the rigorous standard for medical purposes except in very few cases, but for recreational and emotional reasons. One single doctor in Oregon wrote more than 4,000 prescriptions for people to use marijuana. His medical license was finally suspended last year for his failure to provide proper examinations or oversight of this so-called “treatment.”

We have marijuana coffee houses proliferating in these States that are supplying for cancer patients. There are people growing tens of hundreds of acres and putting medical marijuana in front of it and hiding and saying “we are helping cancer patients,” which is not true.

Finally, pro-marijuana advocates exploit the stories of people who are suffering from real pain or illness as a wedge for their pro-drug agenda, claiming that marijuana is necessary to alleviate their pain. It is simply not proven, not true, and becoming less true every single year for even the exceptional case.

The good news is that Marinol, a synthetic version of marijuana’s derivative THC, has been approved by FDA as medication for appropriate treatment by prescription. Marinol has met the rigorous standard of being “safe and effective” that is required for all drugs. It will be great for cancer patients and is working now in all of them. Originally, Members got on this floor and said it could not stop vomiting. It does.

The bad news is that proponents of medical marijuana are perpetrating a fraud on the public by claiming that home-grown weed, pot, reefer, marijuana, or whatever one wants to call it, should be used as medicine. Medical marijuana is a ruse. Marijuana is a dangerous and illicit drug. I urge my colleagues to vote against this amendment.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. ROHRABACHER) and the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHLEY) for their courage in bringing this important bipartisan, compassionate legislation to the floor.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. SOUDER), who has been a leader on this issue.

Mr. SOUDER. I thank the gentleman for his leadership.
anything to encourage its use. Certainly the war on drugs has not eliminated that choice for our young people one iota. Our approach at supply rather than looking at demand has not been successful. But, most importantly, this drug, which may be harmful, reflects many other drugs that may well be harmful, but that we have decided as a society should be permitted to be prescribed by doctors whom we have empowered to make such prescriptions to people who are suffering from illnesses. There are many drugs that have many serious side effects and that are harmful to people. Marijuana is no different than that. And especially we should try to discourage young people from using marijuana.

But simply to override all of the powers of the people of the States of this Union to determine that decision and to override criminal matters that have been decided by the people of States is unconstitutional. The fact is our Founding Fathers wanted these issues to be determined in the States. All this decision we are making today is, should we use Federal money and use Federal resources to override the wishes of the people of the States who have voted, and in my State there was a referendum which won handily, on this issue. And the issue is that they have a right to decide at the State level should a doctor be able to prescribe marijuana to someone who is suffering, a cancer victim, an AIDS victim, or whatever. This makes all the sense in the world.

Let us not have a power grab by the Federal Government at the expense of these poor patients and the right of doctors to make these decisions and not politicians.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 1/4 minutes.

I rise in opposition to the amendment. Not only does the amendment hurt law enforcement’s efforts to combat drug trafficking, but it really sends the wrong message to our children. Marijuana is the most abused drug in the world of States. According to the ONDCP and the DEA, more young people are now in treatment for marijuana dependency than for alcohol or all other illegal drugs.

Mr. Chairman, if I could just read that one more time: according to the ONDCP and the DEA, more young people are now in treatment for marijuana dependency than for alcohol or for all other illegal drugs. This amendment does not address the problem of marijuana abuse, and I know and I want to stipulate that it is not the intention of the authors, but it possibly makes it worse by sending the message to young people that there are going to be health benefits for smoking marijuana. I think it is confusing to young people for the Congress to do that. At this point I would like to say that the amendment is trying to do, but it would be confusing and I think the wrong message.

Last year, this amendment failed by a vote of 148 to 268, and I urge rejection of the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. HINCHEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. FARR), a sponsor of this amendment.

Mr. FARR. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

I stand as a Member from California, which has had a law for almost 10 years now allowing the medical prescription use of marijuana for alleviating pain. It has not been a problem in California. It does not legalize drugs. It does not get drugs into the hands of kids. That law is enforced. Drug laws in California are strictly enforced by local law enforcement. But local law enforcement also supports my community this use of pain relief.

I mean, this issue is about doctors and patients, doctors who prescribe for pain. They can have all kinds of alternatives prescribed. In some cases, this is the way that pain is best relieved. So what we are asking is that no money be spent to enforce the laws in those States that have been working. The Supreme Court did not strike down those laws. They did not say they were illegal. This is the ability of whether Congress is going to now step in and require those 10 States that have practices in place that are alleviating pain that they can no longer do that.

Do not allow the Federal Government to bust old ladies who are suffering from pain and have a prescription for relief.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the Hinchey amendment and am proud to be a supporter of this amendment.

Opponents of this amendment would want you to believe that this amendment is all about legalizing pot, or about unfettered access to street drugs, or about creating a generation of drug addicts. They know it’s not and their exaggeration won’t change the facts.

The facts are—

This amendment is about States rights and the ultimate right of the citizens to empower their government through the democratic process.

This amendment is about health care, under a doctor’s prescription and direction.

This amendment is about compassion and caring for persons who suffer from chronic pain and/or terminal illnesses.

This amendment is not about legalizing or decriminalizing marijuana.

This amendment is not about unfettered marijuana growth, distribution or usage. It is about regulated, controlled access.

My friends across the aisle seem to forget that this body, this House of Representatives gets its power from the people. In the United States the people empower their government, not the reverse.

In this country the people have the right to tell government how to govern.

In this country the people have the right to petition to change the law.

And when that happens, this government, this House of Representatives, has an obligation to respond.

When Americans called for an end to discrimination, we had an obligation to pass the Civil Rights Act.

When Americans called for fairness to persons with disabilities, we had an obligation to pass the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Ten states and millions of American citizens have voted to make it the law in their states that marijuana is available through prescriptions for health care purposes.

They are asking us—their representatives in Congress—to change the law to make it so. We have an obligation to respond.

The Hinchey amendment is the responsible thing to do. It is the right thing to do. I urge everyone to vote “yes” on the Hinchey amendment.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. GALLEGLY).

Mr. GALLEGLY asked and was given permission to revise and extend his time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to vote against this amendment.

Marijuana is not a therapeutic drug. It is a harmful drug. Proponents of medical marijuana claim that drugs help alleviate pain, nausea, vomiting, and loss of appetite for the terminally ill. But these alleged benefits are rejected by medical authorities. The American Academy of Ophthalmology, the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, the American Glaucoma Society, the American Academy of Ophthalmology, and the American Academy Cancer Society, however, have all rejected the use of marijuana for medical purposes.

Further, smoking pot is physically harmful. Smoking pot delivers three to five times the amount of tar and carbon monoxide as cigarettes. According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, studies show that someone who smokes five joints per week may be taking in as much cancer-causing chemicals as someone who smokes a full pack of cigarettes every day. Smoking pot is not helpful; it is harmful.

I urge my colleagues to vote against this amendment.

Mr. HINCHEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Ms. WOOLSEY).

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, like my constituents, I believe that doctors should be permitted to prescribe marijuana for patients suffering debilitating diseases like cancer, AIDS, glaucoma, spastic disorders, and many more. We want the Federal Government to get out of our way because our State of California passed Proposition 215 in 1996, allowing for the use of marijuana for medical purposes.

Ten states and millions of American citizens have voted to make it the law in their states that marijuana is available through prescriptions for health care purposes.

In fact, her favorite Christmas present was a tin of marijuana. She is gone now, but I am certain that I speak for her today in asking that those who suffer, for those debilitating diseases get help and can use marijuana if that help works. We want the Justice Department to stop punishing those who are
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. BLUMENAUER).

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that the debate on this issue is so limited. The gentleman from California (Mr. FARR) was unable to preside over the approval of the recommendation by the State of California, since the approval by the State of California, has gone down. And I would put this in the RECORD.

This is an opportunity for us to clarify that the 10 States, including my State of Oregon, which was approved by the voters, have the right to make sure that the 10,000 people who are using medical marijuana under the supervision of 1,700 doctors have that right. It is outrageous that the Federal Government would intervene over the rights of States like mine, like Arizona, like California where people are taking these steps. It is a sorry continuation of attempts by this Congress to try to criminalize Oregon's Death with Dignity law, the only State in the Union where life protection exists. The sorry spectacle we had here on the floor where Congress was intervening with the Terry Schiavo family.

I strongly urge the approval of this amendment.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. KUCINICH).

Mr. KUCINICH. Mr. Chairman, this amendment extends the protections already provided at the State level in 10 States to the Federal level. It ensures that critically ill patients can find relief from pain and terminal illness, without worrying that the Federal Government will prosecute them. The Federal Government should use its power to help terminally ill citizens, not arrest them. Congress ought to require us that we look at what we are doing here in this debate, trying to raise marijuana to the level of some kind of bogeyman when you have people who are suffering from terminal illness, and we are saying they should not be provided relief from pain.

What are we talking about in this Congress? Where is our compassion? Where is our understanding of what families go through when someone is suffering of a terminal illness, when people are looking for relief from pain? We are going to deny that to them because of some shibboleth about marijuana?

Let us get real. Let us support the Hinchley amendment.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. DEFAZIO).

Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Chairman, are we for States rights? I often hear from Members of the other side we are for States rights. I guess we are for States rights until we disagree with policies adopted by a State.

My State and nine other States have by large margins adopted the right of people in a regulated way through physician prescription to receive medical marijuana for certain conditions for which there are few other effective or no other effective treatments. Plain and simple.

It is not about legalization. You say, well, do not cripple law enforcement. Do we want to divert our limited law enforcement resources, who cannot give me a permanent DEA agent to help with the meth epidemic in the rural areas of any district, into chasing around old, sick people growing marijuana? I do not think so. That is not helping law enforcement with their mission.

Let us focus them on things that are a real threat to the American people, not on issues that have been decided by the people of the various States that this is something that should be made available in a compassionate way to help a few people.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Ms. LOFGREN).

Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman, I oppose legalizing marijuana. I am sorry that the debate on this issue is so limited. The gentleman from California (Ms. LOFGREN). Mr. Chairman, I oppose legalizing marijuana. Just like the other voters in California, I do not see why we should prohibit doctors from providing pain relief for their patients.

I will talk to you about someone I knew. I will talk to you about Mr. X. He had terminal cancer, and he could not eat, and the only thing that could get him an appetite was marijuana. Mr. X, who was my age, had to go out and buy marijuana illegally. It was so horrible for him.

Why should we force the indignity on terminal cancer patients of having to do that? That is why my State voted to allow doctors to prescribe marijuana, so that cancer patients who cannot eat have the chance to get some nutrition. For the life of me, I cannot understand why we would interfere with that, and I strongly, strongly urge, on behalf of all cancer patients, please support this amendment.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from Texas (Ms. JACKSON-LEE).

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, I rise to support the amendment. I ask respect for those who oppose the prescription of marijuana for a condition such as cancer. Let us ask respect, kindness and love for those suffering with cancer. There is not a family in America that is not touched by this devastating disease.

Allow the Hinchley amendment to go forward, so there can be relief and comfort and those dying of an enormously devastating disease. That is all we ask for, and, of course, the protection of the 10th amendment, that allows States to govern the laws of their particular jurisdiction, to protect the people of their State. Support the Hinchley amendment.

I rise today in support of the Hinchley Medical Marijuana amendment. According to the Mayo Clinic, marijuana has been used as a medical treatment for thousands of years. Further, the use of marijuana for medical purposes has been proven to be beneficial in the treatment of glaucoma, cancer, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy and chronic pain.

Despite various studies and reports by medical experts, the U.S. Supreme Court, on Monday of last week, handed down its rule which would allow sick patients who rely on marijuana to relieve pain or to help with their medical conditions to be prosecuted under Federal law even if their home State allows use of the drug for such medical purposes. The 6-3 decision came as a setback to the medical marijuana movement, but it does not change the laws of the 10 States that allow patients to use the drug to ease symptoms. Needless to say, I am very disappointed with the Court's decision.

To this end, I strongly support the Hinchley amendment. This amendment would prohibit the Justice Department from preventing States that have passed medical marijuana laws from implementing them. Currently ten States have adopted laws that allow the use of marijuana for medical purposes: Alaska, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont, and Washington. These laws were passed to allow the use of marijuana to relieve the intense pain and other symptoms that accompany several debilitating diseases, including aids, cancer, multiple sclerosis, and glaucoma. The DEA has conducted numerous raids on the homes of medical marijuana users, prosecuting patients who were using marijuana, in accordance with State laws, to relieve their pain.

Before closing, it is important to note that the Hinchley amendment will not change marijuana's classification as a Schedule I narcotic, require States to adopt medical marijuana laws, stop law enforcement officials from prosecuting the illegal use of marijuana, encourage drug use in children, and legalize marijuana or other drugs.

I urge my colleagues to support this amendment.

Mr. HINCHLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, let me just say in closing that the opposition to this amendment today on the floor has presented 19th century arguments for a 21st century problem.

We have people in this country who are suffering the debilitating pain that comes from cancer and chemotherapy. No relief is available to them except by association with cannabinoids. That association should be allowed under a doctor's prescription. That association exists now in 10 States across this country. This Congress says to those 10 States, I am sorry, but you cannot do it. We are intervening.

That should stop. This Congress should not be about inducing pain, encouraging pain. This Congress should be about relieving pain in the American people. This Congress should be about enlightened medication and an enlightened health care delivery system, not one based upon 19th century practices, biases and a narrow ideology.

Let us pass this amendment. Let us be sensible, creative, decent and caring
for the American people. Let us pass this amendment.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, let me just respond to what one of the gentleman said about this “narrow ideology.” My mom died of cancer, my father died of cancer, there have been many people in my family on my mother’s side who died of cancer. I, at one time, supported this and changed my vote in the Congress because I have seen the devastation that drugs can have on young people, the devastation that it is doing to many people.

So people can have differences of opinion. But when the gentleman uses these inflammatory rhetoric of “narrow ideology,” it is like all truth is on their side, I think that is really the wrong tone. This is a serious issue. There are good and decent people on both sides. But I think the gentleman’s tone and comments were really not exactly accurate.

I care as much about this issue, and I care as much about suffering and pain as the gentleman. I stood with my mom when she died and with my father when he died.

Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of my time to the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. SOUDER).

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Indiana is recognized for 2½ minutes.

Mr. SOUDER. Mr. Chairman, let me state that my mother and father-in-law both died of cancer as well.

Compassion is not limited to either side, but there is science and there is not science. In fact, the Carbolic Smoke Balls and the snake oil is very similar; getting high is the same as getting splashed.

There are, in fact, medical solutions to what has been talked about today. Serostim deals with wasting in AIDS, as does Megestrol, and they have been found over the years to treat the very things that are growing in the State of California. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate. Not only was it previously intrastate.

I hope Members will join with the chairman in voting down this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF). Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, as a former Federal prosecutor, I understand how the use of DNA profiles has become a powerful tool in solving crimes. States have been on the lead by do it. We are going after the people prescribing to thousands of people, to the coffee shops that are proliferating in this State and a lot of these coffee shops are sold a bill of goods that they were working with cancer patients, and instead now they see the proliferation of coffee houses, they see the proliferation of marijuana plantations, with signs up in front of them saying, “This is all for medical purposes.”

We in Congress have a responsibility to lead in this country, not to buy into college dormitory-type thoughts of “wouldn’t it be great if we called marijuana medical, and then we could smoke pot?”

That is why the vote has actually declined the last few years here in Congress, and after the Supreme Court ruling last week, I believe it will decline even further, because there is not an intrastate. Not only was it previously upheld on interstate, it has now been upheld on intrastate, with Scalia being one of the great conservatives who historically has stood up for States rights explaining the difference very clearly.

I hope Members will join with the chairman in voting down this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY).

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY).

The question was taken; and the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY) will be postponed.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. SCHIFF

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. SCHIFF:

At the end of the bill (before the short title), insert the following:

We do not believe in States rights on civil rights questions and others. When the Federal Government rules, the Court is unanimous.

The split decision the other week was best explained by Justice Scalia for the majority, who said that you cannot have intrastate and interstate definitions when you are dealing with marijuana.

These huge marijuana plantations that are growing in the State of California, which, by the way, there is no limitation on doctors to cancer patients. We have this gentleman in our district out of a committee who gave so-called medical marijuana to teenagers for ADD, that doctors prescribe it for fingernail pain.

There is not this restriction on cancer. It is a bogus debate. California does not have that restriction. These huge marijuana plantations, nobody is going after individual doctors except in a test case where somebody wants to do it. We are going after the people prescribing to thousands of people, to the coffee shops that are proliferating in this State and a lot of these coffee shops are sold a bill of goods that they were working with cancer patients, and instead now they see the proliferation of coffee houses, they see the proliferation of marijuana plantations, with signs up in front of them saying, “This is all for medical purposes.”

We in Congress have a responsibility to lead in this country, not to buy into college dormitory-type thoughts of “wouldn’t it be great if we called marijuana medical, and then we could smoke pot?”

That is why the vote has actually declined the last few years here in Congress, and after the Supreme Court ruling last week, I believe it will decline even further, because there is not an intrastate. Not only was it previously upheld on interstate, it has now been upheld on intrastate, with Scalia being one of the great conservatives who historically has stood up for States rights explaining the difference very clearly.

I hope Members will join with the chairman in voting down this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY).

The question was taken; and the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY) will be postponed.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. SCHIFF

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. SCHIFF:

At the end of the bill (before the short title), insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

Sect. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act for a DNA analysis and capacity enhancement program, and for other State, local, and Federal forensic laboratories, may be used for a grant to a State that does not have in effect policies and procedures to ensure the collection of DNA from every felon convicted in the courts of the State.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order against the gentleman’s amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of yesterday, the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF). Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, as a former Federal prosecutor, I understand how the use of DNA profiles has become a powerful tool in solving crimes. States have been on the lead by do it. We are going after the people prescribing to thousands of people, to the coffee shops that are proliferating in this State and a lot of these coffee shops are sold a bill of goods that they were working with cancer patients, and instead now they see the proliferation of coffee houses, they see the proliferation of marijuana plantations, with signs up in front of them saying, “This is all for medical purposes.”

We in Congress have a responsibility to lead in this country, not to buy into college dormitory-type thoughts of “wouldn’t it be great if we called marijuana medical, and then we could smoke pot?”

That is why the vote has actually declined the last few years here in Congress, and after the Supreme Court ruling last week, I believe it will decline even further, because there is not an intrastate. Not only was it previously upheld on interstate, it has now been upheld on intrastate, with Scalia being one of the great conservatives who historically has stood up for States rights explaining the difference very clearly.

I hope Members will join with the chairman in voting down this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY).

The question was taken; and the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY) will be postponed.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. SCHIFF

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY) will be postponed.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order against the gentleman’s amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of yesterday, the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF). Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, as a former Federal prosecutor, I understand how the use of DNA profiles has become a powerful tool in solving crimes. States have been on the lead by do it. We are going after the people prescribing to thousands of people, to the coffee shops that are proliferating in this State and a lot of these coffee shops are sold a bill of goods that they were working with cancer patients, and instead now they see the proliferation of coffee houses, they see the proliferation of marijuana plantations, with signs up in front of them saying, “This is all for medical purposes.”

We in Congress have a responsibility to lead in this country, not to buy into college dormitory-type thoughts of “wouldn’t it be great if we called marijuana medical, and then we could smoke pot?”

That is why the vote has actually declined the last few years here in Congress, and after the Supreme Court ruling last week, I believe it will decline even further, because there is not an intrastate. Not only was it previously upheld on interstate, it has now been upheld on intrastate, with Scalia being one of the great conservatives who historically has stood up for States rights explaining the difference very clearly.

I hope Members will join with the chairman in voting down this amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY).

The question was taken; and the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHHEY) will be postponed.
crimes have nonviolent criminal histories. Therefore, offenders who are required to submit DNA when convicted of nonviolent felonies will be identified as they leave DNA behind later at rape and murder scenes.

Some originally thought there would be no law enforcement value to collecting samples from convicted felons when the crime was not sexual in nature or not particularly violent. They were wrong. Virginia’s offender hits, primarily from previous nonviolent and nonsexual convictions, have aided over 2,700 investigations, including 15 rapes, 255 murders and 521 sex crimes.

Mr. Chairman, I will cite only one of the countless examples we have seen of the tragic consequences of inadequate DNA collection schemes. Some years ago, four Springfield, Massachusetts, women fell victim to a serial rapist and murderer.

Mr. Chairman, the results speak for themselves. DNA databases are most effective with the inclusion of at least all convicted felons and applied to all forms of cases. While I will withdraw this amendment, as I know the chairman has a point of order, I intend to introduce legislation to make these important changes and would very much like to work with the chairman on it.

Mr. Chairman, I do have a second amendment which I will not speak on now because the chairman was kind enough to let me speak on it earlier, but I would like to take the opportunity immediately after consideration of this amendment to make the formal offer of that amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to withdraw my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from California?

There was no objection.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. SCHIFF

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. SCHiff:

At the end of the bill (preceding the short title), insert the following:

TITLe VIII—LIMITATION ON AUTHORITY TO DELAY NOTICE OF SEARCH WARRANTS

Sec. 8. It is the sense of Congress that all necessary steps should be taken to pro- vide adequate security for the judiciary and to protect and uphold the independence of the judicial branch.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state his point of order.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order against the amendment because it proposes to change existing law and constitutes legislation in an appropriation bill and therefore violates clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule states in pertinent part: “An amendment to a general appropriation bill shall not be in order if changing existing law.”

The amendment proposes to state a legislative provision.

The CHAIRMAN. Does any Member wish to be heard on the point of order?

Mr. SCHIFF. I do, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief, and I appreciate the opportunity to speak again on the substance of this amendment.

This is merely a sense of Congress respecting the integrity and the independence of the judiciary. I know the honorable chairman offered a sense of Congress amendment on Darfur last year to the appropriation bill. This is similarly merely a sense of Congress amendment asking that we not only observe the independence of the judiciary, but make sure we provide for the safety of the bench. We just saw another shooting today outside of a courthouse, and I would ask the chairman to consider this sense of Congress much as the one that was offered last session.

The CHAIRMAN. Does any further Member wish to be heard on the point of order? If not, the Chair is prepared to rule.

The Chair finds that this amendment expresses legislative sentiment. The amendment, therefore, constitutes legislation in violation of clause 2 of rule XXI.

The point of order is sustained and the amendment is not in order.

AMENDMENT NO. 29 OFFERED BY MR. OTTER

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 29 offered by Mr. OTTER:

Page 108, after line 1, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—LIMITATION ON AUTHORITY TO DELAY NOTICE OF SEARCH WARRANTS

Sec. 801. Section 3103a of title 18, United States Code, is amended—

(1) in subsection (b)—

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking “may have an adverse result (as defined in section 2705)” and inserting “will endanger the life or physical safety of an individual, result in flight from prosecution or the intimidation of a potential witness, or result in the destruction of or tampering with the evidence sought under the warrant.”;

(B) in paragraph (3), by striking “a reasonable period” and all that follows and inserting “seven calendar days, which period, upon application of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or an Associate Attorney General, may thereafter be extended by the court for additional periods of up to 21 calendar days each if the court finds, for each application, reasonable cause to believe that notice of the execution of the warrant will endanger the life or physical safety of an individual, result in flight from prosecution, or result in the destruction of or tampering with the evidence sought under the warrant.”;

(2) by adding at the end the following new subsection:

“(c) REPORTS.—(1) On a semiannual basis, the Attorney General shall transmit to Congress and make public a report concerning all requests for delays of notice, and for extensions of delays of notice, with respect to warrants under subsection (b).

“(2) Each report under paragraph (1) shall include, with respect to the preceding six-month period—

“(A) the total number of requests for delays of notice with respect to warrants under subsection (b); and

“(B) the total number of such requests granted or denied; and

“(C) for each request for delayed notice that was granted, the total number of applications for extensions of delays of notice and the total number of such extensions granted or denied.”.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Idaho (Mr. OTTER) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order on the gentleman’s amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) reserves a point of order.

The gentleman from Idaho (Mr. Otter) is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

I appreciate the chairman allowing me the opportunity to speak on this amendment that I believe renews an important balance between protecting our nation, and our individual freedoms on which our nation was founded.

While I realize the language is subject to a point of order, I believe it is imperative that we have this debate today. This issue drives to the core of who we hope to be as Americans, and it is important to address it on the floor of this House.

The fourth amendment, which protects us from unreasonable search and seizures by the government, is fundamental to the Bill of Rights and protects our rights to be individual and to be private. Its creators, under direction, I believe, of their Creator, endorsed the principle that it is the government’s role to protect that right and not to encroach upon it. The idea of individuality, that each person is created uniquely and with certain inborn rights that government cannot take away, is the most basic expression of who we are as a Nation and a people.

That is why I am so concerned about the way we have expanded the government’s power to delay notification of search and seizure of our privacy. The issue at hand is not when or where or when
and sweeping powers at all. It is important to know that we are safe and secure within the borders of this country. But Americans can only be safe with their liberties and Americans are only safe, if they are free.

I understand that “sneak and peek” warrants were used before the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act to erode the protections offered by the fourth amendment. By broadening the use of “sneak and peek” warrants and making them the standard rather than the exception, the PATRIOT Act threatens our liberties that are given us by our Creator and protected under our Constitution.

That is why I am offering this amendment today. My amendment narrows the scope of “sneak and peek” and brings back the judicial oversight that was built into our Constitution and the balance of power in government. It more carefully defines the very specific circumstances in which a “sneak and peek” warrant can be used.

It also employs the notification procedure upheld by most courts before the USA PATRIOT Act. If we are going to codify this already questionable tactic, should we not at least limit it to the practice established by the courts before the USA PATRIOT Act?" Then it is even more critical this year, as we will soon be deliberating reauthorization of parts of the USA PATRIOT Act. While this amendment may not be in order today, I implore my colleagues to give this issue the consideration it deserves when the reauthorization bill does come to the floor.

As Americans, it is our fundamental belief that each of us is ultimately responsible for safeguarding our freedom and our safety is our obligation. Mr. Chairman, as citizens of this great Nation, to see that no one, not even our own government, is allowed to take these freedoms and responsibilities away.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, we still re- serve a point of order.

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL).

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time. I want to compliment the gentleman for bringing this amendment to the floor, and I want to express my appro-oval if it is ruled out of order because this is such an important issue.

The fourth amendment is worth fighting for. The Founders of this country thought it was literally worth fighting for, and yet I see us here in the Congress willing to sacrifice it too easily.

One of the arguments is that success has been proven that these easy-to-obtain search warrants have produced success in catching certain criminals, but that does not prove that we could not have done it legitimately by following the fourth amendment: we do not know whether the arrests would not have been caught or not. Another thing is: does sacrificing security and liberty ever justify more catching of so-called criminals? What if we had a total police state? What if we turned our whole country into a concentration camp? We could make sure there would be no crimes whatsoever.

The trade-off is too great. We should never trade off safety and security for our liberties, and I think that is what we have done with the PATRIOT Act.

I want to congratulate the gentleman for bringing this to our attention; and, hopefully, we will eventually protect the fourth amendment.

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, might I inquire as to the time left?

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 3 to the request of the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL) talked about are the people that the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL) talked about are the same people that believe that sidewalks cause rain. They believe that this PATRIOT Act has truly cut down on crime. Americans have a right to security not only in their persons and their property, but their civil liberties as well. Though I must withdraw my amendment, I am hopeful that we can work together during the upcoming days and weeks in reaffirmation debate to offer security to the American people without changing the essence of what it means to be an American.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- sent to withdraw my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Idaho?

There was no objection.

SEQUENTIAL VOTES IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, proceedings will now resume on those amendments on which further proceedings were postponed in the following order: amendment offered by Mr. WEXNER of New York; amendment offered by Mr. INSLEE of Washington; amendment offered by Mr. HAYWARD of Arizona; amendment offered by Mr. FLAKE of Arizona; and an amendment offered by Mr. HINCHLEY of New York.

The Chair will reduce to 5 minutes the time for any electronic vote after the first vote in this series.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WEXNER

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. WEXNER) on which further proceedings were postponed and on which the nays prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has been demanded.

A recorded vote was ordered.

The vote was taken by electronic de- vice, and there were—ayes 31, noes 396, not voting 6, as follows:
Mr. MELCONAN. Mr. Chairman, on rolcall No. 251, Had I been on the floor, I would have voted “no.”

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. INSLEE

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE) on which further proceedings were postponed and on which the noes prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amendment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has been demanded.

A recorded vote was ordered.

The CHAIRMAN. This will be a 5-minute vote.

The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—ayes 177, noes 249, not voting 6, as follows:

[Roll No. 252]
Mr. CLEAVER changed his vote from "aye" to "no."

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. HINCHLEY

Mr. CLEAVER changed his vote from "aye" to "no."

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—aye 161, noes 264, not voting 8, as follows:

[Roll No. 255]

AYES—161

Baker,phthalmia supports the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. HINCHLEY) on which further proceedings were postponed and on which the noes prevailed by voice vote. The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amendment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has been demanded.

The CHAIRMAN. This will be a 5-minute vote.

The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—aye 161, noes 264, not voting 8, as follows:

[Roll No. 255]

NOT VOTING—8

Mr. FORD changed his vote from "aye" to "no."

Mr. BACA changed his vote from "no." to "aye."

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. TOM DAVIS of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. TOM DAVIS of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, I rise to engage in a colloquy with the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF), the chairman of the subcommittee, and the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. RUPPERSBERGER) on an important issue regarding democracy in Venezuela.

Mr. Chairman, 2 weeks ago, several Members of Congress went to Venezuela about the intimidation by the Venezuelan Government of a democracy advocate named Maria Corina Machado. Ms. Machado is the leader of Sumate, a Venezuelan non-governmental electoral watchdog. Currently, she is charged by the Venezuelan Government for accepting illegal foreign financial contributions from our own National Endowment For Democracy.

Recently, Ms. Machado was invited to the White House to see the President. Her concerns about the endangered state of democracy in Venezuela are genuine. This Congress should stand behind Ms. Machado and support the growth of democracy in Venezuela.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. TOM DAVIS).

Mr. RUPPERSBERGER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Maryland.

Mr. RUPPERSBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I concur with the gentleman’s interpretation of the difficult situation in Venezuela. Sumate has been one Venezuelan institution that has been willing and able to monitor the anti-democratic behavior of the Venezuelan Government. It has been able to bring the attention of the world to the decline in democracy in that country.

Mr. Chairman, this Congress should support democratic institutions in Venezuela and those individuals fighting on the side of democracy. Does the gentleman from Virginia agree?

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I do. I thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Tom Davis) and the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. RUPPERSBERGER) for their statements and leadership.

I think by their speaking today it sends a message to the world with regard to the importance of us promoting democracy and freedom in Venezuela. Democracy and human rights, whether it be in Venezuela or any place else, are basic fundamental freedoms that must always be preserved and supported.

The United States should always stand with those fighting for those freedoms. The United States should continue to send a clear message to everyone that we will stand with people like Ms. Machado and others like her who speak out for democracy.

I think what the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Tom Davis) and the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. RUPPERSBERGER) have done is send a message to the world. They have sent a message to the National Endowment For Democracy that when there is another grant application, that application should be met so she has that opportunity for freedom.

Mr. TOM DAVIS of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. TOM DAVIS of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, moving to one other matter, it is my understanding that the 2006 Science, State, Justice and Commerce Appropriations bill requires agencies to notify the Committee on Appropriations 15 days before funds are reprogrammed to implement e-government initiatives.

As the chairman of the authorizing committee with jurisdiction over the E-Government Act, I would ask the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) if he will share information that he obtains with the Committee on Government Reform on the funding and implementation of e-government initiatives in this bill so we could be so advised.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, yes, I would be happy to provide the Committee on Government Reform with information received from the administration regarding e-government initiatives.

AMENDMENT NO. 1 OFFERED BY MR. CHOCOLA

Mr. CHOCOLA. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 1 offered by Mr. CHOCOLA: Page 108, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available by this Act may be used by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to employ any individual under the title “artist-in-residence”.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. CHOCOLA) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. CHOCOLA).

Mr. CHOCOLA. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. WOLF) for his good work on this bill. I also appreciate the opportunity to offer this amendment.

This amendment is really about prioritizing spending and fiscal responsibility. Over the last 2 years, NASA has spent $20,000 for an artist-in-residence program. My amendment is designed to prevent or limit that practice in the future.

Mr. Chairman, nowhere in NASA’s mission does it say anything about advancing fine arts or hiring a performance artist. In fact, Laurie Anderson, the performance artist, is in direct opposition to the role of a performance artist, when she was called to be offered the job, she said, Sure, what do I do?

And the response she got from NASA was, Well, we do not know, we have never done this before.

One of the first things that I did in 2003 after I showed up as a new Member of Congress is I attended a memorial service for the Columbia astronauts. Certainly, spending money by NASA on a performance artist and a artist-in-residence program does nothing to make sure that the shuttle program gets back into space and prevents such tragedies in the future.

Recently, the Heritage Foundation identified $386 billion of waste, fraud, and abuse in government spending. Each American family must make hard decisions to stand by their budget and eliminate wasteful funding, and the Federal Government should be no different and NASA should not be spending taxpayer dollars on a performance artist. I encourage all of my colleagues to support this amendment.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. CHOCOLA. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I think this is a good amendment and I accept it.

Mr. CHOCOLA. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I rise not in opposition, I am going to agree to the amendment, but I would like to have some comment before I do.

Mr. Chairman, I think this is a reasonable amendment for a number of reasons.

First of all, it involves an awfully little bit of money. Secondly, I think it sends a really bad signal. Indeed, one of NASA’s missions is to inspire; and it has had an arts program, a very small arts program since 1962. Such luminaries as Norman Rockwell have participated in it over the years.

It is in furtherance of part of NASA’s mission. NASA’s mission is to inspire, to educate. Indeed, in the education theme of NASA’s FY 2006 budget, it states: “To develop the next generation of explorers, NASA must do its part to inspire and motivate students to pursue careers in science and technology and engineering and in mathematics.”

□ 1500

A part of it is connectivity. One of the ways NASA has done that, if anyone has visited its facilities, is through beautiful murals and other art initiatives. This particular initiative that the gentleman is speaking to is the appointment of Laurie Anderson as an
that produces a play that has minimal, sions. Having an artist-in-residence, fully. But we have to make hard deci-
of space exploration are still intact continue to have an art program. They bashing amendment. Nothing could be myself such time as I may consume.
youth.
that will generate millions of dollars in and that NASA would not be limited to be unafraid of those disciplines. This
research and opportunity for our that might, I say particularly those in the
employment that seeks to inspire sim-
larly as young people were inspired in the 1960s, led by President John F. Ken-
based in the sciences and get gradu-
ate degrees and Ph.D.s and might, I say particularly those in the Hispanic and African American community, which we work on in a bipa-
sitan way on the Science Committee, Historically Black Colleges, Hispanic-serving institutions, I would hope that they would still have an opportunity to see an inspiring film such as this one, and that NASA would not be limited from investing in educational projects that will generate millions of dollars in research and opportunity for our youth.
Mr. CHOCOLA. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, this is not an art-
bashing amendment. Nothing could be further from the truth. It is simply a fiscal responsibility amendment. We must make decisions on how to prioritize spending. NASA will con-
tinue to have an art program. They have an art curator. They have an educa-
tion program with a chief education officer. The ability to communicate the mission of NASA and the benefits of space exploration are still intact fully. It is the ability of the agency's leadership to make hard decisions. Having an artist-in-residence that produces a play that has minimal, if any, relationship to NASA and the mission of NASA is not wise spending of taxpayer dollars. I appreciate the chairman's support of this amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal-
ance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from Indiana (Mr. CHOCOLA).
The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MRS. JONES OF OHIO
Mrs. JONES of Ohio, Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will
signate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-
ows: Amendment offered by Mrs. Jones of Ohio: Page 108, after line 7, insert the following title:
TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to close or consoli-
date any office of the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission or to make any reduc-
tions in the number of full-time officers or employees in any such office, or to reduce the number of full-time officers or employees serving as supervisors, management offic-
ials, mediators, examiners, investigators, or attorneys in such office, as part of any work-
force repositioning, restructuring, or reorga-
nizing of the Commission that is authorized under law.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
order of the House of June 14, the gen-
tlewoman from Ohio (Mrs. JONES) and
I, the gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. WOLF) each will control 5 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentle-
woman from Ohio (Mrs. JONES).
Mrs. JONES of Ohio, Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may con-
sume.
First of all, I want to thank the gentle-
woman from California (Mrs. CAPPS) for cosponsoring this amendment. Our amendment deals with the issue of the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mision. I am a former trial lawyer for the EEOC and also want to add the name of the gentleman from the District of Columbia (Ms. NORTON) as a supporter of this amendment. She would be here, but she had another piece of legislation to work on.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentlewoman from California (Mrs. CAPPS).
Mrs. CAPPS, I thank my good col-
league from Ohio for yielding me this time.
Mr. Chairman, for 40 years the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has been charged with ensuring that all citizens get a fair shot in the work-
place, but now the Chair of the Com-
mision is pushing a reorganization plan which may seriously compromise the agency's ability to protect employ-
ees from discrimination. This plan has had neither hearing nor review by this committee. It will make hard decisions. Having an artist-in-residence that produces a play that has minimal, if any, relationship to NASA and the PORTION—HOUSE
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already growing backlog of cases which have yet to be investigated.
Mr. Chairman, I wish I could say that since the passage of employment anti-
discrimination laws that discrimina-
tion has been eliminated in the work-
place, but the truth is discrimination still exists. Job applications are too frequently judged on the basis of their skin color. Women are still subjected to sexual harassment. Persons with disabilities are passed over for employ-
ment even when they have the nec-

necessary skills.
I hope my colleagues will join me in voting in favor of the Jones-Capps amendment so that we can ensure that our constituents will continue to find a resource available to them which will protect them from discrimination in the workplace.
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.
I can assure the gentlewoman that the committee has not been closely fol-
lowing EEOC's plan to reorganize over the last 3 years. The committee has

nearly. I am afraid the amendment really represents more art bashing

nally is the kind of very small in-

vestment that seeks to inspire sim-

larly as young people were inspired in the 1960s, led by President John F. Ken-

nently and Camelot, speaking about our ability to travel into space.
I am disappointed that we would

able to protect employ-

ability of their employ-

myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to

be glad to work with the gentlewoman and listen to her, but I think just to ac-
cept this amendment now would really be wrong, particularly with the lan-
guage that we currently have in this bill that provides that the Committee on Appropriations can stop any reorga-
nization, or they have to come up to the committee before they move ahead.
I oppose the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.
Mrs. JONES of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentlewoman from Virginia so much for the support he has given me with regard to repositioning of the EEOC, but the issue is so important to the people that I represent that I must continue to argue my amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to

the gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. WATT), the chair of the Congres-
sional Black Caucus.
Mr. WATT. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentlewoman for yielding me this time.
In the Congressional Black Caucus' agenda that we rolled out on January
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

I rise in opposition to the amendment. I understand what the gentleman is trying to do. I again want to remind Mr. Chairman that the language in the bill prohibits them from moving ahead until they come to the Committee on Appropriations. So I oppose the language because the language unnecessarily restricts the agency's ability to meet the ever-changing needs of its constituency. We will listen to the gentleman, but an outright ban on closing or consolidating offices does not seem responsible in this tight budgetary requirement. We know that the EEOC is currently managing in a tight budget, and I think tying their hands could actually make the matters worse.

I am sure the gentlewoman is going to move ahead with her amendment. I think it is fine. We will work with her if she wins. God bless her. If she loses, the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. Mollohan) and I will work to make sure that before we approve any reprogramming, we talk to her and also listen to see what the GAO says when they come up with their report.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Ohio (Mrs. Jones).

The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that the nayes appeared to have it.

Mrs. JONES of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Ohio (Mrs. Jones) will be postponed.

AMENDMENT NO. 21 OFFERED BY MR. HOSTETTLER

Mr. HOSTETTLER. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 21 offered by Mr. Hostetttler.
Page 108, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 801. None of the funds appropriated in this Act may be used to enforce the judgment of the United States District Court for the Southern District of Indiana in the case of Russellburg v. Gibson County, decided January 31, 2005.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Hostetttler) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Hostetttler).

Mr. HOSTETTLER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

In Russellburg v. Gibson County, a Federal district judge in the Southern District of Indiana ruled that the presence of a monument depicting the Ten Commandments in Gibson County amounts to a government establishment of religion because, as he stated, the display "is in violation of the Establishment Clause of the first amendment to the United States Constitution."

This decision is inconsistent with both the clear intent of the framers and the Christian heritage of the United States, which was recounted by the Supreme Court in 1982. While it is true this opinion is consistent with more recent Supreme Court decisions, it is time that Congress exercise its authority to end the practical effect of this judicial misunderstanding. My amendment would prevent any funds from being used to enforce this unconstitutional and unlawful judgment.

The local Fraternal Order of Eagles placed the monument on the Gibson County courthouse lawn in 1956. Clearly, this generous community is not the equivalent of Congress passing a law to establish a national religion.

Mr. Chairman, here are the facts: Federal statute says, "Except as otherwise provided by law, the United States Marshals Service shall execute all lawful writs, processes, and orders issued under the authority of the United States . . . ."

Since this ruling by the Southern District Court in Indiana is not a lawful decision consistent with the Constitution, I will utilize Congress's article I, section 8 power of the purse to prevent any funding from being used by the U.S. Marshals Service to remove the Ten Commandments monument.

Mr. Chairman, the Founders of this great Nation foresaw the problem of courts imposing their own political views through their judgments and wrote about it.

In promoting the adoption of the U.S. Constitution, Alexander Hamilton wrote in Federalist No. 78: "Whoever attentively considers the different departments of power must perceive that in a government in which they are separated from each other, the judiciary . . . is beyond comparison the weakest of the three departments of power; "The judiciary . . . has no influence over either the sword or the purse, no direction either of the strength or of the wealth of the nation. . . . It may truly be said to have neither force nor will but merely judgment . . . .""

Mr. Chairman, given the fact that the judiciary has neither force nor will, it is left to the executive and the legislative branches to exert that force and will.

Time and again I am sure that my fellow Members of Congress are asked about unconstitutional decisions made by the Federal courts, and many of us say, there is nothing we can do. That answer is inconsistent with our Constitution and the vision of our Founders. We can do something.
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Mr. NADLER. Mr. Chairman, I rise to claim the time in opposition to the amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New York (Mr. NADLER) is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. NADLER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, the issue in this amendment has nothing to do with the Ten Commandments. It has nothing to do with whether the Ten Commandments, or a sculpture of them, I assume, should be removed from wherever it is in Indiana. The issue in this amendment is should Congress prohibit the enforcement of a decree of a Federal court. There is nothing more fundamental to the rule of law in this country that once a Federal court issues a decision, sometimes it may be appealable, but once there is a final court order, that is the law.

Chief Justice Marshall said in Marbury v. Madison 200 years ago, and I know that the gentleman from Indiana stated he thinks that case was wrongly decided, and he is entitled to his opinion, but it is the foundation of law in this country that it is emphatically the duty of the judiciary to say what the law is, and if Congress wants to change the law, that is our prerogative. If we want to begin the process of amending the Constitution, that is our prerogative. But in terms of interpreting what the law is, what the Constitution commands, what the law passed pursuant to the Constitution says, that is the job of the courts. To fail to enforce court orders, to arrogate to this body the right to say that we do not like a particular decision, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of the Constitution, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of a law that we passed, therefore they may not enforce the law, is to say that we are no longer a Nation of laws and law. It is a very clear, a Nation governed by a Constitution.

This amendment is subversive in the extreme. If we can adopt this amendment saying that we shall not enforce the decision “no funds herein appropriated may be used to enforce the decision of the court.” In this particular instance in the Southern District of Indiana, then we can pass a bill that says we shall not enforce a decision of the court that says so and so may not go to jail or so and so must go to jail or anything else.

No Member of this House who believes in the rule of law should vote for this amendment. The subject matter on which it is specifically aimed, the particular decision of the court, is not relevant. When President Eisenhower was faced in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957 with a question of sending in U.S. marshals to enforce the decree of the court in desegregating Little Rock High School, he did not approve of that decision. His colleagues tell us he was not happy with it. But he sent in the U.S. marshals because the law, as decreed by the courts, as passed by Congress, as interpreted by the courts, must be enforced.

If that is not the case, if the court’s determination of what the law is not the final arbiter, which we had that once in our history, then the final arbiters becomes the cannons and the guns. The rule of law must be supreme in this country.

During the Clinton impeachment, we heard from the other side of the aisle about the rule of law. We disagreed with the rule of law dictated, but here there would be no court order. Our court orders must be enforced, and anyone who says that we shall not spend money to enforce a court order because I do not like that particular court order or we do not agree with that particular court order is subversive of liberty, subversive of the Constitution, subversive of every human right, and subversive of the very notion of American liberty and democracy.

This amendment should not be agreed to.

Mr. Chairman, the issue in this amendment has nothing to do with the Ten Commandments. It has nothing to do with whether the Ten Commandments, or a sculpture of them, I assume, should be removed from wherever it is in Indiana. The issue in this amendment is should Congress prohibit the enforcement of a decree of a Federal court. There is nothing more fundamental to the rule of law in this country that once a Federal court issues a decision, sometimes it may be appealable, but once there is a final court order, that is the law.

Chief Justice Marshall said in Marbury v. Madison 200 years ago, and I know that the gentleman from Indiana stated he thinks that case was wrongly decided, and he is entitled to his opinion, but it is the foundation of law in this country that it is emphatically the duty of the judiciary to say what the law is, and if Congress wants to change the law, that is our prerogative. If we want to begin the process of amending the Constitution, that is our prerogative. But in terms of interpreting what the law is, what the Constitution commands, what the law passed pursuant to the Constitution says, that is the job of the courts. To fail to enforce court orders, to arrogate to this body the right to say that we do not like a particular decision, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of the Constitution, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of a law that we passed, therefore they may not enforce the law, is to say that we are no longer a Nation of laws and law. It is a very clear, a Nation governed by a Constitution.

This amendment is subversive in the extreme. If we can adopt this amendment saying that we shall not enforce the decision “no funds herein appropriated may be used to enforce the decision of the court.” In this particular instance in the Southern District of Indiana, then we can pass a bill that says we shall not enforce a decision of the court that says so and so may not go to jail or so and so must go to jail or anything else.

No Member of this House who believes in the rule of law should vote for this amendment. The subject matter on which it is specifically aimed, the particular decision of the court, is not relevant. When President Eisenhower was faced in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957 with a question of sending in U.S. marshals to enforce the decree of the court in desegregating Little Rock High School, he did not approve of that decision. His colleagues tell us he was not happy with it. But he sent in the U.S. marshals because the law, as decreed by the courts, as passed by Congress, as interpreted by the courts, must be enforced.

If that is not the case, if the court’s determination of what the law is not the final arbiter, which we had that once in our history, then the final arbiters becomes the cannons and the guns. The rule of law must be supreme in this country.

During the Clinton impeachment, we heard from the other side of the aisle about the rule of law. We disagreed with the rule of law dictated, but here there would be no court order. Our court orders must be enforced, and anyone who says that we shall not spend money to enforce a court order because I do not like that particular court order or we do not agree with that particular court order is subversive of liberty, subversive of the Constitution, subversive of every human right, and subversive of the very notion of American liberty and democracy.

This amendment should not be agreed to.

Mr. Chairman, the issue in this amendment has nothing to do with the Ten Commandments. It has nothing to do with whether the Ten Commandments, or a sculpture of them, I assume, should be removed from wherever it is in Indiana. The issue in this amendment is should Congress prohibit the enforcement of a decree of a Federal court. There is nothing more fundamental to the rule of law in this country that once a Federal court issues a decision, sometimes it may be appealable, but once there is a final court order, that is the law.

Chief Justice Marshall said in Marbury v. Madison 200 years ago, and I know that the gentleman from Indiana stated he thinks that case was wrongly decided, and he is entitled to his opinion, but it is the foundation of law in this country that it is emphatically the duty of the judiciary to say what the law is, and if Congress wants to change the law, that is our prerogative. If we want to begin the process of amending the Constitution, that is our prerogative. But in terms of interpreting what the law is, what the Constitution commands, what the law passed pursuant to the Constitution says, that is the job of the courts. To fail to enforce court orders, to arrogate to this body the right to say that we do not like a particular decision, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of the Constitution, we do not agree with the court’s interpretation of a law that we passed, therefore they may not enforce the law, is to say that we are no longer a Nation of laws and law. It is a very clear, a Nation governed by a Constitution.

This amendment is subversive in the extreme. If we can adopt this amendment saying that we shall not enforce the decision “no funds herein appropriated may be used to enforce the decision of the court.” In this particular instance in the Southern District of Indiana, then we can pass a bill that says we shall not enforce a decision of the court that says so and so may not go to jail or so and so must go to jail or anything else.

No Member of this House who believes in the rule of law should vote for this amendment. The subject matter on which it is specifically aimed, the particular decision of the court, is not relevant. When President Eisenhower was faced in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957 with a question of sending in U.S. marshals to enforce the decree of the court in desegregating Little Rock High School, he did not approve of that decision. His colleagues tell us he was not happy with it. But he sent in the U.S. marshals because the law, as decreed by the courts, as passed by Congress, as interpreted by the courts, must be enforced.

If that is not the case, if the court’s determination of what the law is not the final arbiter, which we had that once in our history, then the final arbiters becomes the cannons and the guns. The rule of law must be supreme in this country.

During the Clinton impeachment, we heard from the other side of the aisle about the rule of law. We disagreed with the rule of law dictated, but here there would be no court order. Our court orders must be enforced, and anyone who says that we shall not spend money to enforce a court order because I do not like that particular court order or we do not agree with that particular court order is subversive of liberty, subversive of the Constitution, subversive of every human right, and subversive of the very notion of American liberty and democracy.

This amendment should not be agreed to.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on
This would protect the due process rights of the petitioner. The proportion of affirmances without opinion decided by a single board member has increased from 10 percent to over 50 percent of all board decisions beginning immediately after the new rules were proposed. Part, of course, of the reason is because of the overwhelming number of cases. At the same time, the proportion of cases that are favorable to the alien decreased. Prior to proposing the procedures reforms, one in four cases were decided by opinion. Since then, only 1 in 10 is decided in favor of the alien, and there is no opinion, just an affirmation.

It is important to note that a wide number of organizations and academics in immigration law believe that these affirmances without opinion by single-member review has created bad legal and administrative precedent and an incentive to rubber-stamp immigration judges’ decisions. Affirmance without opinion shows that those judges no longer need to write a decision and creates an incentive, whether conscious or unconscious, for board members to meet case processing guidelines by affirming removal orders, notwithstanding the fact that the appeal. The rights of the petitioner and due process requires a thorough review. That is what the appeals process is all about.

Moreover, intellectual rigor in decision-making may be diminished because board members no longer need to articulate the basis for their decisions. They need only to decide whether they agree with the result ultimately reached by the immigration judge. A panel of three board members is far more likely to catch an error below than a single board member.

In the immigration context, there is only one administrative hearing before the case reaches the board. Other administrative agencies that employ single-member review have several layers of administrative process. That is why it is important to change or to look into this procedure at the Bureau of Immigration Appeals.

Single-member review makes it difficult for the board itself to determine whether its members are making errors. The courts of appeal, when such review is available, similarly lack guidance when reviewing the decisions of the immigration judges and the board.

Now I would like to reaffirm my position, which is to suggest that the idea of a de novo hearing in the Federal District Court and the Court of Appeals is an option that should be considered important by giving the Bureau, if you will, more substance in its determination.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, will the gentilewoman yield?
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Yield, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WOLF. Ms. Jackson-Lee, it is my understanding that the gentilewoman is withdrawing the amendment: is that accurate?
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Yes.
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I thank her for bringing this to our attention.
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I would like to yield to the chairman. This is a colloquy that is before us.
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, if the gentilewoman will yield further, I do not have a colloquy before me. We are aware of the amendment. The gentilewoman makes some valid points. What I told the staff to say is we would work together that could be done with regard to the filing. But I understand the gentilewoman is withdrawing the amendment.
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, reclaiming my time, I am withdrawing it with the idea that it is an important issue, and I hope that the committee can work together with me on this issue, because, as I indicated in my earlier remarks, the importance of fighting for a system of legal immigration shows due diligence is as important as it is for fighting against illegal immigration.
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, we will work with the gentilewoman. And I understand more and learn about it, we will keep good faith and work with the gentilewoman, and also the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLIOHAN).
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to withdraw my amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentilewoman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Amendment No. 15 offered by Mr. SANDERS
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as follows:
Amendment No. 15 offered by Mr. SANDERS: At the end of the bill (before the short title), insert the following new title:
TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to make an application under section 501 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 1861) for an order requiring the production of library circulation records, library patron lists, book sales records, or book customer lists.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, 2005, the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) and a Member opposed each will control 20 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS).
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 3 minutes and 40 seconds.
Mr. Speaker, along with the gentleman from Idaho, Mr. COTULLY, the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. CONVEY), the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL), the gentleman from New York (Mr. NADLER) and the gentleman from
Mr. Speaker, this amendment is similar to the amendment I offered last year, which lost by a 210-210 vote after the voting rolls had been kept open for an extra 20 minutes.

There is one difference in this amendment compared to last year's that I do want to emphasize: I have heard from some Members who have expressed concerns about the possible need for the FBI to access library Internet records. Some Members believe that by exempting library Internet records from section 215, we could be creating an opportunity for terrorists.

The amendment today addresses that concern and does not apply to library Internet records. Under this amendment, the FBI could still use a section 215 order to obtain these records. This amendment only applies to the records that contain information on which books people are checking out of the library or buying from a bookstore.

Mr. Speaker, setting aside all of the legalese, let me tell you what this amendment does. Let me also tell you why the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, and many other organizations are supporting it. Let me also at this time remind Members that seven States, Vermont, Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine and Montana, as well as 379 municipalities across the country, have gone on record by passing resolutions expressing their concerns about the PATRIOT Act.

Mr. Speaker, the American people want to know that when they borrow a book from the library or buy a book from the bookstore that the government will not have access to the titles of the books they are reading. They want to read what they want to read without government looking over their shoulder and without Uncle Sam becoming Big Brother and spying on them.

Under section 215 as currently written, the FBI can walk into a secret FISA court, tell a judge that he is doing an investigation on terrorism, and that Judge has to grant the FBI the right to go to a library or a bookstore and obtain their reading records. The FBI need not show probable cause nor even reasonable grounds to believe that the person whose records it seeks is engaged in criminal activities. The simple truth is that the FBI could spy on a person because they do not like the books she reads or because she wrote a letter to the editor critical of government policy.

Further, those served with section 215 orders are prohibited from disclosing the fact to anyone else. Those who are the subjects of the surveillance are never notified that their privacy has been compromised.

Mr. Speaker, America is not supposed to be what America is about and not what a free society is about. If the government can make the case that getting records from a library or bookstore can help us fight terrorism, I want them to get those records. In fact, they have always had the ability to get those records and will be able to get those records in the future through normal law enforcement processes.

But whether it is through the grand jury subpoena the process of getting a search warrant, there are well-established judicial safeguards to protect Americans' basic civil liberties from government overreaching. Under those long-established judicial safeguards, the FBI must demonstrate that its need for information is legitimate. They cannot get it just because they want it, and that is what this amendment is all about.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia claims the time in opposition and is recognized for 20 minutes.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on the Judiciary has held over 10 hearings on the PATRIOT Act, including a hearing devoted just to this issue. The Committee on the Judiciary is planning on marking up the PATRIOT Act reauthorization bill in the near future, and the authorizers will certainly give this very close attention.

The authority of the Justice Department to obtain a library or bookstore record is not without appropriate checks and balances. A Federal judge must approve the use of this authority before the Department of Justice can obtain business records, including book records. This authority can only be used to obtain foreign intelligence information, or to prevent terrorist activities or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. It cannot be used to review the reading habits of the general public.

Mr. Chairman, I will include for the record a letter from the Justice Department dated June 14. It says the following:

"Further, libraries and bookstores have never been exempt from similar investigative authorities. Prosecutors have always been able to obtain records for criminal investigations from bookstores and libraries through grand jury subpoenas. For instance, in the recent case of Olympic Park bomber Eric Rudolph, a grand jury served a subpoena on a bookseller to obtain records showing that Rudolph had purchased a book giving instructions on how to build a particularly unusual bomb. This was important evidence identifying Rudolph as the bomber.

"In the 1997 Gianni Versace murder case, a Florida grand jury subpoenaed records from the public libraries in Miami Beach. Similar in the 1990 Zodi-
Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act provides a useful tool for catching terrorists and spies by specifically authorizing the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISA Court") to require records or other documents that "produce "tangible things" that are relevant to international terrorism or espionage investigations. These are the same types of materials that investigators have always been able to obtain with grand jury subpoenas in criminal investigations. Moreover, section 215 and grand jury subpoenas are both governed by the same FISA standards. In respect to section 215, the requested records must be relevant to a national security investigation. In respect to a grand jury subpoena, the requested records must be relevant to a criminal investigation. As a result, section 215 applies in a much narrower set of circumstances than grand jury subpoenas. While grand jury subpoenas may be used to investigate all types of criminal conduct, section 215 can only be used "to obtain foreign intelligence information not concerning a United States person or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities", provided that such information is obtained "without prior judicial approval. Of a United States person is not conducted solely upon the basis of activities protected by the first amendment to the Constitution." 50 U.S.C. §1866(a)(2).

Pursuant to this misleading rhetoric about section 215, it does not empower FBI agents to obtain records without a court order. Section 215 can be used to obtain documents only with an order from the FISA Court. Thus the Department’s use of section 215 requires more scrutiny than a grand jury subpoena, which is generally issued without prior judicial approval. Moreover, we have taken the position in litigation that: 1) recipients of a section 215 order may not appeal an order to the Department of Justice; and 2) recipients may challenge a section 215 order in FISA court. In addition, the Attorney General has testified that the Department of Justice supports amending section 215 to clarify any ambiguity related to these points.

In addition to the requirement of court approval, this provision establishes other important safeguards. For instance, section 215 provides for thorough congressional oversight. On a semi-annual basis, the Attorney General must report to "fully inform Congress on the Department’s use of section 215. In addition, the Attorney General must report to Congress the number of times such requests were granted, modified, or denied during the preceding six month period. See 50 U.S.C. §1862.

The Attorney General recently reclassified the fact that as of March 30, 2005 section 215 of the PATRIOT Act had been used 35 times, and had never been used to obtain bookstore or library records, medical records, or gun sale records. Rather, section 215 orders had only been used to obtain bookstore, library, and credit records, public accommodations records, apartment leasing records, credit card records, and subscriber information, such as names and addresses. In addition, these numbers captured through court-authorized pen register devices. These figures demonstrate that investigators have used this tool judiciously and responsibly. The provision, moreover, has assisted the Department of Justice’s national security investigations as there can be a number of situations in which the ability to access documents pursuant to a section 215 order is critical to an international terrorism or espionage investigation, particularly in the early stages of an investigation when officers are trying to establish someone’s identity.

Section 215 has been attacked for its potential application to libraries, with some critics suggesting that libraries should be exempted from it or that the provision should be repealed altogether. These critics ignore statutory context, well-established grand jury precedent, and the history of the threat. First, although a section 215 order could be issued to a bookstore or library if it possessed records relevant to an espionage or intelligence investigation, the provision does not single them out or even mention them. Indeed, as noted above, the provision, as of March 30, 2005, had never been used to obtain bookstore or library records. And, in any event, such a request would have to be approved by a court, ensuring an independent check on the Department’s investigators.

Further, libraries and bookstores have never been exempt from similar investigative procedures. In fact, libraries have always been able to obtain records for criminal investigations from bookstores and libraries through grand jury subpoenas. For instance, in the recent case of Olympic Park bomber Eric Rudolph, a grand jury served a subpoena on a bookseller to obtain records showing that Rudolph had purchased a book giving instruction on building a particularly unusual detonator that had been used in several bombings. This was important evidence identifying Rudolph as the bomber. In the 1997 Government Employees Union Versus Florida grand jury subpoenaed records from public libraries in Miami Beach. Similarly, in the 1990 conviction of a grand jury in New York subpoenaed library records after investigators came to believe that the gunman was inspired by a Scottish occult poet and wanted to learn who had checked out that poet’s books.

Finally, bookstores and libraries should not be carved out as safe havens for terrorists and spies to use public libraries to do research and communicate with their co-conspirators. For example, in March and April of 2001, Federal investigators in New York conducted surveillance on an individual who was associated with al-Qaeda. In the course of tracking the individual, investigators noted that, although he had a computer at his home, he repeatedly visited a library to use the computer. Investigators discovered that the individual was using the library computer to e-mail other terror associates. The library’s hard drives were scrubbed after each user finished, and he used the computer at the library because he believed that the library was free of any monitoring. This individual is now in Federal custody.

In addition, investigators tracing the activities of the 9-11 hijackers determined that, on four occasions in August of 2001, individuals using internet accounts registered to libraries used public access computers in the library of a State college in New Jersey. The computers in the library were used to shop for Al Qaeda literature and to make reservations at travel reservations site. Al Hazmi and Al Mihdar were hijackers aboard American Airlines Flight 77, which took off from Dulles Airport and crashed into the Pentagon. The last documented visit to the library occurred on August 30, 2001. On that occasion, records indicate that a person using Al Hazmi’s account used the library’s computer to review September 11 reservations that had been previously booked.

Similarly, investigators have received information that they have reviewed to be valid. Reflect the Al Shehhi, Waleed Al Shehi, and Marwan Al Shehhi visited the Delray Beach Public Library, in Delray Beach, Florida. Waleed Al Shehhi, entered the library one afternoon in July of 2001 and asked to use the library’s computer to access the internet. After about an hour, a third man, Marwan Al Shehhi, joined them. Waleed and Wail Al Shehri were hijackers aboard American Airlines Flight 11, while Al Shehri boarded United Airlines Flight 75. Both of those flights crashed into the World Trade Center. A witness who recognized photos of the three hijackers identified a photo that ran in newspaper articles after the September 11 attacks, provided the information about the Delray Beach library visit. While no records exist to confirm the timing or location, investigators believe that the timing, location and behavior described are consistent with other information gathered in the course of the investigation.

I also know that a former TRW employee at the National Reconnaissance Office, who recently was convicted of espionage, extensively used computers at five public libraries in Northern Virginia and Maryland to access addresses for the emissaries of certain foreign governments. This evidence—which also showed that Regan consulted a book present at the library, How to be Invisible, to further his scheme—was critical during his trial.

Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act provides national security investigators with an important tool for investigating and intercepting terrorism, and at the same time safeguards law-abiding Americans. We hope that this information assists you.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views. Please do not hesitate to call upon us if we may be of additional assistance.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM E. MOSCHELLA,
Assistant Attorney General

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I see the gentlewoman from California (Ms. HARMAN) down there. I listened to her the other day on NPR. I was the author of the National Commission on Terrorism. They all laughed on it, frankly, and had I not been on the Committee on Appropriations, we could not have gotten it passed. The gentlewoman was on, and I remember the gentlewoman’s statement the other day where she said how many times she listened to Senator disclosure orders, which this Congress and almost nobody did, of the Commission, maybe, maybe, 9/11 may not have taken place. I do not know if the gentleman’s amendment is the right amendment or not. I do know that 30 people from my congressional district died in the attack on the Pentagon on 9/11. I also know that the first CIA agent, from my congressional district, from Manassas Park, was the first one to die in the attack on the Pentagon. We have a great deal of concern about the Taliban.

Now, is the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) right? Maybe. But is the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) wrong? Maybe. So I say in the interest of what took place in this country, and because of the fact that nobody listened to the gentlewoman from California (Ms. HARMAN) and also the Bremer Commission, and the fact is we were ridiculed by it, it could have been CIA even opposed it and ridiculed it, and the gentlewoman is right, had it been listened to, and I say listened to the
If I thought that perhaps this amendment could maybe have one opportunity whereby we would miss somebody like that, I could not live with myself. So the gentleman may be right, but the gentleman may be wrong. Let us defeat this amendment and allow the authorizers to deal with it and have a full, open, and fair debate about it.

Mr. Chairman, I urge a "no" vote on this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, before I yield, I would remind my friend, as I am sure he already knows, that we have exempted computers that he referred to in several instances from the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from California (Ms. HARMAN).

(Ms. HARMAN asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)

Ms. HARMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for allowing me the amendment to yield me this time, and I also appreciate the comments of the chairman in the debate that just preceded this.

Mr. Chairman, in past years, I have opposed the Sanders amendment on two grounds. First, I felt the appropriate time to revisit the PATRIOT Act was this year, because key provisions are sunsetting this year. Second, as ranking member on the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, I know, as the gentleman from Virginia (Chairman WOLF) also knows, that terrorists use Internet sites to communicate, and believe law enforcement needs to access terrorist traffic on these sites.

This year, the amendment’s sponsors have eliminated reference to library Internet sites, and their amendment arises as Congress undertakes a serious review of the PATRIOT Act. Because the amendment has been altered and the timing is right, I am pleased to support it.

Law enforcement must have the ability to prevent and disrupt terrorist plots on our soil, but this is a sensible amendment for the following reasons:

first, section 215, as currently written, is unnecessarily broad. It permits the government to obtain “any tangible thing” as long as it is “sought for” a terrorist investigation. This is a sweeping power which even the Justice Department or law enforcement official believes access to these records is necessary, other remedies exist. The PATRIOT Act eliminated, and I supported, the so-called “wall” between criminal and intelligence investigations, thus allowing criminal subpoenas or warrants to be secured more easily.

Second, I see no evidence that seizing someone's documentary library or bookstore records is needed to combat terrorism. The Justice Department has never sought a 215 order to obtain library records. In the rare case that a law enforcement official believes access to these records is necessary, other remedies exist. The PATRIOT Act eliminated, and I supported, the so-called “wall” between criminal and intelligence investigations, thus allowing criminal subpoenas or warrants to be secured more easily.

And third, as mentioned, this amendment, wisely, would not preclude law enforcement from obtaining library Internet records.

Mr. Chairman, Congress has an opportunity, indeed, an obligation to modify some of the authorities of the PATRIOT Act that went too far in eroding our civil liberties. This amendment signals our intention to do so, and I urge its passage.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. COBBLE).

Mr. COBBLE. Mr. Chairman, I thank the chairman for yielding me this time. I say to my friend from the Green Mountains, he and I have different political philosophies, and my friend from Vermont and I are light years apart; but he will recall I vote with him every now and then, and I think he is wrong on this issue.

The subcommittee on which I sit, the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security of the Committee on the Judiciary, we have conducted nine oversight hearings, Mr. Chairman, and although I am not sure the public at large is aware of this, section 215 now before us, the so-called “library provision,” does not even mention the word “library.” It covers business records. And, yes, section 215 could be used to obtain business records from a library. But we also know that from the Attorney General’s oral testimony to our committee on April 6 section 215 has never been used to obtain business records from a library, nor has section 215 been used to obtain bookstore records, medical records, or gun sale records.

In fact, Mr. Chairman, no evidence has been presented to this committee, or to the Department of Justice’s Inspector General, of any abuse of section 215 for that case. We also know that the Department of Justice’s response to questions from our committee that terrorists are indeed using our libraries; so at some point, section 215 may well be needed there, as the distinguished gentleman from Virginia just said earlier.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to go on record: some of my best friends are librarians. I am in no way advocating turning the dogs loose on libraries. That is not the intent at all. I think section 215 has served us well. I do not think it has been abused. Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PAUL).

(Mr. PAUL asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of this amendment. I do not see their homes without search warrants. It was put in in the period of time after 9/11 where a lot of people were very frightened; and I think, quite frankly, that we as a Congress overreacted.

I just do not understand how anybody would feel safer by the government being able to get a list of books that the American people read. Now, if there is a special condition that exists where they want to know about a particular individual, nothing precludes a legitimate search warrant to find out exactly what this information is about. But I just think that it is totally unnecessary to have this.

This morning, the gentleman from Vermont was on C-SPAN. After he left the studio, a woman called in that I found very fascinating. She was from Russia and she talked about how things were started in Russia and how the police had an ability to come into people’s homes without search warrants. Then she said her family had an exposure in Germany and the same thing happened. It was unrestrained government’s ability to come in and know what people were doing. She spoke about her in general, what was, in an alarmist sense, she was saying, and right now, in America, that is what we are doing with the PATRIOT Act, and she talked about it in general.

I might not be an alarmist about it, but I am very concerned. I do think we have moved in the wrong direction and that we should be very cautious and protect the privacy of all American citizens.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. DANIEL E. LUNGREN), a former attorney general of the State of California.

Mr. LUNGREN of California. Mr. Chairman, let us understand the context in which we are discussing this. This is post-9/11. This is after we have lost 3,000 people. This is after we understood that we had set up inappropriate barriers so that we could look at intelligence information, so that we could give forewarning of what might be out there.

There are those who have gotten up here and said, look, there are other
techniques that can be used, a grand jury subpoena, a search warrant. Yes, but that requires the actuality of some proof of a crime at the time.

That is not what we are talking about here. What we are talking about here is the distinction between criminal investigations, in which law enforcement uses search warrants and grand jury subpoenas, and foreign intelligence investigations, in which law enforcement uses section 215 under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to obtain records.

This amendment would surely restrict intelligence investigations designed to protect against international terrorism and clandestine intelligence activities. These activities do not always appear beforehand to be a crime.

For instance, it was not a crime for the members of al Qaeda to learn to fly airplanes in the U.S. However, if a member of al Qaeda goes into the library and checks out books on the tallest building in New York and asks on how to fly a plane, it could be relevant to an international terrorism case under FISA before you have proof of a crime. That is what we are talking about here. You have to go before the FISA court to have to show that it is related to international terrorism. You just cannot go willy-nilly in and ask for any sort of document that you want.

Also, the Justice Department has looked at this amendment and believes that, in fact, despite the gentleman's efforts to try and eliminate coverage of computers, they believe that the Sanders amendment would cover sign-in sheets, including those using sign-in sheets to use the computer, so that it would not allow this investigative tool to be utilized in intelligence investigations.

Let us understand what we are talking about: intelligence investigations for international espionage. We are not talking about regular crimes. That is why there is a distinction. You are going to prohibit us from utilizing this tool, and there is no example, there is no evidence of abuse.

We have had 12 hearings on this. We have looked at it. In fact, as the law requires right now, the Department has to report to us on a regular basis on these sorts of things. We examine these things. I just ask why you would resolve doubt in favor of compromising our ability to go into intelligence that could lead to the uncovering of a terrorist plot.

We do not have all the lead time when we are talking about these things. That is why there is a distinction in the law carefully built in. That is why we have a separate FISA court. That is why we have judges who have expertise on this. That is why we require the oversight by the Committee on the Judiciary. We have built in these particular protections.

I would just say, rather than present this type of response to legitimate concerns people have about privacy, examine the law as it currently exists, examine the purpose, and understand the difference between a criminal investigation and an intelligence investigation, and why we have this different procedure.

Yes, it is unique, because we have unique circumstances presented to us. We have learned from our errors in the past where we did not have unique circumstances that allowed us to do these sorts of things. That is all we have done here. We are in a new world. We are in a world that operates in an effective way without compromising our privacy. And when on the record there is absolutely no evidence, not one modicum of evidence that there has been an abuse by the Justice Department, why we would take this action now, I just do not understand.

So I would ask Members of this body to please defeat this amendment.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from California (Ms. WOOLSEY).

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, the PATRIOT Act, as it stands, forces or could force users to self-censor their own reading choices, just on fear alone. Mr. Chairman, censorship is not what America is about.

Under the PATRIOT Act, the FBI can go after your library or your book-purchasing records; and librarians or book sellers, under the penalty of law, cannot inform patrons of the library or the bookstore that it is under investigation or that a patron's records have been searched.

That is why, Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the Sanders Freedom to Read amendment. America's right to read and purchase books without fear of government monitoring has been erased by the PATRIOT Act, and Congress must repeal this unconstitutional provision.

In fact, the ultimate success for terrorists is to change our country by taking away our rights and our liberties.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, how much time do both sides have remaining?

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia has 8 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from Vermont has 11½ minutes remaining.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I will reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from California (Ms. PELOSI), the minority leader.

Ms. PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of the Sanders amendment, and I thank the gentleman from Vermont for his leadership in protecting our Constitution and our civil liberties. I also commend the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS) for his important work in that regard and, of course, the distinguished chairman of the full committee. Again, the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. WOLF), my compliments, and the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. MOLLOHAN) as well.

But I am rising in support of Mr. SANDERS' amendment. The amendment reaffirms the fundamental principle of our history, our Constitution, and our jurisprudence that our civil liberties that must be protected, that any intrusion must be narrowly tailored and contain strong safeguards, and finally, that the executive branch must be accountable through vigorous congressional and judicial oversight.

In his famous dissent in the Olmstead decision in 1928, Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis called the right to privacy "the right to be left alone, the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men." As I have said: "The makers of our Constitution sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the fourth amendment."

Against these deeply embedded values that underlie our Constitution, the PATRIOT Act has called us, not only to extend and again rubber-stamp all of the expiring provisions of the PATRIOT Act, but also to provide the FBI with additional and unprecedented powers to seize American citizens' records without the approval of a judge or grand jury.

The 9/11 Commission, however, last year recommended a full and informed debate on the PATRIOT Act, and placed the burden of proof on the President for extending the PATRIOT Act's provisions by demonstrating that they are actually needed, and that there is adequate oversight to ensure protection of civil liberties. These conditions have not been met.

Instead of a full and informed debate, we witnessed all kinds of other intrusions into the privacy of the American people and silencing of voices in our country.

When Congress voted for the PATRIOT Act, Members clearly understood that it would be accompanied by a strong congressional oversight so that the implementation would not violate our civil liberties. That oversight has not occurred effectively.

The Attorney General has admitted that the information has not been forthcoming to the Congress in a timely manner. But for the sunset provision that the requirement that the Inspector general reports, there is little doubt that Congress would not even receive the insufficient information it has received to date.

Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act permits the government to obtain library and bookstore records without any showing of specific facts that particular individuals are involved with a foreign power or with terrorism. The only requirement is a statement by the FBI that the records are sought for an authorized investigation, and the judges have no authority to deny the application.
As written, the statute would permit records of innocent and unsuspecting American citizens to be caught up in dragnet and fishing expeditions without notification. Finally, the statute has a gap provision that prohibits the recordholder from talking about the searches, thereby preventing the public from any information that the government is abusing these powers.

By itself, section 215 is problematic, and it is sweeping, but this provision and others are even more problematic when measured by the policy of the Bush administration which point to an absence of safeguards. These include the seizure and detention of more than 1,000 noncitizens in the United States without providing them access to counsel.

In particular, increased surveillance of political and other groups was made possible by the decision of the Attorney General, Attorney General Ashcroft, in July 2002 to effectively end what was known as the Levi guidelines. These guidelines were written in response to constitutional violations committed by the Nixon administration. The Levi guidelines prevented the FBI from monitoring political and religious activity in the absence of specific and articulable facts justifying a criminal investigation. Attorney Ashcroft, however, effectively ended these guidelines and permitted the FBI to monitor political and religious activities without the “special care” and supervision that the Levi guidelines required. And we saw the results of that policy: According to the New York Times, in November 2003, the FBI collected information on antiterror demonstrators.

Proponents and the Justice Department claim that section 215 will not be used solely on the basis of citizens’ exercise of the first amendment, but can be be assured of that, given the effective revocation of the Levi guidelines and the reported monitoring of political groups, and the fact that section 215 does not require specific and articulable facts? Where are the safeguards?

Oversight, at least by this Republican Congress, has not worked. It is against that backdrop that we consider this amendment today. It is essential that we pass this amendment to let the world know that we will protect and defend this Nation, and, as we do so, that we will protect and defend the Constitution and the civil liberties contained therein. The amendment would not preclude law enforcement from obtaining the records of individuals that they need upon a showing of probable cause through their other authorities.

What we choose to read and the books we buy goes to the heart of our innermost thoughts and our liberty in a free society. These rights must be defended.

As we look to the future, rather than giving further unchecked powers without proper justification and safeguards, Congress should look at the measures to restore the Federal judiciary’s role to make sure that law enforcement agencies do not conduct broad and indiscriminate searches.

We should not simply extend all of these provisions but we should have extensive hearings on the PATRIOT Act, vigorous oversight and modifications to prevent abuses of our civil liberties.

Unfortunately, these essential objective are not known to the public. Instead, they have sought to silence those who seek to protect our civil liberties and to protect and defend our Constitution.

We can and we must keep the American people safe without threatening their civil liberties. Our Founding Fathers knew well the balance between freedom and liberty. Let us honor their legacy and vote for the Sanders amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FEENEY).

Mr. FEENEY. Mr. Chairman, there are two things that we can say conclusively about the PATRIOT Act. Number one, there has not been another 9/11 attack, thanks in part to the PATRIOT Act and other tools that we have given the law enforcement community here in the United States.

And number two, there has been a great deal of hysteria generated around the words “PATRIOT Act.” Very little of the actual complaints can ever be pointed to with respect to anything that the PATRIOT Act did, but there is enormous amount of hysteria. For example, the very name of this amendment, the Freedom to Read Act, implies that somehow there is something anywhere in the PATRIOT Act that denies us the right to read anything that we want. Of course the PATRIOT Act does not do any such thing.

We have heard here today that we need to have some showing of probable cause to protect American citizens’ privacy. Well, I need to tell you that probable cause is a fine standard after a crime has been committed. The people that believe probable cause is the appropriate thing to demonstrate would have us wait until the next 9/11 attack until we were forced to make steps to defend ourselves. That does not work when you are dealing with terrorism.

Folks, the next 9/11-type attack may not be a plane full of citizens. It may be full of biological or chemical or nuclear weapons. And 5,000 deaths may pale in comparison to the devastation that could be heaped upon American metropolitan areas in the next attack.

The 215 provisions are very important to understand. They require a Federal judge, a FISA court to make a determination that, number one, there is a national security investigation already under way about somebody other than an American citizen, this cannot be used against American citizens; and number two, you have to demonstrate that the entire purpose of the 215 subpoena is based on international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. This cannot be used to fight the traditional crimes that most Americans care about with respect to their liberties and freedoms. We want, and we are protecting, those freedoms.

By the way, President Bush’s White House, the OMB, has suggested that if there is any effort on their part to do this, number one priority as our administration, and that is to protect the safety of Americans, they intend to veto this entire appropriations bill.

Listen, if there are terrorists in libraries studying how to fly planes; if they are studying how to put together biological weapons; if they are studying how to put together chemical weapons, nuclear weapons; if they are studying how nuclear power plants in this country; if the architecture and design is structured so that they can cause a devastating attack, we have to have an avenue through the Federal court system, the FISA intelligence courts, that we can stop the attacks before they occur. Two hundred and one thousand Americans are going to somehow be snipped upon by Federal agents without some sort of due process. Well, a Federal judge is involved at the very outset. It has never been used in a library.

What this amendment seeks to do is to build a sanctuary where every terrorist is concerned, how the architecture and design is structured so that they will be safe to read, to plan, to do whatever they need to do as long as they do it in a library. It creates a sanctuary that every terrorist will know will protect him or her as they create their evil plots to do awful harm in the United States of America. That is at all does.

We know there are incidents of the terrorists using our libraries. And yes, so far they have primarily involved use of the Internet. But we also know that terrorists as using American flight schools. We also know that terrorists are interested in biological, chemical and nuclear capabilities, and I believe it is appropriate that our law enforcement agents, after the proper showing in Federal court, can get these records and prevent the next attack, not react after we lose hundreds of thousands of lives.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Ms. LEE).

Ms. LEE. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) for the time and also for...
his leadership on this very important issue.

I rise in strong support of this amendment to repeal section 215 of the PATRIOT Act and to restore the freedom to read, and that is what this is all about.

Millions of Americans, including my constituents, are especially incensed with section 215 of the PATRIOT Act. Under this provision the FBI has the power to demand the names of any book title, even titles by a 9-year old, including books, records, papers, documents and other items, in any location after showing minimal justification.

Across this Nation local government is representing more than 52 million people have denounced the entire PATRIOT Act and the unconstitutional invasion of privacy it represents. The PATRIOT Act was hastily drafted and is far overreaching. It is contrary to the fundamental principles for which we stand, and section 215 is especially chilling.

Families should not be afraid to check out children’s books for fear that they may be challenged for circulating with terrorists. Section 215 is un-American. This is not the way to combat terrorism.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I have 4 minutes remaining if my arithmetic is still good. And I have two more speakers, plus I am going to close in 30 seconds. How much does the other side have?

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman reserve his time?

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Nine and one-half minutes remaining for the gentleman from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Idaho (Mr. OTTER), one of the real fighters for civil liberties in this Congress.

Mr. OTTER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Vermont for his leadership on this issue and his tenacity in continuing to, every year, fight for the rights of people in the United States to enjoy their local libraries.

I was interested in listening to the frustrations of one of the previous speakers on this side of the aisle, and it is obviously the utterances of a former Attorney General for the government who was frustrated by the Constitution, precisely what the Founding Fathers intended. They did not intend for the lawyers to run this country. And obviously, when we adopted the PATRIOT Act 46 days after 9/11, the lawyers won. And not only that, but the government won.

I just want one other thing to everybody here. As you heard some utterances on this side relative to the need of 215, I want to remind you that no comment was ever made that the way things happen in section 215 was legal or for the government before the PATRIOT Act passed. All they did was just changed one or two major words in that whole thing.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. KUCINICH).

Mr. KUCINICH. Mr. Chairman, the PATRIOT Act allows Federal agents to look at public and university library, patron circulation records, books checked out, magazines consulted, all with the excuse being to show probable cause. The Sanders amendment would restore legal standards and warrant procedures for investigations of libraries and bookstores which were in place before the passage of the PATRIOT Act.

It is time for us to remember where we come from as a Nation. This very Chamber we are standing in is dedicated to liberty, to freedom. The things that were preserved in this place are all about freedom. Why do we not remember where we come from? Where we come from is a Nation with a heritage of standing up for basic civil liberties, for the first amendment, the right to assemble, which is a freedom of speech; and I say it is time to address it with the Sanders amendment.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. BLUMENAUER).

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for the time.

I feel a certain irony that we are having this debate today in the aftermath of the final disclosure of the identity of Deep Throat who was part of an effort in the Federal Government to cover up illegal acts at the highest level of American government; and, in fact, Deep Throat was the number two member of the FBI caught up in the internal swirl of politics.

I would suggest that 9/11 was not so much a failure of secret access to our library records and to bookstores; but it was the fact that the FBI did not know how to talk to itself, how to listen to people who actually had information.

We do not need to extend this reach. We have tools available. The problem that we have seen over and over again is that the Federal Government has, in fact, abused the rights of American citizens, including in the FBI.

I would suggest that rather than drag our bookstores and our libraries into this ill-considered issue, that we would be far better off to approve the Sanders amendment, which is a small step towards sanity in this regard.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. KUCINICH).

Mr. KUCINICH. Mr. Chairman, the PATRIOT Act allows Federal agents to look at public and university library, patron circulation records, books checked out, magazines consulted, all with the excuse being to show probable cause. The Sanders amendment would restore legal standards and warrant procedures for investigations of libraries and bookstores which were in place before the passage of the PATRIOT Act.
Librarians, booksellers, and everyday Americans across the country are deeply concerned about the chilling effect of section 215 of the PATRIOT Act, which clearly encourages individuals to self-censor their reading sources.

USA Today in June of 2004 reported that the FBI actually went to a Washington State library branch and requested a list of people who had borrowed a biography of Osama bin Laden. The librarian refused and informed the agent that he would have to go through legal channels before the names could be released. The FBI then served a subpoena to the library a week later demanding a list of everyone who had borrowed the book since November of 2001.

With government having the ability to easily obtain records of books that everyday Americans, our constituents, are borrowing, all of us forfeit the freedom to learn more.

Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act clearly gives the Federal Government an unwarranted amount of power. There must be a higher standard of suspicion to justify this invasion of privacy.

This amendment only applies to the records that contain information about the books and reading materials that are checked out of the library or purchased from a bookstore.

It is important to note that prior to September 11, law enforcement was able to arrest Ted Kaczynski, the Unibomber, via his library records. The FBI then served a subpoena to the library a week later demanding a list of everyone who had borrowed the book since November of 2001.

In response to the gentleman from Washington, the PATRIOT Act under section 215 has been used. It has been used 35 times. There have been 35 specific reports that have been presented to Congress. It has just not been used in libraries.

This amendment is worse than previous law before the PATRIOT Act was passed because this creates a sanctuary and the sanctuary is listed in the Sanders amendment. It says library circulation records, library patron lists, book sales records, or book customer lists. That will be the place where we cannot investigate an international terrorist investigation.

It establishes a sanctuary when there has not been a single case of abuse, not a single individual that can be named. We have had 12 to 13 hearings. I have asked for those records to be presented to our Committee on the Judiciary. The request has been made by the gentleman from Wisconsin (Chairman Sensenbrenner) as well. We have zero records that have been offered, not a single name of an individual that has been abused.

I would ask my colleagues, inform your constituents about the fear, about the phobia of this abuse of civil liberties, but send the message to your constituents that this has been properly used. A report comes back to Congress. If there is an abuse, we will deal with it. So we want to know about that abuse.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, how much time does each side have? I have the right to close; is that right, Mr. Chairman? The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) has 3 minutes remaining and the right to close. The gentleman from Vermont (Mr. Sanders) has 4 minutes remaining.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from New York (Mr. Nadler).

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve my time.

Mr. SANDERS. Can I ask my friend how many speakers he has left.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I have two speakers. The gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. Shays) will have 2 minutes, and I will have 1 minute. My one minute ends now; 3 minutes; is that correct?

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield ½ minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. Nadler).

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I reserve my time.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield the gentleman for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman, I rise to support this amendment. What is the difference that this amendment will make? The difference is between good police work and fishing expeditions.

This amendment is designed to say you can read without being afraid the government will someday reveal what you are reading. We do not want the chilling effect on free speech. If there is no reason the government needs this information, that the government suspects someone is looking up how to make atomic bombs, then let the FBI go to a court and get a search warrant or show probable cause and get a subpoena. That is the American way. That is the way we have always done it.

The gentleman from Virginia says, well, we had an attack on 9/11. Indeed, we did. In my district, 3,000 people were killed; and he says, maybe, who knows, the FBI could be used to stop a future event. But we can say that about anything.

Ours is a government of limited powers. That is what distinguishes us from the Soviet Union or Communist China or any other tyranny; and those powers must be limited so as to protect liberty, even in the face of threats.

The gentleman says no instance of abuse has been shown. Well, sure, because all of this is secret. No instance of abuse can be shown.

Mr. Chairman, the point of this amendment is that we need not surrender fundamental liberty to protect ourselves from terrorism, and we...
should not; and this is why we should adopt this amendment. We can have our protection. We must have our protection. We must have our liberty.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. SHAYS).

Mr. SHAYS. Mr. Chairman, the Cold War is over, and the world is a more dangerous place. It cannot be contain and react. It has to be replaced by detect and prevent. We want to prevent a crime. There is a serious problem of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or even a serious conventional attack. You all seem to want to wait until the crime is committed and then you can use your criminal law to get at it. We want to detect and prevent it.

I have never felt more outraged in my heart as I listen to this debate in 19 years. Do we not get it?

The issue with the Unabomber is he committed the crime. I say to the gentlewoman from Florida, so we should wait until the crime is committed, then we can go into a library? I want to get the information before. I want to know what was Unabomber knew, that treaty he knew in that library in Montana which we got an act for.

I like this law better than the criminal law because you have got to go to a court and the court has to keep the record. You want to just say, in my judgment, that we will have a grand jury, and as soon as you have a grand jury, the prosecutor almost at will can get the information. He does not have to go to a court.

You are trying to give the impression that civil liberties are in jeopardy. I say under this law they are protected, and then I say something else. Public safety under this law is protected.
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I find it amazing that we want a free zone in a bookstore. I find it amazing we want a free zone in a library. I find it amazing that librarians would allow someone to come in for a crime, but for a clandestine operation that might bring someone to come in for a crime, but for a crime. I find it amazing that librarians would allow someone to come in for a crime, but for a clandestine operation that might bring someone to come in for a crime, but for a crime. I find it amazing that librarians would allow someone to come in for a crime, but for a clandestine operation that might bring someone to come in for a crime, but for a crime.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, how much time remains on both sides?

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) has 1 minute remaining, and the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. SHAYS) has 1 minute remaining and the right to close.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

This amendment is supported by the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association, the American Library Association, the American Booksellers Association.

Mr. Chairman, all of us and all Americans grieve the horror of 9/11 and the deaths of thousands of our fellow citizens. And every Member of this Congress is on record pledged to do everything he or she can to defend the American people from another terrorist attack. We have spent tens of billions of dollars, and we are prepared to spend more. But, Mr. Chairman, the reason that conscientious and progressive people in both parties come together is that we understand that what we are talking about is freedom; is liberty; that we can fight terrorism, we can protect the American people without undermining the rights that men and women have fought for, have died for, and that made us the greatest country on Earth.

Let us go forward defeating terrorism, but let us do it in a way that makes us all proud, that protects the greatest document ever written, the American Constitution. And that is what this amendment is about.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. UDALL of New Mexico. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, Hamas and Hezbollah and al Qaeda are opposed to liberty.

The gentleman was wrong last year, because he has changed his amendment from that, this wrong last year, so maybe he is wrong this year.

We are at war, as the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. SHAYS) said. Go to the Pentagon and look at the monument, go to the World Trade Center. Two of my children live in the district of the gentleman from New York (Mr. NADLER), and I know that gentleman does not speak for them on this issue.

When in doubt, do no harm. Be careful. The Justice Department made a mistake on the Moussaoui. They did not look at what was in his computer, and as a result of that mistake, we have paid a tremendous price. And if we make a mistake here, we may pay another tremendous price.

Please, vote no on the Sanders amendment and let the Committee on the Judiciary deal with this.

Mr. UDALL of New Mexico. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in strong support of this amendment, which I am proud to cosponsor, and which would help restore the privacy and First Amendment rights of library and bookstore patrons.

On the day that the PATRIOT Act passed this body, few Americans were aware of some of the harmful provisions contained within it. Over the past few years, however, our constituents have learned about some of its harmful provisions, and they are justifiably concerned. Over 365 cities, towns, and counties in 43 States have passed resolutions expressing concern about the PATRIOT Act or an extension of it. In my home State of New Mexico alone, ten cities and four counties have passed resolutions.

Section 215 granted authorities unprecedented powers to search, or order the search of library and bookstore records without probable cause or the need for search warrants. Because these surveillance powers were cast so broadly and the law prohibits them from revealing to the subject that an investigation is occurring, librarians, storeowners and opera- tors are left in an impossible position. As a former State attorney general, I fully understand the need, and support swift justice for criminals and terrorists. Every member of this body does. But I also believe that we can be both safe and free.

This common sense amendment before us would prohibit the expenditure of funds for the implementation of these questionable searches. It would protect our citizens’ rights to read, learn and purchase books without undue government influence. At the same time, it would maintain established formal procedures that allow law enforcement agencies to obtain warrants and obtain library and bookstore records in terrorism and criminal investigations. And it is important to note that this amendment does not exclude funding for library internet records.

The opponents of this amendment argue that those of us who are concerned about it are making up far-fetched scenarios to drum up opposition. But it doesn’t take fiction to do that. Take this example: When a patron at a public library in Whatcom County, Washington discovered a handwritten note quoting Osama bin Laden in the margin of a biography of Osama bin Laden, the patron contacted the FBI. Citing powers given by the PATRIOT Act, the FBI confiscated the original book and served the library with a grand jury subpoena, and demanded the names and addresses of everyone who had checked out the book. The library refused, filing a motion to deny the subpoena. The FBI withdrew, but reserved the right to issue the subpoena in the future. If the library had told anyone that they had been subpoenaed, they would have been violating the PATRIOT Act’s gag order.

Our concerns are not make believe. Our founders understood the value of open access to knowledge. I think we would all agree that one of the measures of a great democracy is the ability of ordinary citizens to explore ideas without government interference. I believe that this amendment is a positive step towards restoring some of our personal freedoms.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge you to allow a colleague a fair vote on this issue. My colleagues will recall that during a vote on this same amendment during consideration of the fiscal year 2005 CJS Appropriations bill, the majority held open the vote on the Sanders amendment twice as long as scheduled to ensure its demise. This, despite the strong and audible support of Americans to pass this common sense amendment. I thank my colleague from Vermont for offering this important amendment, as well as the amendment’s other cosponsors, and I urge my colleagues to support its passage.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS).

The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, further proceedings on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) will be postponed.
Mr. KING of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 28 offered by Mr. King of Iowa:

At the end of the bill, insert after the last section (preceding the short title), the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. (a) For expenses necessary for enforcing sections (a) and (b) of section 502 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1373), $1,000,000.

(b) The amount otherwise provided in this Act for “DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—LEGAL ACTIVITIES—SALARIES AND EXPENSES, GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES” is hereby reduced by $1,000,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, 2005, the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. King) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. King).

Mr. King of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume, and I first want to say that I appreciate the opportunity to bring this amendment forward. I want to thank the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) for his extraordinary work on this entire bill. I want to remark that his persistence here on the floor yesterday, today, and quite likely tomorrow has been a long marathon, and he has maintained his composure, his intellect, and his judgment.

I bring before the Congress, Mr. Chairman, an amendment that seeks to upgrade this good appropriations bill that we have on Justice, and it recognizes that there is a Federal law today that prohibits sanctuary policies. Presently many cities have been enacting sanctuary policies which prohibit local police from asking about a person’s immigration status or reporting illegal aliens who commit crimes to immigration authorities for deportation.

The law I am referring to was passed in 1996, and it is called the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act. It forbids localities from preventing their police officers from asking or reporting immigration information to the Federal Government. The existing Federal law says, and I quote, “Notwithstanding any other provision of Federal, State, or local law, a Federal, State, or local government entity or official may not prohibit or in any way restrict any government entity or official from sending to or receiving information regarding the citizenship or immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of any individual.”

Now, Mr. Chairman, despite this ban, some cities continue to prohibit their officers from asking about immigration status or providing information to the Federal Government. Make no mistake, this is a situation of local governments blatantly violating Federal law. As a result, U.S. taxpayers pay to incarcerate illegal alien prisoners who are later released back onto the streets.

Sanctuary policies tie the hands of local law enforcement officers and keep illegal aliens who commit crimes in our country from being deported according to U.S. law. These sanctuary policies have dire consequences. A case in point, a tragic case in point, was the issue regarding a Denver police officer, Donnie Young, who was assassinated in cold blood about a month ago. The suspect in the case, Raul Garcia-Gomez, was an illegal alien, who has since fled to Mexico. He has since then actually been arrested in Mexico.

But Denver has an illegal alien sanctuary policy, and it is based upon the mayor’s executive order. The current mayor, by the way, is a successor to the executive order, but it is still his executive order, and he could rescind that executive order. The mayor happened to also own at least a part interest in the restaurant where this illegal alien worked. They had gotten a Social Security Administration saying that this Social Security number you sent on this individual does not match the individual.

But the individual continued working at the restaurant. He had sanctuary there. He was picked up three times on the streets of Denver. He offered no driver’s license one time, a Mexican driver’s license at least one other time, and no insurance card on another occasion. Each time he was allowed to drive away. There were at least four different opportunities for that community to enforce the laws and take action against this illegal alien, and each time he has been shielded by the sanctuary policy that is a direct violation of Federal law.

Last month we passed an amendment that will provide the necessary resources and training to State and local governments so that they will be more willing and better prepared to work with the Federal Government and to protect our Nation’s citizens. Even with the proper training, though, law enforcement officials cannot help in this area if they are forbidden from doing so.

My amendment today would provide funding for the Department of Justice to enforce the law as it presently exists. It does not enact any new law. It does not promote a new policy. I want to repeat, it simply provides funding to see that our current law is enforced.

Our State and local governments serve as the front line of defense against terrorism and criminal aliens. Every murder, every rape, every violent gang crime committed against Americans are likely also to an utterly preventable crime. If we better enforce our immigration laws to keep criminals out, we will save lives. We must use the law enforcement resources that we have to enforce our laws, with the end result of making our Nation a safer place for our children and grandchildren to grow up in.

This amendment simply directs $1 million of the $600-and-several million in this appropriations bill to the enforcement of the existing Federal law. It is an issue that we raised last year as well. It is an issue I know the Chairmen is very much concerned about.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Does any Member wish to claim time in opposition?

If not, the question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. King).

The amendment was agreed to.

Amendment No. 9 offered by Mr. Nadler:

Mr. Nadler. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 9 offered by Mr. Nadler: Page 108, after line 7, insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to issue a national security letter, for health insurance records, under any of the provisions of law amended by section 505 of the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT Act) Act of 2001.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, 2005, the gentleman from New York (Mr. Nadler) and a Member opposed each will control 7½ minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York (Mr. Nadler).

Mr. Nadler. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, my amendment prohibits funds from being used to issue national security letters to health insurance companies under the provisions of section 505 of the PATRIOT Act.

Currently, any FBI field office director is authorized to issue secret national security letters to insurance providers without any judicial approval, not even a FISA court. These NSLs open the door to a secret seizure of highly personal medical information. The FBI, through this amendment, will still be able to get all these records because they have so many other tools available to them, which I will describe in a moment.

Almost limitless sensitive private information from these health insurance companies, including medical records, can be collected secretly by simply issuing a national security letter under section 505 on an FBI field director’s own assertion that the request is merely relevant to a national security investigation. These private health insurance records can be demanded without any court review or approval, not even a FISA court.
Worse yet, the target of the NSL will never know that his health records were inspected by government agents, because health insurance companies are barred by law from telling him or anyone else that the records were demanded.

Government officials already have access to so much of our personal information, such as credit reports, library use, and telephone communications. Do we want the government to keep files detailing our personal lifestyles revealed by our medical histories, psychiatric profiles, lab studies, and diagnostic tests like CAT scans or MRIs?

Why does the FBI need access to health records? How is this information pertinent to a terrorist investigation? If somehow your medical records are, in fact, relevant to a terrorist investigation, the government should be required to explain to a judge, in a secret FISA court if need be, why that is, instead of simply allowing an FBI field agent to demand those records in secret.

In any criminal investigation the FBI can obtain a search warrant for documents and tangible things if there is a judicial finding of probable cause that a crime has been or will be committed. The FBI can use grand jury subpoenas issued under the supervision of a judge and the U.S. Attorney. And in international terrorism cases, such as we are talking here, the FBI has sweeping authority to obtain business records, including medical records, under section 215, which we discussed a few moments ago.

Given these existing powers, there is no reason to authorize the FBI to issue unchecked and reviewable national security letters demanding personal medical records.

I am not seeking to repeal the PATRIOT Act. This amendment seeks only to modify the application of one provision that poses a serious potential to abuse. Through this very narrow amendment we can provide checks and balances with regard to our sensitive medical records.

However, since I was greatly restricted by the House rules, this amendment does not fully address all the problems created by section 505 and national security letters. I am hopeful I can work with the Committee on the Judiciary to address these problems more completely. This amendment addresses only the health insurance provider's records; not bank records, not credit company records, not credit bureau records, not car dealerships. But when it comes to health insurance, what terrorist has health insurance? The problem is that most, but not all, innocent people or other do have things like this.

In Doe v. Ashcroft, the New York Federal District Court struck down this section on the grounds that it violates free speech rights under the first amendment, as well as the right to be free from unreasonable searches under the fourth amendment.

We can do better. By giving the FBI access to our most intimate private information is too great an intrusion of privacy to leave unlimited and unsupervised. We can be both safe and free. And if the FBI thinks that for a terrorist investigation it needs access to private medical records, let them at least show to a judge, in a secret FISA court, under section 215, which we did not take the power away from them to do, why that is relevant to an ongoing terrorist investigation.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I claim the time in opposition to the amendment, and I yield myself 30 seconds.

Mr. Chairman, in opposition. The Committee on the Judiciary has held over 10 hearings on the PATRIOT Act, including a hearing devoted just to national security letters.

We saw this amendment for the first time Monday night. It is unclear to me why health insurance records are different than any other records. We do not know how this amendment would impact a counterterrorism investigation. We just do not know. And here we are with 7½ minutes on each side. What is this? This is no way to protect the country.

I could never support 7½ minutes. And I do not care if it is just the naming of some government building somewhere. So I strongly urge Members to vote no on this. Seven-and-a-half minutes? We cannot do it. I urge a "no" vote.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FEENEY).

Mr. FEENEY. Mr. Chairman, again, I appreciate the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) yielding me this time, and he is exactly right. The Committee on the Judiciary has had no less than 10 hearings on the PATRIOT Act, including one specifically devoted to national security letters.

This may be an issue as we move forward on the process to find a way to reform or modify, but there have been no abuses. This is a solution in search of a problem. The fact of the matter is these types of subpoenas are already available to investigate insurance fraud or bad debts. If we can use these subpoenas to find bad doctors taking advantage of the Medicare or the Medicaid system, why can we not use these subpoenas to track down a terrorist? We are not talking about medical personal records of anybody. We are talking about insurance records.

Let us say theoretically, since there have been no abuses, let us say hypothetically al-Zawahiri was injured and sought medical attention. We could potentially track down the financing to locate him.

Let us suppose we had a known terrorist here in the United States that underwent plastic surgery to change his or her identity. We could track down the financial records to possibly intercept that.

These subpoenas have been used since 1996 under the Clinton administration as a tool for health care fraud investigations. If we can use these appropriately under the proper circumstances to find bad doctors, surely a national security letter can be used to track down evil terrorists.

I do not think this is a widespread tool being used on a regular basis, but there may come a time when we rue the day that we have taken away one more law enforcement tool to track down the bad guys.

Mr. NADLER. Mr. Chairman, there are no abuses we know of because they are secret, and they cannot tell us about abuses.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. KUCINICH).

Mr. KUCINICH. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of the Nadler amendment to prohibit the release of medical records under section 505 of the PATRIOT Act. The PATRIOT Act was drafted in a rush to respond to a perceived need of new law enforcement tools immediately after 911. As such, the law must be considered a work in progress at best.

Section 505 of the PATRIOT Act authorizes FBI field office directors to collect in secret almost limitless sensitive personal information, including medical records from health insurance companies. This is done without court review or approval. This is a major invasion into the right to privacy. We must draw the line at this invasion in our personal lives.

This critical Nadler amendment provides crucial checks and safeguards. Records held by health insurance companies may include laboratory tests, medications prescribed, the results of operations and other medical procedures. The FBI has no business examining America's health records without a court order.

I believe it is a rare occurrence that the FBI would truly need access to health insurance records. For the most part, such information is not pertinent to a terrorist investigation. There is a better way. If the FBI did have a real need for such records, the FBI could simply use other legal mechanisms to gain access, and those options include judicial review and thus protection of privacy.

Protection of our personal privacy is a basic and fundamental responsibility of this Congress, and that is why the Nadler amendment elevates the condition of this Congress to where we can be in the defense of the right to privacy. Support the Nadler amendment. Support the right to privacy.
Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. KING).

Mr. KING of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time and for the opportunity to say a few words with regard to the Nadler amendment, an amendment that would prohibit the use of national security letters to get medical reports of all kinds. That would also include insurance company records which qualify as financial institutions.

We have another amendment on the floor of this Congress which qualifies as a sanctuary amendment. It carves out another region that terrorists then would know they can go ahead and go in and operate on without fear of government intervention or government investigation.

In fact, there is a significant case. Suspects have bought bulk amounts of Cipro, which have been antidote for anthrax. That may be an indicator of a dirty bomb or a series of dirty bombs that could be set up and staged and the perpetrators would want to have the antidote. Could that also be the case for anthrax?

These kinds of indicators need to be available to our investigators. This creation of this fear of Big Brother, this relentless attack on the PATRIOT Act without substance is causing concern amongst the citizens. I have civil libertarian instincts within me, but I have come to the conclusion that we are far safer, the requirement that these reports come back to Congress and we review those reports, we are far safer than we are erring on the side of liberty safety without merit on the other side.

I think it is important that we put protections in the PATRIOT Act. The standards have been raised for antiterrorism investigations. With criminal investigations are higher standards that have been there before.

The Supreme Court has upheld the FISA court in a secret proceeding why it is necessary. All this amendment says is if they want your personal medical records, they have to tell a judge why it is relevant, in secret, why it is relevant to a terrorist investigation. They do not have to not get the records, but they have to tell a judge why it is relevant, and the judge can say it is relevant.

That is the minimal standard we should insist on for liberty. Indeed, in other amendments we say it is not good enough, and agree to that in this amendment, that is all we are asking. For personal medical records, if the government wants to rummage through your personal medical records, they have to say to a judge in a FISA court why they think it is relevant to an investigation. Not why there is probable cause, but why it is relevant. It is a very low standard, and if the government cannot meet that standard, they should not have your personal medical record information.

I urge my colleagues to vote for this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of the time to the gentleman from California (Mr. DANIEL E. LUNGREN), a former attorney general.

Mr. DANIEL E. LUNGREN of California. Mr. Chairman, let us understand and agree to that. But let us talk about one other thing here. We are talking about national security letters, NSLs. They are administrative subpoenas that can be used in international counterterrorism and foreign counterintelligence investigations, not even domestic terrorist investigations. So we are limited to that category.

Secondly, some of the statements that have been made here are questionable in terms of their conclusions, that is, that in terms of the Intelligence Committees of the House and the Senate. There has been no report to us that there has been an abuse.

I think those of us on the Committee on the Judiciary can work on this if we want to refine it more, if we want to make sure that there is an affirmative presentation to the recipient to let them know they do not have to comply, if there are some sort of other protections we want to wrap around it.

But I also think it is wrong for us to try to do it in this particular venue, and especially when we have a definition of all health records. That goes beyond just personal records. The gentleman’s definition is much broader than the definition of the whole health industry, the whole health insurance industry.

I suggest this is a precipitous action by this body, and I would ask Members to vote down the gentleman’s amendment.

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the amendment authored by the Gentleman from New York, Mr. NADLER, to the Commerce-Justice-State-Science Appropriations Act for Fiscal year 2006. His proposal is simple but carries tremendous weight in terms of protecting the Constitutional rights of individuals who live in this nation. It withdraws funds from government action to issue a national security letter (NSL).
for the purpose of obtaining health insurance records under any provisions amended by Section 505 of the PATRIOT Act.

Currently, under Section 505 of the PATRIOT Act, the FBI is authorized to issue self-authorized secret national security letters to insurance providers, which opens the door to the secret seizure of highly personal medical information.

Section 505 of the PATRIOT Act authorizes FBI field office directors to collect, in secret, almost limitless sensitive personal information, including medical records, from health insurance companies that are not under investigation themselves but have customers whose records the government wants to simply issuing a “national security letter” carrying the weight of law on the FBI’s own assertion that the request is relevant to a national security investigation.

This unfettered access to information that has been held to be Constitutionally protected since the passage of the Bill of Rights must be checked, and the Nadler Amendment provides that check in the context of fulfilling funding requests for the Department of Justice. Not only is the scope of the searchable material under this provision unconstitutional but the prohibition on notice to the individual searched contradicts the notions of privacy that have formed the foundation of our fundamental freedoms.

Records held by health insurance companies about their customers must be turned over regardless of whether they concern financial matters, because “financial records” are defined as “any record held by a financial institution pertaining to a customer’s relationship with that institution.” The records sought may include laboratory test results, medications prescribed, and reports that indicate the results of operations and other medical procedures. This kind of authority might well be described as “terroristic” to Americans in and of itself.

The existence of alternative ways of accessing this kind of information with grand jury subpoenas and orders issuing under Section 215 justify offering this important amendment. This amendment allows the FBI to obtain medical records from health insurance companies that are not under investigation simply by asserting the information is “relevant” to a national security investigation. It can be used to obtain records of individuals who are not suspected or accused of any crime.

Citing Section 215, the government may, unbeknownst to the suspected person, secretly obtain employment, medical, and financial records, membership lists, and even a key to one’s office. The only oversight is an annual report to Congress of the number of warrants issued.

Mr. Chairman, I have been involved in the limited oversight that the House Judiciary Committee has begun. On Friday, June 10, 2005, the manner in which the Committee Majority Leadership conducted that hearing is only indicative of the manner in which the highly controversial provisions of the PATRIOT Act have been foisted upon the American people. I support the Gentleman’s amendment and urge my colleagues to do the same.

The CHAIRMAN. All time has expired.

The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. NADLER).

The amendment was rejected.

AMENDMENT NO. 17 OFFERED BY MR. STEARNS

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment No. 17 offered by Mr. Stearns: Page 108, after line 7, insert the following title:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 801. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used for the design, renovation, construction, or rental of any new headquarters for the United Nations in New York City or any other location in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. Stearns) and the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wolf) each will control 5 minutes.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I yield half of my time to the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Mollon) and ask unanimous consent that he be permitted to control that time.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

This amendment is more symbolic than it is substantive. It is really giving an opportunity for Members on both sides of the aisle who feel frustrated with the increased cost for things that happen around here. We know that we start out with a project that costs $40 million, and it ends up costing $550 million, and I am talking about the tourist center right outside the Capitol. We saw what happened in Boston with the Big Dig.

This amendment says before we give any money to the United Nations, $1.2 billion, that we should have a study. We should have a GAO audit. We should have some kind of for form put down before they go out and spend this money.

The U.N. wants to spend $1.2 billion in renovating the New York City United Nations headquarters. Then they want to spend $650 million to house the organization in the meantime for rental purposes or existing office space in Manhattan and elsewhere, so we are roughly up to $1.8 billion. It could be $2 billion. It could be $3 billion. I think before we allow the United Nations to spend any of this money, why do we not have a GAO audit, or why do we not have some kind of for form put down before they go out and spend this money? Because we know the rental price of real estate in New York, it costs a lot of money. It keeps going up every year. There is no doubt that the estimate that the U.N. gave of $2.5 billion, kid roughly $650 million to relocate while they renovate is very small. These initial financial estimates probably are not accurate.

As I mentioned earlier, look at the Big Dig in Boston, the money we put up there, it is still going on. It is just a total overkill.

I just urge my colleagues to look at this, not so much as substantive because cause the money was appropriated. It was in last year’s bill. This is basically saying, before we go ahead and give this money, we should tell the United Nations, give us a plan, let us have an opportunity to review the cost before you go ahead, and then we can look at it more carefully.

This is not an amendment that is against the United Nations. It is just an amendment asking for some kind of fiscal responsibility by these people before they spend the money.

The amendment that I am offering today proposed a very simple goal. It merely states that none of the funds made available in this act shall be used to renovate and modernize the U.N. headquarters in New York City.

As we all know, the United States already pays roughly 22% of all U.N. expenses. We do so despite the fact that the U.N. often goes against American values and American interests.

Now the U.N. is planning a $1.2 billion renovation of its New York City headquarters. They are also considering either the construction of a new building costing $650 million to house the organization in the meantime, or the rental of existing office space in Manhattan or elsewhere in the city. No doubt this rental of prime real estate will also cost hundreds of millions of dollars. So we are talking a renovation costing approximately $2 billion, at least.

I say “at least” because these are just the initial financial estimates, and there’s a good chance the costs will increase substantially, as these projects often do.

Just look at the Big Dig in Boston, or even the Capitol visiting center, to see projects that were only expected to cost a billion or two, but have since far exceeded their initial cost expectations.

I’d like to note that even though Congress voted last year to offer a $1.2 billion loan to the U.N. for the purpose of renovation, several member countries complained that we charged interest on the loan, a modest 5.5%. As such, the U.N. General Assembly has not yet accepted the loan and its conditions, so it is possible that may find different financing. Either way, American taxpayers will end up paying the lion’s share of this renovation.

Mr. Chairman, there are serious questions about the costs of this renovation project. It is considered wasteful by Donald Trump, who, whatever his faults, knows a thing or two about real estate in New York City.

“The United Nations is a mess,” said Trump recently, “and they’re spending hundreds of millions of dollars unnecessarily on this project.”

In fact, according to published reports, Mr. Trump recently met with Kofi Annan and offered to manage the renovation of the U.N. building for the much lower total of $500 million, yet he never received a response from the U.N.

Several other real estate experts have concluded that renovations in New York City should cost a fraction of what the U.N. is charging is necessary to modernize the building.

I submit these press accounts detailing the opposition of New York City real estate developers for the record.
The United Nations has been in the news of late, for a number of reasons. The most of the news is negative—evidence suggesting that one or more members of the Security Council were bribed by Saddam; an inability to deal effectively with controversial crimes in Africa; the embarrassing presence of nations such as Iran, Syria, Libya, Zimbabwe, and Saddam’s Iraq on U.N. commissions on human rights, proliferation, and weapons of mass destruction; the oil for food scandal.

In the midst of these controversies, the United Nations is proceeding with plans to upgrade its headquarters. The organization’s headquarters at Turtle Bay were completed in 1959 and renovated in the 1970s. The United Nations now believes that another renovation is necessary and has prepared a $1.2 billion plan to carry out the work.

While the construction is underway, the organization will need to be housed elsewhere. In its original form, the U.N. plan included construction of a new, 35-story building over Robert Moses Playground, a park near Turtle Bay, at a cost of an additional $650 million. This new building was slated to replace the U.N.’s home during the renovation project. In its original form, the U.N. plan included construction of a new, 35-story building over Robert Moses Playground, a park near Turtle Bay, at a cost of an additional $650 million. This new building was slated to replace the U.N.’s home during the renovation project.

It was the construction of this new building—for which approval by the New York legislature was required—that first drew public criticism of the project. Bipartisan opposition to the new building stalled legislative action in the New York Senate. With the project in doubt, the New York City Council reconsidered the project and decided to proceed with the renovation of the existing structures, whose size has been estimated as follows:

- Secretariat Building: 39 floors and three subfloors, approximately 500,000 square feet
- General Assembly Building: Five total floors, approximately 380 ft. by 160 ft., or 304,000 square feet
- Conference Building: Four stories, approximately 115,000 square feet
- Dag Hammarskjold Library: Four stories and two sublevels, 219 ft. by 81 ft., total 110,376 square feet

If these real estate experts are right, then it appears that hundreds of millions of dollars may be unaccounted for, either through incompetence or corruption.

We are still trying to get to the bottom of the Oil-for-Food scandal, in which $20 billion in U.N. funds were somehow lost. The U.N. does not have the best track record for competent and legitimate spending.

Mr. Chairman, there are obviously serious questions about the U.N.’s renovation project, which, along with their plans for temporary housing elsewhere, have cost more than $1 billion.

The questions involved with this renovation project are not dealt with in Chairman Hyde’s bill, in the Gingrich-Mitchell report.

This amendment is not an anti-U.N. amendment. What this amendment is attempting to do is make sure that American taxpayer dollars are spent wisely. We need to make sure that this renovation project is being run in a transparent and cost-effective fashion.

If we waste hundreds of millions of dollars on this renovation, that’s money that wouldn’t be able to go toward peace and humanitarian efforts.

So what this amendment will do is tell the U.N. that we will have no part of financing this renovation until we see some sort of action taken to ensure that there is financial accountability.

I urge my colleagues to support this amendment and to support financial accountability.


Trouble at Turtle Bay

(By John Hinderaker)

The United Nations has been in the news of late. More than a few people are looking closely at the United Nations’ plans to renovate its headquarters at Turtle Bay.

The United Nations wants to renovate a building. He was not capable nor competent about what was involved in renovating a major project. He was not capable nor competent about what was involved in renovating a major project.

So what this amendment will do is tell the U.N. that we will have no part of financing this renovation until we see some sort of action taken to ensure that there is financial accountability.

I urge my colleagues to support this amendment and to support financial accountability.

(From the Weekly Standard, May 16, 2005)
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 minute. I think the gentleman makes some decent points. There were the Gingrich-Mitchell recommendations which have been made. The gentleman said that he would withdraw the amendment if we got a GAO study. I think we ought to look at this thing. I think that the committee will ask the GAO to do a study to look at the cost and make sure. It is hard to argue against the gentleman for wanting a study because we now know, and being the author of that task force, that the U.N. failed on the Oil-for-Food program. I think it makes sense.

With that, I will pledge and I will wait to hear what the gentleman from West Virginia says, but we will ask the GAO for a study to look at these things.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume. I rise in opposition to the amendment. It is my understanding that the gentleman will withdraw his amendment upon an understanding that the chairman, who I would support, would encourage a GAO study?

Mr. STEARNS. If the gentleman will yield back, I am reluctant to do it, but I would.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Then I agree to proceed in that manner.

Mr. STEARNS. Let me just complete my presentation, then, I will be glad to withdraw it as long as I get the confirmation that there will be a GAO study before these moneys are issued.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. With that representation, I will not oppose the gentleman.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. STEARNS. If the gentleman will yield back, I am reluctant to do it, but I would.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Then I agree to proceed in that manner.

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to withdraw my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to withdraw my amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Florida?

There was no objection.

Amendment offered by Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas.

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas:

At the end of the bill (before the short title), insert the following:

TITLE VIII—ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 8. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to deny the production of safety reports regarding the NASA space shuttle program and the international space station, the credit of N. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to deny the production of safety reports regarding the NASA space shuttle program and the international space station. The credit of N. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to deny the production of safety reports regarding the NASA space shuttle program and the international space station.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of June 14, the gentleman from Texas (Ms. JACKSON-LEE) and a Member opposed each will control 5 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas (Ms. JACKSON-LEE).

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, this amendment is very clear and straightforward. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to deny the production of safety reports regarding the NASA space shuttle program and the international space station, the credit of N. None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to deny the production of safety reports regarding the NASA space shuttle program and the international space station.

Those of us who come from the region that I come from and have as our neighbor the Johnson Space Center have lived through Challenger and then Columbia. These are our neighbors, our friends, and certainly the families are families that we care for. In fact, so many of the names are household names to us because, as I said, they are our neighbors.

This amendment simply reinforces the importance of safety and safety reports as it relates to the human space shuttle and the international space station. Just recently NASA was able to report that 3 out of the 15 safety requirements that were recommended by the Columbia report have now been completed. At the same time, the international space station is making steadfast but slow progress in securing that facility. Over the last couple of months, we have seen article after article about air quality and a number of other concerns that will require our oversight.

This amendment wants to reinforce the fact that we are committed to exploration in space, but likewise, we are committed to safety. One of the issues that was very important during the time of Columbia and the review that occurred, one, to put forward the most effective and efficient commission that we could, and the Gehman Commission did an outstanding job to ensure that we retained skilled workers.

I am very gratified to note that language in this legislation indicates that if a worker is trained along the line of safety skills, then their work position should certainly be protected, or there should be some reason for their termination if that occurs.

This amendment is to focus us again on the fact that if we are committing ourselves to the vision of Mars, the vision of exploration, then we must commit ourselves to the safety of the personnel who are engaged, the safety of those who reside on the international space station, the safety of those who will travel.

Let me also say, Mr. Chairman, that in reviewing the articles that I have seen over the last couple of weeks listing and reviewing reports, I note that we have just discovered that the potential for falling debris can be as threatening to the human space shuttle as it was 3, 4, 5, 6 years ago. That is a safety question. No manner of reports or study are too much to determine that safety.
Mr. Chairman, this is a simple amendment that does not affect the functionality of NASA. Rather, it seeks to strike the balance between the need to explore and learn expeditiously and the need to remain deliberate, responsible, and safe in doing so.

I ask that my colleagues support this amendment.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, we support the amendment. We support safety. I thank the gentlewoman for offering it. We accept the amendment.

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Reclaiming my time, let me thank the gentleman and let me thank my colleagues. I thank them for the accepting of this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Texas (Ms. JACKSON-LEE). The amendment was agreed to.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

I would just say, that chart has been up here before. It is the chart that keeps reappearing.

Mr. KING of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?

Mr. WOLF. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.

Mr. KING of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentlewoman for yielding. This is the right poster this time. This is a poster that illustrates a number of the States that have participated in sending their law enforcement officers to the Regional Training Center in Sioux City, Iowa. In fact, now it is the National Training Center in Sioux City, Iowa, that has trained hundreds and hundreds of officers. They have struggled to put together the funding. This is something that was initiated by the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. LATHAM) some years ago. Today they can hang on for a little while, but they need an appropriation. They need an appropriation that hopefully will either be implemented in the Senate or else come out of the conference report. I would ask him with confidence if the gentleman would be willing to work with me on that particular initiative.

Mr. WOLF. We will definitely work with the gentleman in conference to ensure that this program is funded.

Mr. KING of Iowa. I thank the gentleman very much for his work on this issue and on many others on this appropriations bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, proceedings will now resume on those amendments on which further proceedings were postponed in the following order: amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Ohio (Mrs. JONES), amendment No. 21 offered by the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. HENDERSON), and amendment offered by the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS).

The Chair will reduce to 5 minutes the time for any electronic vote after the first vote in this series.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MRS. JONES OF OHIO

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from Ohio (Mrs. JONES) on which further proceedings were postponed at which the noes prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.
The Clerk redesignated the amendment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has been demanded.

A recorded vote was ordered.

The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—ayes 201, noes 222, not voting 10, as follows:

(Roll No. 256) AYES—201

Abraham
Allen
Andrews
Baca
Baird
Balduccini
Barrow
Bean
Becerra
Berkley
Berman
Berman
Biggert
Green, J.
Grijalva
Gutierrez
Harman
Hastings (FL)
Herseth
Higgins
Hinckley
Hinojosa
Holt
Honda
Hoyer
Insko
Israel
Jackson (MS)
Jackson (AL)
Jackson–Lee
Jordan (MO)
Jordan (CT)
Johnson (ND)
Johnson (GA)
Johnson (IL)
Johnson (NM)
Johnson (PA)
Johnson (TX)
Johnson (NV)
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (OH)
Johnson, Dan
Johnson, Jim
Johnson, John
Johnson, Sam
Johnson, Sonny
Joel
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Jones (IN)
Jones (NC)
Jones (TX)
Jones (WI)
Jones (WY)
Jones (WY)
Jones (WY)
Jones (WY)
Jones (WY)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Jones (NC)
Mr. BUTTERFIELD and Ms. WATERS changed their vote from “aye” to “no.”
Mr. WALSH changed his vote from “no” to “aye.”
So the amendment was agreed to.

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

AMENDMENT NO. 15 OFFERED BY MR. SANDERS

The CHAIRMAN. The pending business is the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by theген-

łe man from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) on which further proceedings were postponed and on which the noes prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amendment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has been demanded.

A recorded vote was ordered.

The CHAIRMAN. This will be a 5-minute vote.

The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were 288 ayes, 238 noes, 1754 not voting, as follows:

[Roll No. 258]

AYES—238

NOES—187

So the amendment was agreed to.

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

Mr. THOMPSON of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, I am deeply disappointed with the level of funding in this appropriations bill for the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program, which helps States and localities jail criminal aliens. The bill is better than the President’s budget fiscal year 2006 request of $30 for SCAAP, but that isn’t too difficult.
According to the Congressional Research Service, the President's Budget request hasn't included a funding request for SCAAP since fiscal year 2003. Unfortunately, even the level provided in this bill is far below levels necessary to address the need of States and localities.

Senator Feinstein and a bipartisan House group including Congressman Kolbe, the gentleman from Arizona, introduced bills that address the need for higher funding levels for SCAAP, including S. 188 and H.R. 557 calling for a SCAAP funding for fiscal year 2006 of $750 million.

The President's home State of Texas is one of SCAAP's biggest beneficiaries. From fiscal year 1997 to fiscal year 2004 the President's home State, Texas, has received over $351 million in order to incarcerate criminal aliens. But that doesn't even come close to the approximately $1.6 billion that California received in the same period or the $691 million that New York received.

The need for SCAAP funds to jail criminal aliens may well be why Governors Jeb Bush of Florida, Rick Perry of Texas, Arnold Schwarzenegger of California, Janet Napolitano of Arizona, Bill Richardson of New Mexico, Richard Codey of New Jersey, Kenny Guinn of Nevada, George Pataki of New York, and Ruth Ann Miner of Delaware, Tom Vilsack of Iowa, Rod Blagojevich of Illinois, Sonny Perdue of Georgia, Charles Turnbull of the Virgin Islands, Christine Gregoire of Washington and Tim Pawlenty of Minnesota wrote to Congress asking the appropriations committee to provide $750 million for SCAAP.

The letter makes clear that "SCAAP provides on partial, but important, reimbursement for the cost to incarcerate these individuals."

I agree with the Governors and with Senator Feinstein and with some of our colleagues in the House that in fiscal year 2006 that the $750 million level is the correct one and that increases may well be necessary in future years.

Just looking at fiscal year 2004 SCAAP awards, at the level of funding contained in this appropriations bill, California alone will eat up at least a third of the monies available through SCAAP.

As the ranking member of the Homeland Security Committee I believe that Congress must get its funding priorities right. We must focus on terrorists and criminal aliens. At a time when this Congress wants to outsource the enforcement of our civil immigration laws to the States, we need to set the right priorities. We need to fund SCAAP at higher levels.

Incarcerating criminal aliens is strongly in the homeland security interest. Making sure that our States have the money to help the Federal Government meet this commitment is in the homeland security interest.

MAY 6, 2005.

Hon. Frank R. Wolf, Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, State, Justice and Commerce and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

Hon. Jim N. Molloy, Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, State, Justice and Commerce and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

Dear Chairman Wolf and Representative Mollohan: We write to express our continued support for the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) and to request you appropriate $750 million for this program in Fiscal Year 2006. SCAAP is vital to states such as ours as a significant financial burden for the federal government’s failure to control our nation’s borders.

Congress must remain committed to maintaining this program—but more is needed. As Governors, we are well aware of the difficult choices that must be made in prioritizing funding. It is for this reason that we join together to write you now. We want to reiterate our strong support for SCAAP and to assure you of the critical importance of this program to states and localities.

Six billion of undocumented aliens who have committed crimes in our states are incarcerated in state or local facilities. SCAAP provides only a partial, but important, reimbursement for the cost to incarcerate these individuals.

Our states are committed to working with the Federal government to protect our nation. While we are doing what we can in this important effort, immigration policy and controlling the nation’s borders are clear, fundamental responsibilities of the Federal government and an essential component of homeland security. Every effort should be made to help States and local governments cover a greater portion of the expenses they incur to incarcerate criminal aliens.

Thank you for your consideration of our request. Again, we appreciate your past support and look forward to continuing our work with you to ensure that SCAAP remains a viable program for reimbursing States and local governments for the burden they carry to incarcerate criminal aliens.

Sincerely,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Governor of California; Rick Perry, Governor of Texas; Richard J. Codey, Governor of New Jersey; George E. Pataki, Governor of New York; Thomas J. Vilsack, Governor of Iowa; Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor of Illinois; Janet Napolitano, Governor of Arizona; Bill Richardson, Governor of New Mexico; Kenny Guinn, Governor of Nevada; Ruth Ann Miner, Governor of Delaware; Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor of Illinois.

Tommy Perdue, Governor of Georgia; Charles T. Ryland, Governor of Virginia Islands; Jeb Bush, Governor of Florida; Christine Gregoire, Governor of Washington; Tim Pawlenty, Governor of Minnesota.

Mr. GORDON, Mr. Chairman, It is unfortunate that our current budget situation is forcing us today to make choices between funding for state and local law enforcement, science and technology, and other important programs funded in this bill. I am very concerned about the cuts in the law enforcement programs. These important programs deserve additional funding. However, I must oppose the amendments offered today that will pay for these programs by cutting funding for critical science and technology investments. Many of the science programs funded in this bill have already been reduced, and I cannot support additional reductions that will weaken our science and technology capabilities and undermine our future economic strength.

I urge my colleagues to vote "no" on amendments that reduce our commitment to science programs.

Mr. KOLLENBERG, Mr. Chairman, I rise today in strong support of the Fiscal Year 2006 Science, State, Justice Appropriations bill and to recognize my colleague, Frank Wolf, for a job well done.

I am particularly pleased with the increase given to the Manufacturing Extension Partner-
REPORT ON RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION OF H.R. 2745, HENRY J. HYDE UNITED NATIONS REFORM ACT OF 2005

Mr. BISHOP of Utah, from the Committee on Rules, submitted a privileged report (Rept. No. 109-132) on the resolution (H. Res. 319) providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2745) to reform the United Nations, and for other purposes, which was referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

TRIBUTE TO ELIZABETH JACKSON, MORGAN BOAEN AND THEIR PARENTS

(Mr. KINGSTON asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous material.)

Mr. KINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to submit for the RECORD a great article on Elizabeth Jackson, who is a high school junior in Savannah, Georgia, going to St. Vincent’s Academy. The article is about another young lady that I have had the privilege of knowing most of her life, Morgan Boaen.

Elizabeth is the daughter of Libby and Kevin Jackson, and Morgan is the daughter of Danny and Robin Boaen, all of Savannah. These two young women are very aggressive, very hard-working, very strong up-and-coming athletes. The article talks about how they play aggressively, how they play on the team, how they give it their best effort, and how they play to win.

It is interesting, having known these young women all their lives, to know what great competitors they are. And although all parents are very, very proud of their children, Robin Boaen is certainly a great enthusiastic parent from the stands, and Kevin Jackson, who is Elizabeth’s father, is also very, very vocal and loud as a parent. And I always say if you are going to go to one of these games, you do not want to be sitting in between Kevin Jackson and Robin Boaen because they will be calling every shot from the stands.

But it takes great parents to have great athletes, and both these young ladies are blessed to have parents who are supportive, and getting them there through those tough moments and the long practices and the long drives across the State of Georgia to go to some of those games. So I applaud the efforts of the families and Elizabeth and Morgan.

And I want to say that I am sure in the next few years they will be playing college-level soccer, and we will be hearing about them regionally and nationally in the years to come.

JACKSON SET UP SVA FOR SUCCESSFUL SEASON

When Elizabeth Jackson takes the center of the soccer field, she expects to be heckled. The 5-foot-1 midfielder knows sooner or later she’ll win a 50/50 ball against a smaller girl.

That player will end up on the ground looking to officials for relief. Parents follow by blaming Jackson for the next series of grass stains.

Fair play or not, she is the one viewed as dirty.

“…I’m a very aggressive player,” Jackson said. “When I step on the field it’s game time. I don’t play around. I go for the ball. I don’t care who the player is.

Conversely, coaches and opponents immediately recognize the girl nicknamed “E.J.” by St. Vincent’s teachers.

Not just because of how Jackson goes after the soccer ball but what she does with them at her feet.

At St. Vincent’s this season, the junior emerged as the communicator, the workhorse, the power and the playmaker for the Saints (15-1-2).

She merged the talents of a speedy defense behind her and a precise offense in front.

Her efforts helped the Saints move forward to the Class AAA semifinals and earned Jackson 2005 All-Greater Savannah Area Girls’ Soccer Player of the Year honors.

“She didn’t go out and plow through everybody,” said Sister Pat Coward, who coached St. Vincent’s with Amy Kaplan. “She listened, analyzed her opponents and figured out what she had to do (to make the play).”

Her teammates responded.

Middlefield Morgan Boaen, for instance, signaled Jackson again and again this season with a click of her right hand. Her index finger pointed straight to goal.

“She would put her hand up and that was my key,” Jackson said. “I’d put it right where she wanted it.”

With just one or two touches, Jackson could move the ball from her skilled fullbacks to the midfield.

Her teammates would bounce passes back and forth as though parts of a pinball machine.

If Jackson wasn’t delivering the breakthrough chip or through ball, she directed the players who did.

The Saints facilitated goals and wins off the well-scripted plays.

Boaen ended the year as the statistical leader of the Saints’ offense with 20 assists. Jackson initiated many of those connections.

“This is my role on the team,” she said. “I don’t care if I’m not the finisher.”

Her chief heckler did mind for a time, though.

Jackson’s father, Kevin, a former University of Georgia football player, used to wonder about his daughter’s style.

No doubt he roared a wish or two from the sidelines that she would “Shoot!”

“All I ever wanted her to do was score,” Kevin Jackson said. “I’d say, ‘You didn’t have a good game because you didn’t score any goals.’ Then you realize there is so much more to it.”

Many more people likely realized the thrust of Jackson’s talent this season.

She didn’t just put down opponents.

She set up St. Vincent’s

“What would we have been like without Elizabeth?” Coward asked, rhetorically.

“Who would know? Game after game we never took her out. We never tried it.”

SPECIAL ORDERS

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker’s announced policy of January 4, 2005, and under a previous order of the House, the following Members will be recognized for 5 minutes each.

their projects with MEP Centers that year. Additionally, an estimate of the Federal return on our investment in MEP Centers is $4 in Federal tax revenue for every $1 invested in the program.

MEP has a documented positive impact on our manufacturing sector, and in particular vital to small manufacturers. As vital as this program is to our manufacturers, fiscal year 2006 funding is vital to MEP.

In addition to the funding restored to MEP, I am also pleased with the increase given to the National Science Foundation. NSF is the most funding that will go to universities who educate the next generation of scientists engineers and thereby plant the seed for America’s future prosperity.

I hope that NSF will continue its strong support of university based laboratories and user facilities, including the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. These NSF-supported labs create powerful synergies between cutting edge research and education and are a model of state and federal partnership.

We can’t afford to underestimate the importance of these programs. Our educators tell us that students are attracted by on-campus capabilities; not by the promise of an airline ticket to some remote laboratory in the U.S. or even abroad where they can visit for a few weeks.

As well, the current funding level should provide NSF with the flexibility to support both its planned activities and fund peer-reviewed, non-solicited proposals. Progress in science is often unpredictable and NSF must reserve the institutional agility to invest in “bottom-up” ideas that result from fast-breaking research discoveries.

Timely, flexible funding through NSF is a critical investment in our economic future and continued scientific leadership in the world. It deserves our support.

In closing, I would like to again extend my thanks to Chairman Wolf for his excellent work, and I encourage all of my colleagues to support this bill.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I move that the Committee do now rise.

The motion was agreed to. Accordingly, the Committee rose; and the Speaker pro tempore (Mr. MARCHANT) having assumed the chair, Mr. HASTINGS of Washington, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union, reported that that Committee, having had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2862) making appropriations for Science, the Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2006, and for other purposes, had come to no resolution thereon.

REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER AS COSPONSOR OF H.R. 939

Ms. MILLENDER-McDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to have my name removed as a cosponsor of H.R. 939.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentlewoman from California?

There was no objection.
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